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In Bkikf.
In the New York assembly
the Armstrong baggage bicycle bill was
passed by a vote of 127 yeas to 1 nay. The
bill was at once sent to the Senate and
was there passed by a vote of 30 to 4.
It
now goes to the
The bill comgovernor.
to
railroads
pels
carry bicycles free if a
release for damages is given.
There is
little doubt that the governor will sign it.
.Senator Quay, through his son Richard Quay, has made an emphatic denial of
the published statement that lie intended
t" withdraw from the contest for the Republican nomination for President.
Advices from Corea state that assassinations oi Japanese
have
taken
place
throughout the Corcan provinces. Rumors
arc circulated that Russians are
traveling
throughout the peninsula fanning the anti-

‘louvnai.
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Washington Whiseekinos.
The bill
to abolish compulsory coastwise pilotage!
was defeated in the House April Pth by a
vote of 117 to 52.
The result was a big
surprise t<* the friends of the measure,
who had anticipated an easy victory, but
opposition came from an unexpected
source.No new cases of measles have
developed among the Cleveland and Tliurber families.
Ruth and Esther Cleveland
and all the Tliurber children are doing
well.The marriage of Miss Joseph
Newcomb, daughter of Professor Simon
Newcomb of Washington, to Don. Edward
B. Whitney, assistant attorney general of
the United States, took place at uoon Sunday.The statement from Washington
published in a number of newspapers Sat-

urday morning purporting to give an outa dispatch alleged to have been
sent by Secretary
Olney to the United
States minister at Madrid, proposing med-

jj
j
|

|

itation on the part of the United States in
the Cuban insurrection, lias no foundation
in fact.
The most positive and direct denial that can be put in words can be applied t*> the story.The Senate Committee on Territories Fiiday ordered a favorable report on the bill providing for the
election of a delegate in Congress from
the territory of Alaska.

Wedding

Bells.

Wk.sskngeh-Libbk\
The home of Mr.
David K l.ihbey, two miles east of this vil-

lage. was the
wedding, April

scene

of

a

happy morning

8th.
His eldest daughter,
Alice, was wedded to Mr. Everett Wessenger, a prominent resident of Masardis,
one
of fertile Aroostook’s most favored
localities.
Rev. E. A. Reed officiated. Miss
Libbey is well known here as a successful
school teacher and is much appreciated for
her many admirable qualities.
The best
wishes of many friends will accompany her
to her new home.
[Pittsfield Advertiser.
Miss

Jones-Ingalls.

Walters. Jones formerly

and Miss Eva i.
Ingalls of Central Falls. It. I., were united
in marriage at the residence of the bride’s

Palermo, Maine,

East

parents
\ 31, 1896.

on

Madison Avenue Tuesday, March

The ceremony

was

performed by

J. J. Wooley. The Times extends
congratulations and best wishes. [I’nion
the Rev.

Times.

The State taxes amount to about $80,000
this year than last. Somerset towns
are required to pay $.38,256.16; $4,241, less
than last year. This is a reduction of about
10 per cent, and we don’t object to it.
less

[Somerset Reporter.

write any insurance
acre.
Should a large fire make a sweep in
cur village it could
£50,000 of taxabh- property, winch would require a quarter
of a century to replace, if ever.
The completion of the works would warrant a material reduction of insurance rates—probably double The cost of rental. It is estimated that the village pays one half, or more,
of the taxes, so that in case of a loss by fire
of property valued at £4<i,ihX>, one half of
that amount, >‘J0.uotj, would be assessed
upon
The
property outside of the village.
whole town is directly and indirectly interested, and upon business principles benefited more than the cost of the water.
A
small dwelling of a mechanic in the
village !
as
much tax as some of
usually pays quite
our farms.
The dwelling in the village only
serves as an abiding place for the
occupant.
He goes elsewhere to earn his living, while
the farmer produces his living at home.
If
village improvements are of no value to the
the
same logic might he
farming community
reversed and ail property taxed pro rata at
about £d per acre.
V\ bile tax payers outside of the
village
must make up for loss of valuation of
property in the village by fire, they are equally
favored and their burden relieved by increased valuation of village property. To illustrate: Assuming the town valuation is
Hi,(MX); village valuation, £250,0m, the village pays one half of the tax. If you increase the valuat -m of the
village "loo.ooo,
you, on the same data, reduce taxation outs *ie
that amount
In other words capital
C>lines into the
vidage and reduces farm
taxes.
The Nason x. Grant building was
burned, and naif of the valuation must be
made up by farmers this year. To increase j
The valuation of the village
capital from *
outside must (•••me m : and while many
to

j

<

t-.

provide by

contract

or

other-

The committee is as follows: Mayor E F.
Hanson, Aldermen F. H. Welch and F. H.
Mayo, aud Council men J. E. Wilson and D.
T. (xiiptill.
The Mayor was authorized to draw orders
j
i from tune to time, not exceeding 625 in all,
for the purchase of shoes for needy school

destroy

to

and

wise for the building of said bridge, as set
f"rtl: in the proposition submitted to the
voters of Belfast and d ited Aug. 7, 1895, and
voted upon Aug. 14, 1.895: said committee to
report progress to the city government at
each regular meeting, or at any special
meeting that may he called.

timely attention, might have destroyed a
large portion of the village. So much is
our village congested that rates of insurance
are iiabie to be
increased; in fact, many

11 owe,

line of

bridge,

few

ing congested at many points, and thus increasing the fire hazard. Within that time
several fires have occurred which, but for

j

men

a

years >ur village has increased in rim number of
buildings, becom-

of

iMaine, if not the oldest.
a
is gin-i, to
the undertaker as ',C.
it is said that lie was really lUb
Ti:e Maine Veteran Assoeiaits annual meeting and ladies'
the American House, Boston,
< ->i.
N ye,
evening.
president
d: -!!, presided. The
speakers
Daniel Green, Dr.
G.
F.
•John L. Parker. Capt. J. W.
<'ul. J. II. Roberts and Col. StarA. \V. Bradbury of Portland,
''tati-s district attorney, will deMemorial Day address at East-The Rockland lire department
« d
gue>ts from the city governbig jollification in the steamer
rsday night.The Sagadahoc
-rami jury arose April 10th and
-even indictments, one for arson,
iiquoi selling and three for ille<
uses.
oiinty Attorney Grant
•
tin cases of those indicted hy
at
the
December term for
jury
sv liquor licenses and who dethat term cannot come to trial
August term_Articles of assomd accompanying petitions have
the office
r<>ad comfor tin new Lewistou A Bruns
"treet
Railway Company. The
t the road is to be twenty-one
capital stock will he two hunisand dollars; the number of
thousand of the par value of
spend less than you earn, is
if Isle Star-Herald* s panacea for
o-nt financial difficulties in Aroos:«
niedy that would work equally
a her
parts of the State.At a
b the executive committee of the
Inter-Scholastic Athletic AssoeiaAugusta, April 12th. it was voted
: 'lie dth annual
meeting of the asat Waterville. The meeting will
•1 day and will he held June 13th.
■burn Classical Institute of Wateradmitted to the association,makhools.
Officers of the day were
judges, scorers, etc. The coming
unises to be the most successful
•■Id.Mr. Harry Weissinger, the
le tobacco man who so hospitably
bned the Maine G. A. R. veterans
national encampment last SeptemMi
iy make a pleasure trip to Maine
dinner.
If he comes special efforts
made to give him a pleasant time.
A. R. posts will arrange a recepiQ his honor.
>t

me

wants.

1

> '-ai

gallons capacity, a
less than five hundred

gallons capacity, and a steam
pump capable of supplying seven hundred
and fifty thousand gallons per
day. Should
every person in tlm village use from the
water works, and no other source, the estimated consumption would he fifty thousand
gallons per day. It will be seer, that the
>uj'piy and power are ample for future

1

I

of

1,325.71

972.50
975.00
An order was passed that the contract he
awarded to Messrs. Conant and Howard,
tiie lowest bidders.
Order No. ‘21 was passed as follows:
Ordered, That a committee of live, to be
known t.s the bridge committee, consisting
of the Mayor, two Aldermen and such of
the Council as n ty join, be and hereby is,
authorized and eo:p. wered t" procure specifications and receive bids for both sub-structure and super-structure of a first-class

million

thousand

New Hampshire: 4<>,( : 4 to the
Maine eommis.d'*nci : I<>. <;«.» to \\ .tshingC
: j.'-.iHHi to nl i >;10,t
0 to Rhode
ton, D.
Y« in. *m ami one ease »i
Island : 1<>. '4 •
salmon eggs t*> New .Jersey and New
N' irk.East week < o orge Jh-xie of
North Buekspoi' i. M •«; a moihei seal and
The old
pup in the rivei at iiat p<*int.
seal was a lie nstei. measuring s i-_ feet
in length and girting
i-2 feet and weighing ibout 7' 1 }*■ »imds. The young seal j
was out a few lumis ohl
and measured 4
feet g in lies in length and weighed about
7b pounds.
It was easily killed_ The 1
regular nominati* ns made by the goverm
were ,*m ;.in.o:
"U T!i;:r>«lay. among
them being tl,at of H -n. L T. Carleton j
ot
Wimlirop as con,! i"ioner ot inland
i.sheiies and game.
iece}*tion was tendered to Mi
carl--; n at the Augusta
House 'u the evening hy his friends, and
he was waimh congradiated hy them. I
Mr. t'c.ileton will haw his t»tli*■* in Angi.stu.The 1 ovi.'i dealers of Portland. i
w 1; (* fui nisi! at" oat
ait of tin* lisli tor t lie ;
New York maik' t. keep them in big ears
in the docks in whici* the board of health
The !
says the sewers of the city empty.
health ollieers have oideied the lobster)
dealers to lemove tlieii cars from the
j
d -eks to deep waiter.
This means a loss !
of thousands <r dollars to local dealers,
who have protested.
A hearing has been *
granted them on the matter.Com- j
missiouei <»f >- a ami Miore Fisheries
Whitten is much exercised over the law
which passed the Massachusetts legislatin’*' and is m-w in the hands of the governor for a nine inch lobster law.
He says
that, lie is fearful that it will induce much
law breaking in this State, where we have
a ten and one-half inch
law. leading the
fishermen to take under length lobsters
and ship them to Massachusetts.The
close time for sardines ended April lbtli,
but tin Fastp<<rt factories will probably
not be opened for some time yet.
The
hundreds of men win* have been out of
since
have
a
December
1st
employment
rather discouraging outlook.
eggs

'kite train

ige master,

hs

"id

Portland

am*

fifty

over

standpipe

superintendent of the lisli hatchery at
Creen Lake, shipped fmm the hatchery
during the month of Mar< li 2o,0< » trout

Maim Fential, ran
entral train that went

the

Hazel McKeen. 1,025 00
1,000 00
1,100 00

H. F. Mason.
H. A. Babbidge.
J. F. Wilson.
B. H. ami Conant and Sanford Howard.
E. S. Shuman

The

■

whehi e._ Vi- :• -ry
M .i in* St a '* F.-n~.. A
a
>l.ii- M ie.
New k e
Uir » 'we

Upper bridge, so-called, were opened in the
Board of Aldermen, and were as follows:
A. D. and H. II. Hayes.$1,140X0

same.

■

\>

Ti

see

voir of

Obituary.

from the Common Council, Messrs. Cates
and Strout.
The bids for repairing the

a. m.

if the town will contract with the
water company for a term of
years for a
supply of water sufficient for tire and sanitary purposes, determine the number of
hydrants and the rental, and location of

the r.uitiary Miss Clara Barton
cables To the V w England Armenian Rebel Committee of Boston, of successful
woik ami nun-interference by tin- Turks.
>’■ e says the n< d lor m->re funds is urgent.
.During a squall on >an Francisco bay
the British ship Blaiimove was capsized
Mid >ix of the crew drowned, including
Thomas I.mlgate.
ief ..dicer. and >amuel
.Tin extent to which
Kenny, steward.
this country exports horses to Europe is
m t generally known,
.'some idea ma\ be
had from tin fart that the port of New
York ships 1"<‘. u< Euimuddy.The if.. »rd
made by the lam Katahdin in her run
Tiiiiisday was an av» rage ot lg:; knots ,in
hour.
At one time -hr readied 10 knots.
Tills is given on aiiihorit\ u a member of
the tiial hoard.
The Katahdin is a 10kict boat.Vt the pi• Jiibi'ion Mate convention in Illinois a resolution was adopt
rd which requests that Congress prohibit
the manufacture of liquor iu the Enited
Mates and also prohibit the sale of liquor
in the District «.f Columbia, ad territories
and all military posts.A dispatch to
the London Chionicle from Cairo says
that Col. John A. Cockerill. the. well
known American newspaper editor and
correspondent, died suddenly at Sliepheard's Hotel in that city April 10th.
Death was caused by apoplexy.
Col.
Cockerill recently arrived in Cairo from
Japan, where he had spent considerable
time as the correspondent, of the New
Volk Herald.
He was representing the
same paper iu Cairo.The jury
in the
case of the Cubans on trial at New York
in connection with The Bermuda filibustering expedition, leturned a verdict on
April 10th of “not guilty** in the case of
all defendants.Emmons Blaine died at
hi. ago in 1 s'.<g, and when his wife qualified as administratrix she gave a bond for
£170.< JO. which indicated that the estate
was valued ai
half that figure.
The inventory shows : hat the good assets of the
estate will not reach above £70,000.

1.

at 10

Government.

City

The adjourned meeting of the City Council Monday evening attracted considerable
attention and there was a large attendance
of spectators. There was a full attendance
in the Aldermen’s Board, and two absentees

was

April 22nd,

rumor to

i

for

Winterport.

April 13, 1896. Our citizens
a water
supply. The ques-

considered, at our annual town
meeting and action taken looking to its
further consideration. A special town meeting will be held in L'nion Hall, Wednesday,

feeling.Notw ithstanding

Japanese

moving

are

tion

for

children.
Petition of J. W. Waterman that his name
he stricken from the voting lists was read
and the petitioner was given leave to withdraw.
Alderman Welch proposed the names of
Knight aud M. W. Welch for policemen.
The names were not accepted, by a
vote of 3 to 2, Aldermen Welch and Russ
A. A.

voting

Mayo, Kilgore and Shute no.
by Alderman Welch that the
City Marshal be authorized to appoint the
members of the night police was voted down,
Aldermen Welch and Russ voting yes and
Mayo, Kilgore and Shute no. M. C. March
and P. S. Edgecomb were elected as
night
police.
The resignation of W. A- Kimball as City
A

yes,

motion

Marshal was read. In tin? discussion on the
( ity Marshal aud police
questions in the
Board of Aldermen, Aldermen Welch stated

that

The City Marshal should have the
appointment of the night police, for the rea-

that the members should be in sympawith the Marshal. To this Mayor Hanson
bjevTod, saying that, to carry the point
a little farther, the
Mayor alone should be
elected by the people, he to have the appointing of a 11 members i>i the City Government-and city otli.ers, which would insure
towns ire burdening themselves with bondJ
yd debts to a d j: at ifit nil’em and induce periect l:armuig\ in the management of city
them to locate, y-w are not asked to build ! aJI is. The
Boards went into joint conwater works, n
w; 1 i y. u i.. asked to
pay
:t• -r on Mr.
Kimball’s resignation
as
much as the lost annually of maintain- \ vention r
••ic
Cap tai v;[: route from oilts'de, put ! ami the matter v, as laid on the table until
in a substauti d
.\
1th carac.t\
f .r j tut
plant
regular meeting in May.
son

thv

e

future wants, and you hot only get their
''
1J' r; 1 iu\ est.-.i iaTc. bur ;n •!’• !•-r t !i at their
ip Tai ma\ pi nil) c them an income in a
inture grow11.
tin- t. wn. and to which
th.-\ must n- k. tic.- m;i>t ’.mince out-ode
ouGnie capital oerne ia -r.
and bu:id up
■Ui village that tie v m t\ in the end he ben-

efited.^
M

n
ciioithas be-n •-x pended t, induce
cue T" W.nierport to
and
-ipr d to
of w af*-r su;.j v has been the -x .,s.
T1
ot
trans
were
1
etc.,
and piea^ed id, !.•.* uvic-ni water nothing
•'"Old be ac« .'ini• ii,*-ii
T1 •-refoi’c. the most
important thing for Win ter non to do is to
'n
lent improved uater
srd'P-.v a g.t aii't
service, and the
p;•• •rtuuitv is lio.v at hand
—a vet-t the town tav..ruble To a
ntract
wii! Settie the qiiestn-u and work will begin

j

<

ington
iar

opportune Time for su -h an enterHusiues* > dr.ii, with no prospects

an

prise.
of l’e\ ivai until another year.
The building
of the works means >n,"00 to ".s.oon
paid out
here for labor and it will go to uur townsmen,

horses,

b;U'-ksuiiths, stone workers,
hotels, livery stable, etc., and increase the
demand for farm produce, cause a stimulation

masons,

and

attract

attention

that

will

draw

business enterprises to us. It surely is
Winter; ort s
opportunity. Look upon it
carefully, with broad views, and act for the
“best good of tiie greatest number."
Transfers

in

Real

Kstate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry of Deeds
for the week ending April Id, 1h*h;: Dorothy
Toss, Brooks, to Janies G. Gibbs, do.; land
in Brooks.
A. J.
Donnell, Belmont, to
P, Moody, Windsor; land in Belmont.
A. A. Brown, Liberty, to YV, J. Kuowlton,
do.: land iu Liberty. Reuel M. Berry, Unity,
to O. P. Estes, Troy ; land iu
Unity. Horace
F. Myrick, Troy, to Fred A. Myrick, do :
land and buildings in Troy. James H. Hanson, Waldo, to Seldeu I. Gurney, do.; land
ami buildings iu Waldo.
Henry Harwood,
Fraud

Lincolnville,

to W S. Pendleton, Islesboro;
land in Lincolnville. Ezra M. Do II off, Pittsfield, to Wealthy A. Grant, Monroe; land in
Monroe. Augusta B. Richards, Belfast, to
Frank B.Flagg.do.; land in Belfast. Albert L.
Newcomb, Monroe, to Forest Curtis, do.;
land ami mill 111 Monroe.
Louis Sylvester
et als., Knox, to A. K. P. Strout, Gardiner;
laud m Freedom ; A. K. P. Strout to Ephraim
Bragdou, Freedom ; land in Freedom. Chas.
W. F. Willey, Winterport, to Sullivan Niles
et al., Cambridge;
laud and buildings in

Winterport. C. A. Shaw, Bangor, to Arthur
\\
Shaw, \\ interport; land and buildings
iu Winterport.
Elijah C. Ritchie, Monroe,
to Elijah Ritchie, do.; land and buildings in
Monroe. W. R. Mason, Swanville, to Alice A.
Mason, do. land and buildings in Swanville.
John M. Getcheli, Plymouth, to Mary E.
Paine, Tr«<\ ; laud and buildings in Troy.
Walter P. Bessey, Freedom, to Silvia E. McFarland, Mont vi lie ; land in Mont vi lie. James
J• McHugh, Bang* i, to Daniel o. Cannon,
Brewer: land :n Frankfort.
News

ot

the

i*ranges.

Levenseller, Secretary of Waldo
County Grange, has made arrangements f<>r
<»ne fare for the round
trip to all who attend
the County Grange meeting at Burnham
next Tuesday.
C.

A.

Ritchie Grange, Waldo, held an open session April 11th.
Ice cream and cake were
served. A worsted quilt, which had been
sold by ticket, was drawn. No. 7, held by

Capt. A. A. Ginn, Master of the Pomona
Grange, was the lucky number. A social
dance ami ring plays were indulged in by
nearly all present. A nice time is reported.
Seaside Grange conferred the first and
second degrees on four brothers and three

meeting
Saturday
This, Thursday, evening, the

sisters

ing.

at the

last

even-

ladies

have a fair, supper and dance at the
new hall.
Supper will be served from d to
8 o’clock, at 25 cents each. The quilts and
other articles will be drawn, and there will
be asocial dance, with music by an orchestra
will

of grange members.
a

A

fine time is expected.

large

company and

Togo into elb-ct Ma\ 5ih,
on the table until the reg-

meeting in May.

Concerning

Industries.

Local

Dak JLti quarry is
S"!iie e\
lte

to

eileliT

order.

later.

in-w

turning

utt

«.U;t ity of monumental graiiThe paving \v> rk will begin

Mark \\ mul c\;

Son

finishing

are

number

a

handsome jobs in marble for Camden parties.
Several specimens of intricate
carving
of ferns, flowers, etc., by F. M. Wood are to
be seen in their
shop.
for walnut

Br

s.

doors,

filled

an

order last week

the first made at the mil!

that kind of wood for several months. The
work of late has run almost
wholly to fine
work .11 oak and other light colored woods.

of

1 lie Belfast Machine Sc Foundry east, last
Saturday, among a lot of ship work, a set of
windlass nippers of an old English style.
The piece used as a patttern was quite
rusty,
but enough of the original •rua.uientatiou
<

traced to show the crown and
eral letters of the maker’s trade-mark.
could be

The

outlook for

this year

is

said

to

stone

be

the

work iu
reverse

sev-

Prospect
ot

encour-

aging and hut little is doing there now. At
Mt. Heagan there is no prospect of
any business being doue this summer.
At Ed. Warren’s place of business he has a small crew of

employed. At Mosquito mountain the
are working a few men.
Frank
Sargent at Mt. Tuck has a crew of twelve

men

company

cutters at work,

A correspondent of the Bangor Daily
News reports that the granite business is
starti ng up in Blue Ilill. The Chase Granite
Co. have about 100 men employed. They
loaded last week three vessels, the schooners Robert
Dorrity, Capt. Lowe, L. D. Remick, Capt. Duffy, and schooner Mineola,
Capt. Kane, all bound to Boston. Another
vessel lias been chartered and is expected
daily. They have the tracks nearly completed and when the cars and necessary ma-

chinery arrive they will have one of the best
equipped plants in the State. Eugene T.
Him kley is the superintendent, John Phil-

lip iu charge »>f the quarries. The W hite
Granite Co. put on a few cutters last week,
and expect to load the schooner H iz.-l Dell
m a fe v days.
News has been received that
the Blue Hill Granite Co. are to start up at
<>uce, under the supe.rintendency of Frank
11. Binder, one of the late firm of Christopher Binder’s Sons.
Bonanza for the Girls’Home.

lady bookkeeper in one of our business houses was prompted the other
day to
draw up the following paper:
TO ( LEAK THE

ATMOSPHERE

OUR

AND

INCREASE

SELF-RESPECT.

Belfast, Me April 8, 189b.
We the undersigned, having come to a
realizing sense of the weakness (as well as
wickedness) of using profane language, do
hereby promise to try to abstain from it for
one week ending April 15th, and to forfeit

five

cents

for every oath that

escapes

our

lips during that time—said money to be
given to the Girl’s Home.
The paper promptly received four signatures, only one declining to sign, aud a box
was prepared with a slit in the lid, and the
cover tied and sealed, to receive the nickels.
The first day is thought to have realized
about 80 cents, and then the nickels came
more slowly until some varnish on the fixtures created a slight boom. The box was
opened yesterday afternoon and it contained
§1.40.

returned to Bangor Com-

College Tuesday.

Mrs. F. B. Wi

of Boston is

son

Mr. and Mrs. A. C.

Frank ,J. Wiggin
for a short visit.

Mrs.

guest of

a

Burgess.
went

Bangor

to

Tuesday

Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Gardner "f this city
visited in Dixuiout last week.
Charles Sherman of Islesbor" is visiting
his sister, Mrs. Jerre Hayes.
K.

Talbot,

L.

fireman

train, is off duty for

the passenger

on

short

a

rest.

Capt. F. C. Pendleton is again able
about the streets «>n pleasant days.
Robert Pendleton is

I

V

to

home fr-eu Aut

at

visiting his father, Nathan

lYndieto!..

E.

Charlotte T. Sibley is t<> hi-rurem
New Haven, Ct., Saturday evening. M iv
l.
Miss

Walter O. Poor returned

Tuesday from

New

to

three weeks' visit

a

York
home.

at

Mrs. Hannah E. Moore went to
Lynn.
Mass., Tuesday to visit her daughter, Mm
Ellen Collins.

Mrs. Chas. N, Black left by the r,non tram
visit of three weeks m Portland and Boston.

yesterday fora

Joseph Williamson, Jr., E«*<p, of Augusta
in town yesterday on business at the

was

Insolvency Court.
Master Tom ion Bowker

yesterday for

visit

a

Brooks

to

went

to

grandmother,

bis

Mrs. T. I). Jellison.
Hon. W. C.

Marshall left by train Tuesvisit to Lewiston,

day morning for an official
Portland and Bridgton.

Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Mansfield

in Bos-

are

buying dry goods, novelties,

ton

They

etc.

the last uf the week.

will return

Mis. Geo. W. Stoddard and Mrs. S. L.
Hanscom left by train yesterday morning
for a visit
friends in New York.

Hon. S. L. Milliken returned home Mon-

day evening

from

Washington.

He will be

district convention in Watervilie
to-iiiiutow to meet his frieuds.

at

the :;d

■

h
A. Gi.kc
had a seve-.-f attack of hemand Mrs. Hiram Temple of Boston | orrhage last week, which routined him to
were in town last week,
visiting Mrs. T.'s j the house a few days. He is m.w rev. -red
and attending to business is .,n lt.
mother, Mrs. A. A. Carleton.
Albert II. York and Miss Emily I.. Lewis
Edery Bowden, Es<, and Hon. Fred Atwent to Rockland Tuesday.
wood of Winterport attended Fiob
When they rer ;irt.
Mr.

turn

they

will be

here Tuesday and left by tram
morning t attend tin- !:.p ;u..

and wife

man

Richard Golden has at last completed his
new play. “Young Mr.
Prouty," on winch l.e
has been at work for the past two years.

h,v

Wiui

»

Portland.

tion at

Conduct-•: Emery (
has been transferred
Waterv. 11> to pert! md.

h

! t..,

1

The funeral of Cap?. Royal G Sherman of
hum -iiie'.-.j
st
Rockland, w !a»se dent ii u
week, took place in that ir.\ A -n, ic h. Rt-v.
J ii Parsh.ey .-liiciatdig. Tin
11 M tS'-nic
it--- of i in ai w eri
a
ob**.-r\
.i, l
gate>n .f ii-ut 2”* uo-mbers >f Aurora
:g •.
Roekiami, ] •ini’ag. P 1 -wing ar.- tie- un
of the members of King I > v !’v.
-d-g.
par? a .paled : Past Master. K.i-r.a G .thn,
Gr-ol-ge Allies. Ed War-. Goa nan; 8 m.-r
''G ;i d-*n L«A;m*s; L
B. ,'nImttu m, I >auFn-hi »-•!;, Tin-mas Gns
W
u. Law.
Harm--n Line. A. S K
u
Ti
r--u air..were placed ill 11:■
t un
at Jane
u point
be 1-ill-Vul tocemetery, t!. d will probe 1
Liueolnville later on.
,■

■

Friday
C

solutions of

rt

Tlie

Girls’

Home.

A. Aii*‘u,
Mr.

were

1 Mrs,

:m

B

1

1'

join tl:e

to

Frank B. Mutln-w

Washing:'
w.ts

Home
21st,

at

>rthport

N

on

2

o'clock,

avenue

u dk ,-r
Friday, and now takes
He vis ;<-d the
every pleasant day.
Saturday for the iiist title- sin.ee last

Johu

Among recent, contributions tot1.-- Home
package of maga/hu •; and papers from
Mrs. Edgar Harding, Pittslieid: millinery
from Mrs Benjamin and daughter of < > tklaud ; an Easter offering ol >»; ,v; from the
Congregational Sunday s. Inmi --f South Berwick. by hand of John F. llodgilon.
Offers <»f help have b-eu receive-! from
Hearts--a.-e Circle, King's Daughter, Free-

tive to

trip excursion tickets ou all the principal
railroads and steamboats. The order of business will be as usual. The Supreme Tempiar,
Dr. D. H. Mann of New

York, and Supreme
T., Jessie Forsyth of Boston, are expected to he present. Any particulars will
he given by Grand Secretary, George E.

S. J.

Brackett, at Belfast.
M'o< kton

is

at

The

Springs. Capt. Wilbert West
a short visit to his
family.

home for
town

farm has been

leased

to

George

Lathrop for the next year....The funeral
service of Capt. William Haskell was ludd
at his late residence April 7th, l.iev. K. G.
Harbutt .f Searsport otliciating. The Masonic fraternity, of which h- w;;> < meinU-r,
conducted the services
was

at tile grave.
Capt.
f»8 years of age and leave* a

daughter aud one son....Capt.
Horace Staples, who has been at the Maine
Geueral Hospital, Portland, arrived home
last Saturday much improved.... Capt, Al-I
bert Colcord and family left by traiu Monday morning for Portland to join his vessel,
bark Willard Mudgett... The Brothers who
attended the Powual Lodge, F. aud A. M.,
April 8th, were very pleasantly surprised by
the announcement, “That a delegation of
ladies were in waiting in the banquet hall,”
where the Gables were bountifully spread j
with the good things the. Mason’s wives 1
one

how to prepare. After supper was
served all repaired to the lodge room above,
where a very social evening was spent. The
Brothers say, “Come again, Sisters-Mrs.
Ed. Lancaster is at home from Bangor_
Mr. Maitland Lafolley has moved his goods
into the vacant store in the Masonic Block
for a few days.
The market is to be newlypainted and kalsomined and will present a
very neat appearance. Mr. Lofolley has a
know

first class market, in every respect-The
Three Crow base ball nine are to give a ball
May night in Denslow hall.
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1

i..it

four weeks

over

E. B. Mayo, editor of the Turf. Farm and
Home, accompanied by his wife and two

but

There l,n\r

appreheinl.-d... Mr.
will lost their
baby
was

meeting.

spring,

iio\v.

r,.

.•

n

.-

were

Maine

Town.

by the

ordered
,t

Thurs-

ist

Tuesday
(did

Over

noon.

Cambridge. Mass,

om

and

Friday

\\

:;i

a

native

partner in the t rm, and
large branch st >re.

Methodist Conference

m

..

a

a

!.

with a help1;ig hand t forw ml my n>- v
terprise, e.-pcia;!y in
-moug :. ;
*.f
of our ehurel.es.
Mr. I
,.a,_
...
ly missed and his nano a:'.
ng b. i.
»d.
'1 1
•imeral Took pi.o .-Apr ! d
ml<
the dire-, t on -t the Free M i-.
Tie;p*
h t\ e ail been snut dow n -a
s,,t

two years ago.

store

p,I:.
jp>
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Boston.

to

Congress

branch

Templars.

The annual meeting of the Grand Lodge
Good Templars will be held in Bangor,
April 22d and 23d. Members can buy round

i

> He:

Boston

t

<

ety of Maine reports that receipts are again
ii, from the “chain letters."

of

w.-nt

Herbert E. Brier, formeriv of tins
who has been head clerk
f 11 int Ov

coming

East Belfast now holds
Lodge
regular meetings every 'Tuesday evening at
the brick schoolhouse.

hud ;

n

:sd Mrs.

the candidate of that

port.
Alice O'Brien left the horn-- last. \w-rk to
live Willi Mrs. George Oyer of Searsim nt.
The Secretary of the ChibIren's Aid Soci-

of

ride

Fnitv, w is
tlie B. ptiiist candidate for Mayor of Kansas
if,- was
City, Mo. at the spring election

n. v

Good
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panying her

Tuesday, April
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arc

Eastern

u.

Georgt Briest. Mr.
Woodcock went to Rockland Tuesday and
met Mrs.
Woodco.-k at Brunsw -k.
m-

meeting of the Gi.il Iren'- Aid
Maine will be mud at the Girl.-'

of

a'.b-

last

to

he

i

igo

see:.;

again

"orse

Tuesday niorniPuT
dealers ex-

t-

s

i.s
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«l’*i

and s!,•

....!

from B-’.stiii,

cursion

..gee

nurse

i.d Mr. and

nsm- re

t

ami

s

Mrs. L. 1*. Cr.ustrail,

Thursday

The annual

Society

•a

sympathy f- r R.v.
drowning •: ids -on, \V.
adopted.

F. Alien in the

Mrs. If. L. Woodeo, k

widow,

The

Samuel Lord

J. S. Farrington, who has been
a
tram
m
sister, Mrs. Shales of Belfast, is the last of)
aiivassing
Waldo county for a biographical revo-w.
.'am. Tm k.-r
k
her father’s family
Mrs. Evans was a kind
train v. >*.
charge f th- Beit
wife and in -tiier, a-good neighbor, and uni- went t'* Rockland last Thursday on hus.versally respected by all who knew her. ness.
Tiie three children and sister were present
Miss Furbish of Berlin, N
I’ITTSFIKI It
Mr. Pobert !» bson, w.. f.
If,, was m
at the funeral, which was at; her late resi- ! To.vn last Thursday, oil h*-r way
home fr-mi ; many years It td 1..
hig'u.y
1
deuce. The services were by the Rev. C. H. isleshoro, where her family have a summer i .',h!i ..f ribs tda, -. ,!•••. j la i; >sr -i
Aj,.-, ] \
Weils of Belfast and were .argerv attended cottage.
His 1
tli lmd
1
an-! he went t*> the Hot Spring.-. Ark
by sympathizing friends.
At the Maine M. F. Conference n Auburn
v-..

Haskell
A

Bangor Tuesday

went to

business.

mercial

and Mrs. F. A. Knowlton aud child of
Fairfield returned home Monday from a
visit t J. W. Knowlton.

Martha Evans died at her home in
W aldo, April 8th, after a
very brief illness.
Mrs. Evans was born in Gorham, Me., in
1821.
In early life she married a Mr. Hunt
and resided in Portland.
Two children
were horn to them, Mrs. Emily Richardson
of Portland, and Mr. John Hunt of Waldo.
In 1S5U she married the late Jeremiah Evans
and has since that time lived in Waldo until
her death. One son, Edward Evans, was
born to them, with whom she has lived
since the death of Mr. Evans in 18.x.'). One

of

Mathews

Benjamin Kelley
on

Dr.

—

1

immediately.
It is

laid

C. B. Hall went to Waldoboro Tuesday to
visit bis father.

[W.

Mrs.

uT

!:

Personal.

j

Wesley Wiggin.

\nilTl

Personal.

Herman Stevens went to Boston
Deborah Mathews, willow of Richard
Friday
Smart, died at the home of her youngest on business.
H.
P.
in
Smart,
Fred W. Brown, Esq., was in Boston last
son,
Hubbardston, Mass.,
Feb. 22, 1896, in the 88th year of her age.
week on business.
She was the last of a family of eleven chilChas. H. Field went to Mathias
Thursday
dren. She was born in Prospect, Me., and on insurance business.
lived in Maine until a few years ago, when
Marcellus Blake of Stoneham, Mass., is
she came to live with her son in Massachuvisiting friends in Belfast.
setts. Her beloved companion passed on .to
O. C. Evaus went to Boston last
his reward June 1, 1894.
For more than
Friday on
sixty years they had lived together. She business returning Monday.
was a kind and devoted wife, considerate of
Mrs. B. L. Smith of Patten is
visiting her
her husband's every interest.
Her kind mother, Mrs. Mary L. Murch.
words, wise counsels, faithful prayers and
Elbridge S. Pitcher was in Castine the
helpful instructions made her the true neth- first of the week on
business.
er, exemplifying the high- st type of noble
Frank Whitmore was out last
womanhood. In her early life she gave her
Friday for
the first time since his accident.
heart to God and united with the CongreFrank E. Wiley went to Boston
gatioualist church. For seventy years siie
by Thurswas a true and faithful member.
During day's boat returning Saturday.
the last few years of her life, not living
Daniel A. Wadlin of Xorthj-ort went to
where she was privileged to attend the
Rockland Saturday on business.
church of her choice, she attended, when
Miss Charlotte T.
Sibley r.-turued last Fri
health permitted, the M-.cthodist: nevertheday from a visit to friends in Boston.
she
was ever true to her vows for the
less,
Mrs. P. C. Peirce went to
Master. She was n earnest worker in the
Bridgewater,
Sunday school and church. She was a faith- Mass., last Friday to visit her husband.
ful student "f the word of God. It was inOsborn Lord has entered the store of Wm.
teresting to hear how readily she could O. Poor <K: Son to learn the drug business.
quote passage after passage of the precious I
H. A. Toward of
Waterville, Roadmaster
promises and commands of God. Her life i of the Maine Central, was in tlie
city last
in word, act and influence was only a more ! week.
complete expression of the truth learned
Mr. and Mrs. II. E. Capen of the
Bay
from a careful study of the Scriptures and
View House, Camden, were at the Windsor
as reproduced in her conduct and life.
She last
Thursday.
was a woman of strong character.
When
M illistou Griunell of Camden was in the
she saw the truth she seized upon it with a
last week aud returned home by Thursrirmness that made it her own. Faith in city
God and faith in His promises gave sym- day's boat.
Miss Annie E. Going returned last week
metry to her character and strength to her
Christian life. Her last sickness, though from l nion, where she spent the winter
brief, was attended at times with severe with her mother.
suffering, yet she never murmured, but was
Mrs. S. G. Dunbar aud children returned
calm and patient, and only waited with a last Saturday from a visit of several
weeks
spirit of resignation to join her companion, in Massachusetts.
who had gone to his reward. Her life was
Fred T. Chase went to Boston by Thursone of rich benediction upon all who knew
day's boat and from there goes to Harrimau,
her.
She came to the grave like a “‘shock of
Tennessee, fora visit.
corn fully ripe and prepared for its Master's
Miss Jennie Whidden returned Monday
use.” ‘‘Blessed are the dead which die in
the Lord.” Her funeral was attended by evening from a visit to her father, Wm. J.
Whidden of Everett, Mass.
Rev.
W.

<
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Petition'd A. 1'. Hayes for appointment
inspector on bridge was htl<l oil the table
in the Board of Aldermen.
1 'resignation of the members of Washa"

j

;

189(5.
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mid Mm. nth. !
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w.ek.
:,,
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as it wm- tg
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al weeks, is gain.ng sh.w i\
p;
-.
daughters, left Friday morning for a vis.t in j
Boston ami New York.
ug
During the winter | went To P.o-t. li aSt Week t1 111;
Mr. Mayo ami fumiiy haw been boarding
goods, and was a--moanied i>v i
,•
at tlie Eimwood, but on their return they will
who will visit her daughter. Mrs Csi
their
home
in
Fairfield.
Water;
occupy
I
m
viiie Sentinel.
I dan in Boston and Mrs. Fmm.:
i-' erett. M a-s
1 lev P. IP I {a m
-.
We mentioned last week that Messrs. F.
had a unanimous cab t<
remain with Pm
(i. White, G. A. Bailey and others had gone
M. E. church in t
s plaei
to Boston to attend a horse sale, but we I
Mr. ,J. S. l»a is exp. ets To
eiir.ig
ssp
should have said a horse show. Mr. Bailey !
birthday April l>th....d H. l>av;s ,,t (l
went on business and bought a tine lot «>f
H» suppos.-.i rh.it
1 valuable eow recently.
carriages in Amesbury, which will arrive
she strained hcr.-t if in tr> ug t
Sim
g.-i up
here this week.
-■oiild not stand after she w i- help-d up,
Hon. E. L. Freeman of Central Falls is
!
except by leaning lor hem: tg oust the wmi
one of ih*- delegates at large t*
the National
nor eat except from a bott.c.
l.\ putr.ug .t
convention,
elected
at
the
ReRepublican
little hay in her month
IP
kept m. i.
publican State convention in Providence. R. that condition about tw
w .-.-ks m,
I, April loth, lie is a brother of E. C, sliot. her-Mr. H. -nr\ Wo
dM: Wm
Freeman of Lincolnvilie, and is prominent
-’ a
I’o.nei- > cadi
-.
... ..,.K
p g
alike in business, social and political cir« les.
in adjoining pens.
Tlm\ were iiv»
-ex
1
Mrs. IfuIda Gammaiis bit by train Tm-smonths old and s.-i m.
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for

Lovvel:, Mass., where she
wedding of her m-phew,
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Harry Augustine Tlc-mps.m ami Miss Mary
-Mrs. A. H. F-.r nf r t P, w
Maude, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John T. j ti- ult operation performed
Smith. The wedding was to take place in I (lelieral Hospital Ithe Methodist Church, Wednesday
evening, reports are fa-.-r

tg,

the

r

i.g

Maine
a

We

April 15th.
Ckntkk

Mon
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Mrs.

Jane A. McLellan left Saturday I
Ramsey hail a slight |uru,> r <.
morning for her new field of labor in East |
M E Herr.m.in
days
ago.
Boston. Prior to her departure the pupils
Miss

High School presented her with a
handsomely bound Temple edition of Shakspeare’s works. A large delegation from the
school accompanied her to the depot on the
morning of her departure. Belfast regrets
in

the

to lose

her and she has the best wishes of

everybody.
Invitations have been received to the wedding of Walter Lyman Bragdon of St. Louis,
Mo., formerly of this city, aud Miss Vista

Claire, daughter

Gamaliel
De Kalb Kinnear of Kansas City.
The
wedding will take place in Kansas City,
Tuesday. April 21st. James A. Gammans
of Chicago, formerly of this city, will be best
man. Mr. aud Mrs. Bragdon will be at home
after June 1st, at the Franklin, St. Louis.
of Mr. anti

Mrs.

after

a

long

i 11 ness.
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s,
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South Freedom lots bought Wi iis ,Eo ks mi s
blacksmith shop and w.ll soon ninn* m, K
A. and J. W. Wentworth, who ha\>* ben
running the shop, have already m >ved
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Ramsey, >vh
.have !»»•• !,
■

in New

ing old

Hampshire
friends

Nickerson will
Nash farm and

lor

in
soon

some

this

years,
viciuit\

vacate

move

to his

the

are v.sit-

T

W

George E
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,J.

\\

Wentworth and George E. Edmonds have
been in Pittsfield on business fora few days
Smith

&

McNellie, publishers

of

the

Somerset Reporter and Somerset Argus,
have bought the I'nion Advocate of North
Anson, and will hereafter issue it as an independent paper from the Reporter office.
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spring costumes present no striking
changes, plain skirts and elaborately
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Comforts for Cats.

chloroform.
When he picks up a suffering animal which should be relieved of its
pain at once, the cripple is placed in the
bag with a handful rags saturated with
the chloroform, and all is over in less than
a
minute.
Last year the Morris Refuge
:
1
Association handled over 23,000 cases.

THE SUCCESSFUL OPERATION OF A FELINE
BOARDING HOUSE IN PHILADELPHIA.

LARGEST TAXES

M.

Simpson, the State treasurer, is

the State taxes for
the year, to be paid by the several cities,
trimmed waists remaining in favor for all towns and
plantations in Maine. The total
but the very lightest fabrics, which are ! amount ass* ss« d
according to tin* law is
not yet
matters of great importance.
§751,1141.70, each city, town and plantation
Even thing centres on the corsage front.
paying an amount according to tile assessment made by tic board of State assessors.
altlu imli the hack may be, and often is,
is to be. paid in by Jan. 1, 1897.
trimmed to match.
Lace, chine or Dies- This amount
The amounts by counties for 1890 and 1895
den silk, velvet, spangled net, or not uuare shown in the follow ing table:
frequently two of these potent factors,
1898
1895.
make >;;» the gay front now so imperative.
Androscoggin.§ 85 584 05 § 70,854 10
Aroostook.
58.209 97
42,442 83
Jacket fr* nts heighten this tendency, and
Cumberland. 155.854 87
172,898 98
will ie
xtremely stylish for waists or Franklin. 17.981 20
19,951 58
Hancock
35 580 83
32 014 81
outib-o. garments, and a succession of
Kennebec
70,302 59
78,01X5 75
fronts may be supplied at a reasonable
31 580 27
Knox...
555,05(5 84
19,118 92
expenditure by purchasing remnants, Lincoln. 17.212 78
Oxfi rd.
51,499 31
28,358 24
and if put together with skill and good
Penobscot.
70,320 95
78,112 79
taste the result is surprising.
23,834 19
Piscataquis. 21.275 15
28,870 40
Sagadahoc. 25,808 74
WHITE SATIN REV Eli S,
1(5
37
Somerset.
42,497
38,25(5
eith' spangled or bordered with Venetian
Waldo.
28,177 59
23,587 02
33,101 20
lace, having gathered chiffon at the centre, W asli i ligton. 29,801 97
York.
88,073 15
75,819 09
are very fashionable, and an
ingenious idea j
Total.£731,1)41 70 £813,072 30
is to have two or three rerers which hook

sending

cut warrants for

A boarding house where
“Eat, drink, and be merry,”

the motto is
whose board-
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Many Senators have claims

various
I; eastie,

;

think of
working for a living, care not and know’
not about the regularity with which their
board bills are paid, and pass their evening sociably in the exercise of a natural
musical talent.
The house is under the
supervision of the Morris Refuge Association, which provides meals and lodgings for cats of good moral character at
nominal rates, and puts homeless, sick,
or suffering felines out of the way husess

DISC L'SSIXO

to fame for
characteristics.
Chandler is sarWolcott is eloquent, Morgan is
| profound, Call is tedious, Teller is earnest, but hereafter be it known that Mills
I of Texas is poetical.
No one ever suspected it.
No one ever
I
believed that the man who knew so much
about the tariff, who framed a bill full of
intricate and tedious details, could store
away in the same brain so many gems of
verse.
Lawyer and politician and legislator he has always been conceded to be,
but in the course of his eloquent and
fervid speech in behalf of Cuba, he
strewed his wordy pathway with poetic
gems.
They fell from his lips in rhythmic How and were declaimed with much
elocutionary force, says the Washington
Post.
For instance, when telling of the
Spanish conquest, he quoted this verse:
When Cortez came
With sword and liame,
And at a blow proud Mexico was humbled
in the dust.
But it was the story of the gallant defense of the Texans against the invasion
of the Spaniard that especially stirred
Mr. Mills' poetic soul.
It' they had been
Greek they would have said:
Our hearts beat defiance to the foe.

is conducted at 1242 Lombard street,
Philadelphia Record, and its 17

says the
boarders

IX

never

manely.

The Lombard street house of the association is fitted up with a view to supplyMrs. May Johnson.
ing its inmates with all the comforts of
home.
The greater part of the yard is
utilized as a playground, from which a
stairway leads to a second-story room,
the walls of which are fitted with shelves,
Among the largest tax-paying cities are
on the waist,
and may be changed at
where the purring creatures may recline
“I would like to add my testimony to
• the
following:
at ease.
In summer, when many families
that of others who have used Ayer’s
pleasure. Nothing imparts a more stylish
Pills, and to say that I have taken them
Amlroseoggin county—Auburn, £15,55(5 34; remove to the country or the
shore, and
air than white satin on a black or colored
for many years, and always derived the
Lewiston, £50,1)72(58; Lisbon, £4,435.17 ; Me- lind it inconvenient to
the highly
best
carry
results from their use.
8!)
ehan.es
I
Falls, £2,108
velvet basque, which should have a short,
Aroostook
county—Caribou. £2,387.15; prized mouser, that animal is sent around
back.”
to
the
Morris
or
round
**rippb
Fort. Fairfield, £2,487.21: Houlton, £5,(518 52;
^lightly- pointed
Refuge Association, where
Presque Isle, £2,80:5 15 The tax on wild it is cared for at a charge of 50 cents a
waists remain pop dar: velvet belts are
and liver troubles, and for the cure of
lands in this counts was the largest of any
week.
Last summer the accommodations
wid** m narrow, and velvet folds finish
headache caused by these derangements,
county, > 10.055 08.
of the house were taxed to the utmost,
Our land, once the garden of liberty,
Ayer s Pills cannot be equaled. When
< umber!.;nd cMiinty
88;
>5,04(5
the •me: edge of many elegant waists.
—Hridgton.
the daily attendance at dinner often reachmy friends ask me what is the best
It has been and still shall he the land of the
Brunswick. >‘.i,u42 2«): Cape Elizabeth, £5,remedy for disorders of the stomach.
100.
Ida k >ntin ribbon modifies the bright 500.72 :
free.
ing
Deer.ng. >s.3Ko 82 ; Freeport, £8.05(5,1
“Little Goldie” is a star boarder.
The
If they had been Scotchmen, they would
Imes ei
00; (-b./haiii, >5.147 07 : Portland. £02,128 02;
! ine >i k costumes with excelor
! Westbrook, >8,514 10; Windham, >2,205 4!*; property of a Fourth street saloon keeper,
have exclaimed:
lent
eft'crt. as a belt and hows at the Y
Goldie seems to think that, in view of his
ariiiouih, >2.85-1 '04.
my invariable answer is, Ayer's Pills,
Scots wha luie wi’ Wallace hied,
-I ;.hh
Frank I ir.— Farmington, >4, '550 54; Jay, £2,- age, weight, and attainments, he is enTaken in season they will break up a
A f- a Mnali beret s aie again
Scots whom Bruce has often led,
cold, prevent la grippe, cheek fever, and
| 100 00.
titled
to
the
and
admiration of all
-'hewbut ji.. one ventures to express
respect
Welcome to your gory bed,
regulate the digestive organs. They are
11 aneoek—Biieksport, >2,483.72; Eden, >8,of his race.
Little
Goldie
has
of
27 years
Or to victory.
easy to take, and
b ■■iib d opinion as t > the future.
am
!'!•<> 88
Ellsworth, £4,355 05.
more or less honorable life to his credit,
Or if they had been Frenchmen
Kennebec--Augusta, >17,308 03: Gardiner,
they
A T1 \ N ImiJIK oi.oVI
about
20
and
is
ever
weighs
pounds,
would have sung:
pre>8,853 (Hi; Uallowell, >'5.012 JO; Monmouth,
”
u
gi «s ; 1 •«■ finishing toucn to a costume,
"1,0 so;;. Oakland, >2.080 00; Beadlield, £1,- pared to maintain his assertion that lie is
Ye sous of France, awake to glory
all-round family medicine I have ever
;
52!‘li5;
Vassal
twice
as big as any cat iu the house.
At
£1,555.85
boro,
£2,Sidney,
a in;
; q
aos
wear
Hider
suede is the favored
known.”—Mrs.‘M \y Johnson,
Hard, hark, what myriads hid you rise!
si ring
200.12. W at e vi He. >12.--'5i>.25 : Winslow, >2,meal hours it is his prerogative, as star
Ave.. New York (hi v.
\ our children, wives, and gramlsires hoary,
mate: ia
m.ii g in pearl gray, tan or 7255.8!): Winlhrop, £2,1*12 20.
to have a dish all to himself. lit*
Behold their tears and hear their cries,
boarder,
Knox—t anideii, >4.275 o.•; Rockland, >11,11
biiwi. ; o .• m \mi (lapped scams), with 1
To arms!
To arms! Ye brave!
of any at- j
i'.'OO)'.; liockport, >2.0(55 7 5; Thomaston, £5,- is, moreover, extremely jealous
on
The
a. engitig sword unsheath.
e
tention bestowed upon the minor satel- j
in
;.j row >
black stitching, 774 58.
Awards at World’s Fair.
Highest
|
March on, Si arch on, all hearts resolved
!
•"’on
it.* leii",
Limeln—Waldoboro, >2.522 52: Boothl.ay lites who do him reverence, and if a visitmatch costumes, but
Oil victory, or death !
.1 yer’s Sarsaparilla for the hlood.
i Harbor, >L!551 .!»!*; Bristol, >1.770.10; New- or caresses or makes friends with another
a
,i.
ntias.i. ami live oi six {.ale sol low ! east I e. >1.085. 10.
It was the brave Texans who, about to
cat iu Little Goldie’s presence the latter’s
j
be massacred by tlie cruel Spanish,gather•• a At.
iue
t !:e /
tints, take preOxford—Bethel, >1.8>0 J7 ; Fryeburg, >1,- behavior toward the favored feline says J
as
50
!»28
Neru v. £2,551.48 ; Paris, >2.808 .55 ; almost as
ed together and sang:
• bui
of a’.i others.
A novelty in silk
plainly as words: “I'll thrash \
11
♦♦♦
Kumford, >*2.777.<58.
1 KAO
before morning.”
4 ’Mid pleasures and palaces though we may
And lie never fails
as
ie
Penobsci \ -Bangor.
_v
uni.'Mi." a doubly-woven,
j
"81,520 85 ; Brewer, you
♦
to carry out his threat.
roam,
I »• Nter. >2.7!'0.35 Old Town, >2,i
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no
there
J
Tayinttle Goldie has a protege in Limpie, a j
place like
home.
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:
-ale d( part ment. is a real benePtse.itaom ---1 lover, >1 >27.74:
Fox croft, cat with a history.
Limpie is a natural j
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martyrs
curiosity, having been horn with hut three
W
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iamb pci.spile. | >1.53!m;i
15 5; 10.07
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Richmond, legs, and no sign of a limb is discernible
liberty. Senator Mills uttered this aposj
■wj.
of pun- silk, taffeta and >5.082 i8 1 wdmnli cm. >1 52!' or Te-j.si am, where
the fourth one ought to be.
tropht :
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in '.'ies. black, iiimies. -dates "i .i-.'i.s' 1.
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cat was the property of a
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Soon r-« '--Fairlicld. >5.70‘J.4!>; Madison, phenomenal
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milage his glove h;ns >5.155 0!
poor
circumstances, who I
i'lttslOMl. "2.2Ji* 8J ; >k W i icga 11,
Your
bed
shall
be
roses all spangled w ith
him
hand"
until
I
she!
"brought:
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up by
r> is ♦hat the linger
tips are <7.111*3
dew ;
W aid. -B :la-1. "7. is LG': Sc., rso.>rt, >2,could no longer afford the luxury of keep- 1
a
:
n glove
Will you come,will von come to the bower?
n t
; ii< i. d. rid. and
o*i<5 i:;.
ing a cat, and then upon placed him as a
W
Mr.
Mills said that he did not believe in
w.
bed uni oe arc to a
asli pgi. r
Calais. -5.>01 ."2. Eastpert,
charity boarder at the Morris L’efuge.
i tlie annexation of t uba, but if, after this
"4,5o‘.i 02 Maclnas, > 1 85.1 >2.
The other boarders are apt to look down !
The A icioria"
eg
ycling glove
country lias brought the island to a state
on
Limpie as a "charity cat,” "alms'king -‘litii e,, new, made of suede
of peace and
house sport.” and the like: but it is gen- 1 Cost for
I
happiness, the Cubans
1 he Maine State Fair.
«
for
entire
repairs
trip, $1.00. should say with Until.
bid. b ;ead. with silk fouichettes; and
|
'■rally understood that he is under the di- j
oi
>imilar
and
make
serve
the
geiiidi
In connection with the special work at- reel protection of Little Goldie, whose I
test.”
Entreat me not to leave thee, or to restyle
“They stand
turn from following after thee; for whither
1 lie Millie 1 urjM se.
i tempted i«\ il:. Maim- State Fan*, one fact anger is not to be lightly brooked.
thou go,-st I will go, and where thou lodgest
the
most
Perhaps
aptly named of the
or;; iotton taj-feta,
| must not be iost sight of, that every step
I will lodge; thy people shall he my people,
strange tribe is a six-niouths-old Maltese,
and 111y God my God: where thou diest,
or j ue silk gloves, in tan, slate or
black, i and act indicates a purpose and that to de- answering to the name of "Dunraven."
will 1 die, and there will I be buried
a!-" u goat demand and it should be- velop, so far as possible, the material pros- Suffering from some
DIAMOND OR LOOP ERA ML.
mysterious distemof the State of Maine and the East.
then, added the senator, as he concludborne in mind that fourehettes is the part perity
per, he holds aloof from the others for
ed his address, he would say to Cuba, in
In the Fair < f Woo, Aug. 81, Sept. 1, 2, 8 and
hours
at a
after
time,
an apparently
of the glove whird comes between the
the language of Tom Moore:
4, this will be specially noticalde. Even in friendly tiff with a playmate, and he canlingvis i.enuine linen gloves, with double the races this is manifest and the conditions not be induced to eat anything, no matter
Come rest on this bosom, my own stricken
deer!
palms and lingers, are unequalled in point j for the c olt stakes and stake races, which how tempting, while lie is “in the sulks."
Though the herd tied from thee, thy home is
as he is,
Dunraven has already
of durability, and a suede Lisle thread
close May 1st, require that every horse must Young
still here
won distinction as a
mouser, and boards
Here still is the smile that no cloud can o'er
glove, with kid palm and silk fourehettes, he “owned, bred or kept in Maine or the at the
of
a
expense
wealthy woman, who
east,
is c nsidered very desirable, as the fourProvinces.” .Others may throw open the sent him to the
Chew it and
And the heart and the hand all thy own to
asylum to have his temtin* last.
ehettf> do away with the heavy seams in doors and admit from every locality, but perament improved.
you’re always safe
Agent Philip ,L Smith is in charge of
the tii gers, making tliem a comfortable those interested specially in the Maine horse
Our Own State.
will appreciate the measure of protection the refuge, and all the boarders look upon
arid perfect fit.
Another cycling glove
He ministers to all
offered. Those whose stock is eligible should him almost as father.
STATISTICS IT WO I'Ll) UK WELL TO KKM KM UKll.
ha.s a perfoiaud kid jialm and open gus- I
their wants, and is fairly worshipped beinsure the permanence of these stakes by
cause lie serves three meals a
Is*■ i.
idmittinc the air: thus preventing* liberal entries. Send
The State occupying the most northday, at regtoSee’yG. M. Twitch- ular hours. The diet is
and equal to the best.
plain, but unis
wliieh
a
pei>piiation.
easterly position in the forty-four States
very advantage- ell, Augusta, for all blanks and particulars.
nutritious:
Breakfast
at
7 a.
doubtedly
of the I'nion possesses much that is of ino arure.
M<-st <•» these styles fasten : The stakes are large and the conditions and m., bread and milk: dinner at
noon, raw j
"■’f'uni
li' : !. buttons.
terest.
It is well, we think, to refresh
White silk payments easier Than ever. Let’s make the beef, and supper at 4.70 i*. m.. bread and 1
milk.
1 •:;». k
Although 17 felines now plav in
itl
the minds of our readers on some of the
embroidery on the ! Maine State Fair «.f '!•<> a complete State the back
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yard and slide upon the cellar!
more important,
and interesting facts
baer..- ih ver\ .stylish and can be washed I Fair in every department.
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about our own State of Maine.
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335 miles, in its many windings in deep
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others,
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i’ru^iM..s. oroHii.' I 'r.'iTifio!'-.
DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., A u *?
forming in cliques of two or three, eat i
SI J.'». Harper & Brothers. New York.
bays, spacious harbors and around bold,
Manias and Persian patterns, which
from the remaining pans, and at meal
being
has a total length of
Venezuela is much in toe public eye nuwrocky
j
promontories,
horns they form a polite and orderly as- !
i" a chics will 1“
3.-Iso miles.
very laigely employed
This extended line of rock
t-'lays. Hiehard Harding Davis was there s -mblage.
"
bound coast, on which the waves of the
waists.
Foi s 11 c et suits, however,
Belfast, April 2, I8!ir..-4in14
1
a
n
last,
and
he
wrote
dying trip
While the happy-go-lucky boarders 4
year,
Atlantic
have
thundered for centuries
cc will be
*re!<■ 11
given to navy blue and breezily about what he saw, but his observa- amuse themselves with "pussy-iu-the-eor- 4
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Ispast, is unequalled for its scenery.
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tions are merely random notes when comgames between meals,
lands that were uninhabited twenty-live
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that
an
■-ilk linings .ire again used with perforated pared with William Elerov Curtis' ••Vene- they
innocent looking
years ago, and known at that time only
charcoal furnace in the same yard daily
to the fishermen, are now peopled with
‘‘icisTc costumes or waists, and
zuela a Land Where It's Always Summer.”
slightly
pots to death between 70 and 70 small anisummer visitors each year, bringing thouThis volume is more than an up-to-date
"on, sdk will serve this
purpose.
mals of various kinds.
Each day the assands of dollars into the State. The beauit,
is
a
and
a
book of sociation receives
guide-book
history
ai;as<11,s aim; so gay
through the mail a large
tiful islands of the bays along our coast
travel as well.
It is such modern history, number of
t!*ai a <■ it care si <udd be exercised in the
requests to call at various ad! beg leave to fill your attention to my Hvantl of I N < I
have
a world-wide reputation.
in fact., that it contains the documents bear- dresses for
animals, principally cats and
Added to the beauty of the coast are WHITE LEAU.
si
*
as a
bat coveted with bright ing upon the recent boundary dispute.
It trill not rhall, or pee! ejj.
tirott"
the owners desire to have put
the mountain ranges, whose craggy peaks
The entertaining book opens with direc- dogs—which
'vc!' and a gai v-colored Dresden silk
STRICTLY PI KE LINNKED oil,. For Whiteness, i
to death.
Agent Smith collects the crop
tions for reaching Venezuela, and what a
catch the first rays of the morning sun
parasol would be in very loud taste. Some traveler will dud when la* gets there. They each day in a wagon, and on his return to
and are bathed in the red glow of the de- ness. Durability and lirillianey of Color and Fasting Dualities
Smcsc n silk parasols are in very delicate are not superficial Baedecker directions, but the house only such animals as seem to be
Alt. Ka- no equal, and trill have a better appearance after sir years' ejrpc
parture of the “Lord of Day.”
Min i) as one would wish who intended to
valuable and in good health are spared.
tahdin lifts its head 5,385 feet above the than
incs. lutes of tiny sprigs on cream or ! live or to establish a business
any other lead trill after tiro years.
there. The These are temporarily boarded while an
Penobscot woodlands.
The State lias
write grounds.
Then, again, they are so j history of the nation is narrated and the effort is made to find comfortable homes
Also Agents for the Celebrated EXCELHIOK 1',\ V'i
1
1,508 lakes covering 3.000 square miles,
on
Bolivar and Guz- for
chapters
Miranda,
them, and the others are humanely
llariug that a white hat showing just a 1 uan Blanco are
surrounded by pleasant forest scenery, MIXED
PAINT, put up in all size packages ready for
particularly interesting.
touch of color is most appropriate. Chine There is abundant information about the put to death by asphyxiation.
abounding in trout, landlocked salmon, guaranteed to be a T*Uli 10 LINSEEI) OIL PAINT, n
1 Ins daily flood ot mail
asking for the
principal cities, the government, the charpickerel, bass and other game fish. Mooseoi
brocaded silk parasols are also
entire satisfaction.
removal
of
cats
very acteristics of the Venezuelan people, their
includes many amusing
head Lake covers an area of thirty-eight give
blight and simple white pongee parasols, religion, morals, and their
Some
are
The
Would be pleased to quote you prices and receive your trial <
epistles.
peculiarities.
requests; others are
twelve miles, and is 1,033 feet above
by
w ith
a
\ enetian lace band around the
book lias excellent maps and numerous hall- imperative demands.
A sample of the
the sea.
Chesuncook Lake is
twenty
edge, look well with gay hats. White marks of being from the pen of a scholarly former is
GEO. BY.
appended verbatim:
miles long and Sebago Lake covers an
chiffon parasols trimmed with flowers are and keen observer. [Boston Journal.
“Please call at above address for 2
area of fourteen by eleven
miles.
The 52 Main
very
so
attractive
that
particularly
Street,.Belfast, Maine
they will
beautiful cats Mother and son or else I
Rangeley Lakes in the western part of the
continue to adorn garden parties or outSteps of a Ship.
shall be obliged to destroy them of which
State cover an area of eighty square miles
doot fetes of every kind, and thin
1 do not wish to do—please call so quick
fabrics,
and are 1,500 feet above the sea level.
At a temperance gathering during the resuch as crepe de chine, gauze or net
as convenient and
lace, cent, campaign
oblige a sick Lady.”
an orator exclaimed: “The
These lakes are the resort of sportsmen
are the
best Spring
are plaited,
They
gatheicd or milled on plain
Sometimes the agent who calls in reglorious work will never be accomplished
with rod and gun.
foundations.
Ykjjona Clakkk.
tonic.
until the good ship Temperance shall sail sponse to a request is
informed that
The Penobscot River is 275 miles in
from one end of the land to the other, and strange cats have been
all
cure
bilious
disThey
running around
length and the Kennebec is 155 miles long.
with a cry of ‘Victory!’ at each step she the back
Cverwlieliuing Victory.
at
and
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to
yard
night
eases.
The first is noted for its lumber industry
go
takes, shall plant her banner in every city, out and catch them. On a recent
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ami the latter for the best ice harvested in
trip to
Successor to Wears & Pitcher,
town and
UHiiDK IM.ANJ* HE11 1’I.K'ANS ELECT liOVEKillage of the United States.” All- a
They clear the comple .rion.
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one of the rooms of
tenement,
the
world.
How many of the readers
ot her speaker said that all along the untrodNoi: I V 1.AKOES J I I.I KAL1TY SINCE 1872.
an
They give,
appetite.
den
of the future we can see the hid- which a Celtic lodger had been evicted,
know what is the name of the easternmost
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Xew Methods of Gold Mining.
The New England Fisheries.
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The nature of the revolution indicated I INTERESTING REMINISCENCES OF W. II.
States, or to some other nearer and richer will be understood by contrasting the conKILBY.
power than Denmark.
All over the is- ditions of gold mining twenty years ago
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The chief
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buildings and esthe gold supply, up to a very England Magazine appears an article with
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the title “The Passing of the New Engrecent day, lias been the rich gold-bearing
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a
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layer of
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to 1875 nearly nine-tenths
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nual profit on
the present time not
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the old fishing ports on the coast of Linmuch more than a third of the supply is
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running expenses, their derived
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owners say, because of the unreliable
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character of free negro labor and the lode mining, and the greater part of the way in which a place once a busy center
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sidized sugar of Germany that has
the Grand Banks has ceased to be the
lately
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slight
but
of that industry, showing deserted
home
sprung up;
probably not less among the bowels of the earth, often at far
store houses and an
the reasons are the absentee
system of depths. More than this, quartz mines of wharves, dilapidated

SAKE A BATCH OF BISCUITS

quart of flour, two rounding teaspoonfuls of baking powder, and one tenspoonful of
i; add three teaspoonfnls of C 'OTTO LGNE and rub together until thoroughly
add sufficient milk to make a soft dough; knead slightly, roll out about half an
k, and cat with a small biscuit cutter, l’la. e a little apart in a greased pan, and bake
k oven for fifteen or twenty minutes. These biscuits should be a delicate brown
top
ttom, light ou the sides, and snowy white when broken open.
•no
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■

The secret of success in this recipe, as in others, is to use but
thirds as much Cottolene as you used to use of lard.
Cotne will make the biscuit light, delicious, wholesome. Better
ativ biscuit you ever made before.
Try it. Be sure and get
ne Cottolene.
Sold everywhere in tins with trade-marks
-fto/ene'' and steer's head in cotton-plant wreath—on everv tin
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And
many a Mabel lias
.found it to be true,
and she has taken
care of her health.
She keeps on hand a supply
of Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescriptum, and so is not troubled with those
wasting diseases, weaknesses, “draggingdown'’ sensations and functional irregularities that so many women endure.
"Favorite Prescription” contains no alcohol to inebriate ; no
syrup or sugar to
d- rangt digestion. As pec tiliar in its remedial results as in its composition.
As a powerful, invigorating tonic, it imparts strength to the whole system, particularly to the womb and its appendages.
For feeble women generally, Dr. Pierce’s

Favorite Prescription is unequaled as ail
appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.
A Book of 1000 pages, telling how to cure
these diseases by home treatment, sent
fkkr or: receipt of 21 cents in stamps for
po-tage and wrapping only. This book is

p: -fusel.- illustrated with wood-cuts and
colored Mates, also with avast number of
reprodiu ed photographs of those cured by
the ust of “Favorite Prescription” and
without having to go through the ordeal
of consult ing a doctor.
Full names and
addresses are given so you can correspond
and ’.••aril their experb nces in curing tiiemse 1 vo~
Vddress, with stamps, World’s
D .'SI KN'SAKV MlCDICAL ASSOCIATION, No.
60,-. Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y
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occasional worn out fishing craft abancombination has marked curative
in a number of
doned on the beach.
diseases of the skin and
The sketch might be duplicated at
to which scrofulous
persons
many other places along the eastern coast;
are
Such
diseases
as chronic
and yet there is no indication that the
eczema,
worm, and other skin
are often
fishing business of New England has as a
cured
whole fallen oft. More capital is invested,
the constitutional effects
the use of Scott’s
and more men employed than ever before.
50 cts. aud $, a bottle.
SC0TT & BOWSE, Chemists, New
The fishing craft of to-day are greatly suYork.
perior to the old time pinkeys and square
sterners and some of them quite rival
They last twice
Made of Neutral Fibre
pleasure yachts in style and finish. Here
as
as in other lines of business, concentralong as others*
without use of Chemicals.
tion has come about and the deep sea fishing industry once scattered along the
coves and harbors of Maine and MassaLIGHT.
WATERchusetts, is now centered at a few places,
WHITE. *
Gloucester, Proviucetown, Portland and
PROOF.
CONTAIN NO
Boston.
From other once important fishing ports it has now disappeared entirely.
A notable instance of this is Marblehead,
^
in its day famous in that way, in which
several years ago there was reported to be
but a single fishing craft left. As the fishing season occupied only a portion of the
year, the returning crews began to take
up shoe making for the idle months and
TRADE MARK
| now
that is the leading industry of the
town.
Anti the old fishermen whom the writer
met in his summer rambles keeps now at
home, and indulges in memories of the
former times of local prosperity, but
cistern0
among his kindred and neighbors he has
few successors.
In the progress of the
country and its interests, wider and more
attractive opportunities for success are
offered and his descendants prefer to push
their way into some of them. lu the conIf your dressmaker hasn’t them, send
centration of the industry the fisherman
street'
Flctorv>
CONN.
has become less of a citizen and more of
a laborer, with a smaller
proportion of
men
of American descent among the
In the twelve months of 1894 and
crews.
the first month of 1895, there were lost
from the Gloucester lleet one hundred and
twenty-two men, the table of mortality
being made up of natives of different
countries as follows:
Nova Scotia 35,
Newfoundland 21, Sweden 15, Cape BretOver Thirteen Millions ($13,000,000) Fire Insurance Assets•
on 14, Portugal 9, St. Pierre,
Miq. 8, IreSpringfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurance Co., Fire
land 0, Norway 4, United States 3, FinAssociation of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance Co.,
land 3, Iceland 2, Germany 1, Italy 1. Only
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn*
three of American birth in the entire number.
It is a tragic record.
In the old Di'JSIR ABLE RISKS WRITTEN AT CURRENT KATES.
time when the crews were almost excluTravelers Life and Accident Insurance Co.
sively made up of men of the native stock
the New England fisherman got into poetTORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, at low rates on buildings acceptable.
In Whittier’s Songs of Labor he has
ry.
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
a jubilant note,
but Lucy Larcom, who
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
was born of that stock, lived closer to the
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
and
Ben”
and
“Han“Skipper
I situation,
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
nah at the Window Binding Shoes” are in
^^Correspondence solicited.
*to()<;tl court
a different strain.
In recent times the fishing business has
undergone changes in various ways not
only by the increased use of trawls and
seines in gathering in the catch, hut the
Manufacturers and Dealers in
growth of rapid modes of transportation
by swift steamers and fast trains and the
lavish use of ice has enabled a large proportion of it to be put upon the market
Hon. S. A.
without undergoing any process of curing.
1
Iu the inception of the railroad system a
line was first pushed westward from Bosj
ton to Worcester.
Then the effort was;
made to extend to Albany.
To accomj
Vx*
‘
plish this the aid of :he State of M ;ssachusetts was needed, and \arious interests were invoked and particuiarlv the!
important ones connected with the fishcries.
When the matin was tindei con- !
ETC.
sid.erat ion before the (C-ueral Coma a representative from one of the fishing disFINE LINE OF
triers made what was then considered a I
startling prophecy, that if this railroad |
extensi. n could be carried through ‘fis 11
i
caught in Massachusetts Bay would be
AES' si < ( KSSOliS TO
soid fresh in the city of Albany.”
Now
they are sold fresh in Chicago ami St.
Louis and if necessary could be transported in refrigeiator cars to the Pacific, and ;
*
in fact halibut and haddock caught in !
Puget Sound have been sold fresh in At- !
harness repairing in all its branches and
lantic cities.
Another modification is in
carriage trimming done promptly to
preserving in oils, encasing in tin and j
order at the most reasonable rates
In
testinum in favor o
packing in dainty ways for the grocer’s ;
hearing
ilie Cieat CaliJornia (''atarrli Cure
shelves.
C. E. STEVENS,
c. (
c. 1 know wlereol 1 speak..
Though the New England fisheries have
Its use has effected a wfinlerluijf
W. H. ER5KINE.
not actually fallen off in quantity and
cure lor me.
1 have 1 ecu only one
■'<
<-l
value since former times their relative
many troubled with catarrh.
No. 30 Main Street,
Belfast, >le.
My last purchase was one hall dozen
importance compared with other interests
bottles t-' fiive my neai Iriends, who
has materially changed.
Once it was
expressed much gratitude to me toi
the benefit they have receir ed from
looked upon as a great national interest
its use. My own experience lias 1
to be specially encouraged not only in
caused me to feel it my duty to the (
foreign treaties but by bounties at home.
proprietors of tlie< alilornia < atarrh
Cure. ( C.C., to express my bene! I
It was looked upon as a nursery for seain its virtue and merit, but it is also (
men, and the naval strength of the nation
a duty 1
owe to all hun anity wlmi (
was largely predicated upon the force of
are in any way troubled with catarrh
in any form.
{
sturdy seamen which the deep sea fisherHON. S. A. NYE,
ies could be depended upon for supply.
[
t
1- ail tield, Me.
The system of bounties was abandoned
Feb. 29, U9ti.
years ago, and the fishing interest by no
means commands its former
importance
£
JW
in the public estimation.
Some of the Sentinel's older readers
wall remember the bustle of the earlier
days when with opening spring the Passamaquoddy fishing fleet was being titled
for sea. Some were pinkeys like the old
Sally and Monkey, which I specially remember, and larger craft were sent to the
Bay of Chaleur and distant Labrador.
The government bounty of four dollars a
tou f«»r four mouths service was an im■
portant inducement for engaging in the
cod fishery.
When the Columbia came
back from Labrador her cargo of fish w as
landed at Harrington’s Beach, all over
which the drying flakes were spread. One
of the busiest fishing stands on the island
AND CLOCK Pl'PAIRIMi
was at the well
known Billings’ place
WATCHPROMPTLY
DONL.
near the Salt Works.
The owner was an
energetic skipper himself and went with
his small fleet to Labrador.
At Small’s
Cove and other places on Seward’s Neck
Belfast National Bunk Building. P. O. square.
the business was carried on, and along
that shore were the comfortable homes of !
a sturdy set of toilers of the sea, and his|
tory tells us of a noted exploit when a I
11
AND
group of Smalls, Cogginses and Rumerys I
under the leadership of “Bill” Howard, a'
My fa mi V Oi.e of tin- best in Wnl
\,
miles from Northport Camp •.». mel
;
i.•
young Eastport store-clerk, recaptured
from Belfast 1*. (roiitaining l:•• r—
imn.
the Reindeer and Ruby which had been j
are
Fine
in excellent
d
.>nbuildings,
rep.iir
<3
seized by British customs authorities for j
N> ver failing water in
neeted.
Tw«.
;.a-t
If you have ever tried Hale’s Honey of
wells, Big orehard; L’.”" 1»I»1. wii.ti
,i>
alleged violation of revenue laws. At the i
Horehound and Tar you know what a
full crop bearing season this \eat
t
>ns
close of the fishing season some of these ;
throat
and
is
it
lung
against
of hay. Plenty of wood and e*-.i r.
safeguard
Tai >.
ng
craft made trips to the westward t»» carry
troubles. Sold by druggists.
horses and farming tools, e*.
Wi : -c
terms, as I lia\e other business
their own catch to market and large ones !
in
one
minute.
Pike's Tooihache Drops cure
< all on or address
engaged in general freighting, but usual- \
1. C. HILL,
ly there was a small fleet of dismantled
14tl
30 Hiller St., Belfast. He.
craft at anchor in Broad Cove for the
winter.
[Quoddy, in the Eastport Sentinel.
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“GMO”

1T1^IELDS
~

RUBBER,
ODORLESS.

0]^

The Omo Manufacturing Co.,
MIDDLETOWN,

FRED

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

ARNESSES,
ROBES,
BLANKETS,
HALTERS,
HATS,

-*>-

TRUNKS,

J

FOR SALE AT VERY LOW PRICES

—.

more than a fat.
Its peculiar
number of substances,
among which
might be mentioned iodine and phosphorus. There can be
no substitute for cod-liver
oil, because there is no other oil
known which has in natural combination with it
such a
large number of valuable medicinal agents.

depends

action

BAGS,
WHIPS,
ETC.,

Collijvs.

BARGAINS

PAINT

something

is

j

sitting.

■

it all

see

oil

Nye

Fannie B. Wahi>.
thousand j
Flowers of all shape* and colors adorn j
afie tiehls sweej) backward
The Competition of Japan.
the roadsides ot Santa Cruz, from crim- i
a-aeli and up the slopes
son and yellow cacti to the fragrant white
j
Among the possible results of our elos- j
im>s ot
yellowish green,
banana tree, with its er
The
j
acquaintance with Japan, growing out
ait li'-i e by planters’ Inuis-.> jasmine.
huge clusters of fruit and purple cone-like \ of the recent war between that country ;
! «•«>ttages of theii- labor■blossoms, flourishes everywhere; and the anil China, is that of successful eompetij Having retired from the firm <>t MEARS &
swing their mighty arms
cuiiously formed frangipani, as common tion on the part of Japan in industrial I PITCHER, and being obliged to go away on
aging new Don Quixotes to
iields heretofore occupied exclusively by j ac-Munt of, the illness of my wife. 1 oiler
as cow-slips in marshy meadows at home,
mi. and long avenues of .•<•the peoples of European race.
the
air.
from
the
Diverging
a i d
trunks rising from .‘>0 to perfumes
Up to the present time the merely spec- !
road are many narrow green valleys which illative
'a.itts of polished marble, suppossibility of danger to European
A .NUMBER OF
wc
long to explore, where a world of civilization had been expected from China.
aof waving foliage.
The
strange flowers allure us, and delicate A great many thoughtful people have bemi gar-cane, the
of
only crop
lieved that if we should succeed in teachleaved tamarind trees, and the giant flams it so rich and
light a tint
ing our methods to the Chinese we might
leafless
but
all
aflame
with
boyant tree,
have to pay dearly for it.
ALL IN GOOD CONDITION.
If we could
it looks the year around as
scarlet flowers; and the silk-cotton wood, teach China to use her resources in war
Organs from $15.00 Up.
ist put on her freshest manas
with enormous misshapen roots writhing
Germany has used hers, the result
the soil is everywhere prohe unpleasant.
The capacity of
about like colossal serpents turned to might
CALL AND SEE THEM AT
China for furnishing the proverbial '‘food
liu rive, (except perhaps 400
and long horizontal branches on for powder” is inexhaustible.
stone,
A MongoNo. 66 High Street,
Belfast.
marsh), I am told that two- which
grow a multitude of parasites and lian domination of the human race would
interior is not cultivated at
he a calamity worse than the Deluge.
I'nder
W.
L.
Hall, Photographer.
air-plants. On this overland journey be- This
en d with
scanty timber and
danger, if it ever existed, was altween “Bassin” and
“West End” we
HORATIO MEARS.
The Japanese danger is
'■rub- the haunt of deer and
ways remote.
visited a sugar-plantation, or rather an near at hand.
It is worth considering.
April 2, li*96.—14tf
1
population is now computestate which is now-a-days devoted to the These skilful and industrious people have
h
shoo. but there has been a
advanced from their primitive methods of
making of Santa Cruz rum instead of the manual labor;
ase in it
they have undertaken the
during the last quar- saccharine
product. Since time out of application of machinery to production,
■'ing to repeated failure of mind
this Danish island has been famous and they have already achieved notable
the latter shortage be»P,
for its rum, and hardly any tale of pirati- results.
iu-il to diminished rainfall,
The note of alarm has been sounded \
cal days is without some allusion to it. If
from the Pacilic coast; the Chamber of
!,.n destruction of the forests.
half the stories told of the old buccaneers Commerce and the Manufacturers’ and
•
The Best Floor Paint in the rtarket.
Toix was covered with forare true, they disdained to
get drunk on Producers’ Association of San Francisco
mic fall was abundant; but
have held a joint meeting to take action.
anything else. They used to put into
hiring their brief occupancy
They propose to investigate and to me- ! Raw & Boiled
Santa Cruz for the express purpose of morialize
burned down nearly all the
Congress. Among the articles !
: “loading up” with rum both themselves
already produced by Japan are buttons, ;
since then yoaia of drought
-AND A NEW LINE OFand their ships; and anyone who is famil- watches, nails, textile goods, baskets and |
*1 each other iu quick succes- !I
wooden ware, straw goods,
|
matting,
iar
with
the
;
powerful qualities of it, matches, and even sewing-machines and
■i
sc.mragement, added to can
readily understand the subsequent bicycles.
‘s
telr. all over the world, the
1
Sit. Edward Atkinson has pointed out
ferocity of the pirates. The plantation
•'
A. A. HOWES & CO.
l ine of sugar, competition
that Japan will have to depend on this
we visited is under the care and
manageu\ have conjoined to the
for her raw cotton.
The Japancountry
for either sex.
ment of a retired Maine sailor who knows
I C P"UW
GDIIU’C
1
ese bicycles are declared to be clumsy and
ruz planters.
The eraanU This remedy being inLC
the Spanish Main and all its islands by inferior.
On the other hand, we are told I i'."
s
iV, s
--Zjected directly to the
was a terrible blow to
of those diseases
heart, and lias deliberately chosen to j that a straw-plaiting works in Connecti- 1
seem unable
to adapt
of the Oeiiilo-l rinary
cut is about to remove its plant to Japan.
spend the remainder of his life in Santa The Oakland Nail
1 die
Organs, requires no
entire revolution in laof
California
Company
change of diec. fare
('iu/ as the most desirable place of resi- is said to he
preparing to make the same \
gnaranteed in 1 to 3
change produced.
all
is
that
move.
Small plain packhe
can
dence,
consided,
capital
■—i3«yM1
Japanese
tilings
purchasing
""Uis, Santa Cruz shows no
*» Tjr« age. by mail, $1,00.
find.
the present outlook for European and American plants for the
Although
'U»
A4£dSold
011I3’ t>3r
"U to Denmark, beyond the
of jute, cotton, silk, iron
business is discouraging enough iu these manufacture
and steel.
lison and the flag floating
R. H. MOODY, BELFAST.
29
he
has
the
introducparts,
managed by
How far the movement will proceed reMost .if the people speak
tion of new machinery and personal su- mains to been seen.
There are two cirdi business is transacted in
pervision of his lields and mills, to make cumstances to he borne in mind. One is
there are only two towns
that any addition made by Japan to the
lair profits in spite of “hard times.”
In
Splendid curative agent for Nervous or Sick
1
world’s total production will lead to an
one at each
end, and both another
Headache, Brain Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,
part of Santa Cruz lives Captain increase in the world’s capacity for conspecial or general Neuralgia; also for Rheuf’hristianstoed and Fredmatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid DysThe
other
is
that
the
demand
a
New
Haven
sumption.
who
pepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
Perkins,
ship owner,
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25 and GO cents.
Now-a-days neither is much boasts of
for Japanese labor will greatly change
Effervescent.
having made more than a hun- the rate of Japanese
s
The Japanname, but the former is
wages.
THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
dred voyages from New England to the ese workman will not
b.issan,” or “Besse End" and
long continue to
151 S. Western Avenue,
CHICAGO.
! Caribbees. The piazzas that surround work for five cents a day when his work
West End.”
8 old by all dealers.
Christianstoed
But the new situation
his charming villa look out upon the is worth a dollar.
'';i' a place of wealth and
is well worthy of careful study.
great bluest seas of the
[Har1
globe; its garden is full per’s Weekly.
'dsitors now are so rare that |
of tropical fruits and flowers, and at the
tow n
building near the wharf foot of the
The Bicycle Lamp.
low, green hill upon which
1
I wish to sell or rent my house and stable at No.
the sign-board of a hotel has ;
the house stands are groves of the most
7 Cross street. Terms easy, location good to obhad a little lamp;
Mary
The great beauty of
tain work and boarders.
It’s wick was trimmed “jes so,”
majestic mahogany, cotton-wood and
1,lted town is its
And everywhere that Mary went
ample foliage, thibet trees I ever saw. Who would not
MRS. S. J. NEALLET.
1
,ln|l yellow houses
The
was
sure
to
lamp
go—out.
Belfast, April 6, 1896.—3wl5*
being em- prefer such a life to the
cold winters
long
’"sP'endid trees and its garden
She went on the road one night
of the North?
For a quiet little spin ;
"edge rows overrun with roses,
Self-Raising
Of course her lamp went out
Hut one must bring his income with
And a “copper” took her in.
’"'"eysuckle and a vine whose
Buckwheat,
and not expect to earn it here, for
him,
Buckweat
like sprays of pink coral.
She filled the lamp and trimmed it up,
Santa
Cruz
is
in
a
in Bulk.
bad
financially
very
She then drew f »rth a match ;
I-O! misery overflowed her cup—
She had no place to scratch!
A. A. HOWES Sc CO.
[New York Telegram.
it-

can’t
Cod-liver

Custom

F. A,

Harnesses.

Robbins,
Carriage

Trimmer.

Watches,
Clocks,

j

WPf

consumption
reaps

his richest

HALE'S

h?'rvestHONEY

theThrolt MOUND

j>

Sterling

Silver.
Silver Plated
Flat Ware,
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,
Silver Gold Belts,
Shirt Waist Sets.
H. J. Locke & Son,

WHO WILL BUY

and lun^s

j

TAR

neglected.

<

<

>

Points

for

SALESMEN

Sportsmen.

April 1st is an important date in the
schedule of the fish and game laws of the
State of Maine. It is now close time for the
shooting of wood, black and gray ducks, until Sept. 1st. The taking of ducks by snares,
traps, nets or any contrivance other than
the usual method of sporting with tire arms
is illegal and punishable by tine. This does
not apply to the taking of birds on the sea
coast.
It is now lawful to fish for or take salmon
and this law will be in effect until July 15th,
when until Sept. 15th it will be lawful to
take salmon with a rod and single line, but
not otherwise.
Smelts cannot be taken now until Oct. 1st,
with a hook and line.
Black bass and white perch cannot now
be taken until July 1st.

Take
Ordprs Cash advancWanted
commission
reliable
to

ary

to

or

ed* for expenses.
The

men.

First-class reference

R. G. CHASE CO.,

8wl2

required.

flALDEN, MASS.

LADSES

Situated in
Maine known

Liberty village. Waldo < nit\
e
as
Richard II. Gilman farm,
more or less.
.. buildacres,
containing
ings, plenty of water, good pasture and orchard.
Wood lot and tillage land in good state of e ilti
vat ion.
Address
MRS. GEORGE L. FI FI ELI).
3wl4
Manchester, Mail e.
oo

CARDEN
DO YOU KNOB

Da. FELIX LE BRUN’S

Steel I Pennyroyal Pills

original and only
KENCH, safe and reliable cure
on tie marker,.
Price. $1.00; sent
by mail. Genuine sold only by
R. H. HOODT, BELFAST ME.
Jb

Farm for Sale.

SEEDS,

LAWN and

CRASS SEEDS
AT..

A. A. HOWES & CO. S

The

ftepnftlfcan journal.

The ladies who have been raisiug funds
new
windows in the Methodist church
have been so far successful that they have
sent for designs and will soon order the
windows.
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Republican

North port

Churches.

There will be

News.

The News

Mrs. H. 0. Cummings of Boston is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Cummings.
Mrs. Maude Smith and daughter Ruth
visited her mother-in-law, Mrs. Fred Smith,
last week.

f

o

Belfast.

The delegates from Belfast, Searsport and
several surrounding towns to the Republican State Convention at Portland, took the
train here
yesterday. Full delegations attended from most of the towns.

Blood

McMahan & Black of this city, who are
preaching at the MethoMr. Edward Rhodes of Rockland returned
pnamjKT. |
dist church next Sunday forenoon, as the this week from
runniuga lunch wagon iu Augusta, find beta very pleasant visit to his
ter business as the
pastor is attending Conference at Old Town. brother, Mr. F. A. Rhodes.
spring opens. The opposition cart on the
Biddeford lias organized a Beed Club. The Sunday school and Epworth League
square has been removed,
Mr. S. S. Chapman has so far recovered
the owner not finding it profitable.
meetings will be held at the usual hours.
Its officers are leading citizens.
from the mumps that he will join his vessel
The appointments of the Maine M. E.
Capt. Hutchings of sch. Estelle has on
this week at New York.
The first Sunday in New York city unconference were announced Monday. Rev.
board as a pet a reptile known as iguana or
Mr. James Brohan shipped as mate of sell.
der the li lines law was dry, the second H. E. Fro hock is transferred from Biddein the
A. Hay ford this week. The schooner will “guano monkey,” which he procured
was dryer, and last Sunday was the dryford to Kents’ Hill and ReadHeld Corner,
West Indies iu
The animal is
no

est

known.

ever

ami Rev. B. C. Wentworth is returned to

Skowliegan.

The victories of the Boston athletes in

Services at tlie Universalist church next
will be as follows : Morning worship

Olympian

the

games at Athens, Greece,
attest the viitues of a beau diet and the

Rockland to load with lime for New
York. When James calls home again we
expect to see him profusely decorated with
Reed buttons.

Sunday

We wish

to correct au error in our notice
Subject “Followers of
invigorating properties of east winds. God.” Sunday School at 12. Young Peo- of the death of Mrs. Amanda Drinkwater
last week. In referring to the parents of
British beef and brawn are not in it.
ples Meeting at (i p. m. Topic, “Safety in
the deceased it should have read, the oldest
Righteousness.” Miss Lora Heal, leader.
The Boston Globe prints a portrait of
daughter of William and Annis El well, inAt the Baptist church next Sunday there
stead of Drinkwater.
“Thomas Jefferson, father of the Demoand
will be preaching by the pastor morning
Whitewash brush, paint brush, paste and
cratic party and author of the Declaration evening. Morning subject, “The Song at
of Independence.”
If Jefferson were the Well,” Nimi. 21: 17, 18; evening subject, wisp brooms, are playing a very important
about this time in the dwellings of the
alive to-day he would disown the child.
“Neliemiah, the Patriot,” (Young Men of the part
Bible No. 2). Evening music, chorus, se- Cove, to say nothing of the tacks that the
small boy has left in the chairs to make the
The decision in the Old Town contest- lected ; solo, “Calvary,” Paul
Rodney, Miss

ed

election case is

unsatisfactory,

does not decide the real
it

but

point

to illustrate

at

as

with

it

at 10.45.

head of the house realize that

Blanche Del loft’.

issue;

wliat

sermon

The sixth and last

the Unity series on
held at the Unitarian

oi

World Helpers was
church last Sunday evening. The subject
tory election law has been foisted upon was “Science and Eucation.” Papers were
the people of Maine in the name of re- read by Mrs. J. F. Rigby on “Benjamin
Franklin,” and by A. I. Brown on Louis
form.
“Agassiz.” Rev. J. M. Leighton read a
’Hie Maohias hoard of trade has taken a i newspaper article and Mrs. Leighton the
'•I'l1 ni advance of other towns in favor of poem, “The Good Time Cuming,” by Charles
the now woman.
The articles of memMaekay.
bership entitle a woman in business to
Rev. Wm. J. Wilson of Stoughton, Mass.,
join.
at tlie Methodist church last SunThat i> light.
Belfast l:as some of the preached
Mr. Wilson, though 7ft j'ears of age, is
best business women in the State, and we day.
robust and in apparent good health. He
should be glad to see them enrolled in the
preached a powerful sermon in the forenoon,
Board of Trade.
attended the communion service and gave a
short address to the Sunday school, after
We I ave been asked what will he the
which he rode six miles over the rough and
a :nuai rental 07 the hydrant to be placed
muddy roads to the Wood schoolhouse in
in* 11 the Mayo
s
residence on North port Northport, where lie preached in the afterav-in
A.-cording to tlie contract with noon. He then returned to Belfast and atserves

cumbersome,

anew

a

expensive and unsatisfac-

■

imjiany. tin* rental is s:‘>d. just tended a meeting of the Epworth League, of
io a :• orjii saved by reducing the salary, which lie is an active member.
'■
•t
Following are the services for the coming
11
a:.: officer from si;o to S2d,
to
>
Prayer meeting
king of the >■ 10 sa »u*h 1 y abolishing j vv* ek at the North Church
>
th s, Thursday, evening, at 7.15.
Topic,
ti
sal iry of the pound-keeper.
“Thinking on Religious Truth,” Ps. lift; ft7105 piiil. ? ; 4-0
With what aids ; at specific
■■•••• 1
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their interest to act

supply.
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l'nre water
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Assabet!
Mills at Maynard, employing 1,10b hands. will nm but four days a week
until business improves.”
A few days before the despatches had
reported much the same reduction in
working time in the Bigelow Carpet Mills
and tin- Clinton Worsted Mills of Clinton,
Mass.
The Republican leaders in 1892
predicted just such misfortunes as the in"Hudson, Mass., April 7.

The

evitable result of Democratic “tariff reform,” while the Democrats declared that
their free trade piogram would give our
people more work instead of less, greatly
reduce the cost of living and increase
the

wages
mills,
particularly in the
woolen lactones of New England? The
people have now learned to their cost
in

and

which side told tile truth, and wherever
elections are held they are
repudiating

Democracy

and all its works.

The time is last approaching—in fact is
light he;c. when tlie annual repairs will
be made on our roads.
While iu some
lew towns some improvements in methods
may he icasonahly looked for, in the great
majoiity the
ways will
still ].e clung to and as a result, before
the summer is half over the roads will be
as poor or poorer than the
spring rains
left them.
[Turf, Farm ami Home.
This is the cry everywhere, and no

H^neold-fashioned

doubt continued

agitation

will

eventually

effect

a

cent,

of the cost of much of the work

reform.

The present method of
repairing roads is wasteful and inefficient.
Xo business man would pay over 2.7 per
done for similar work
ses;

and when,

as

on

his

own

premi-

in many cases, the work
whole amount expended

badly done,the
town is practically thrown away.
With intelligent direction and careful expenditure, far better results could be obtained at a less cost.
This can only be
brought about by divorcing the care and
is

by the

repair of roads from polities and rings.
State control is
which

this

can

would

call

for

perhaps the only way in
be accomplished. This
a
thoroughly qualified

State engineer with such subordinates as
were required; and
where work of any

magnitude is to be done it should be
under contract with the lowest responsible bidder, with proper inspection. “Improved roads will mean rural mail delivery,” says the Turf, Farm and Home,
aud that ought to be an incentive for
the agriculturalists of our State to earnestly advocate improved roads.

a

sudden

is upon him.

Master Leon Pitcher of Portland, who has
boarded at Mr. John Shaw’s for some time,
gave a party Saturday evening in honor of
his i»th birthday. Many of his young friends
present to assist him in properly celethe event. Games and other amusements were indulged in by the young folks
and refreshments were partaken of in a
manner that left no doubt in their young
minds that they could eat as well as play.
At a seasonable hour the guests went away,
feeling highly pleased with their entertainwere

brating

ment.

Mr. Fdwanl Rhodes and Mr. Charles Frohock of Rockland occupied the pulpit of the
Baptist church last Sunday afternoon and
evening. Mr. Rhodes was formerly of this
town, hut went to Rockland several years
While drilling out an old blast a few
ago.
years ago in the lime quarry it exploded and
he was terribly injured, losing one hand,
both eyes and a little, linger on the right
hand. Ke is a very good speaker and those
of his faith were well pleased with his remarks.
Mr. Frohock leads in the singing.

a year-old heifer owned by Mr.
Chapman w« nt <*n a round of discovery while loose in the barn, running her
times : with p isonal applications ; in solving
nose into pails, tin pans, barrels and other
problems.
Sunday services.
Preaching barn furniture. A little green box
finally
serv ha? at ]o 15 a. m.
Sermon by the pastor,
attracted her attention. It was on a beam
Rev. ('.co. S. Mills
Sunday school at 12 m. and she
managed to knock it off and as it j
Meeting of the Christian Endeavor Society struck the floor she
immediately began to'
at d r. m.
Topic, “Will our excuses stand .’ eat the contents. It was more
than she
Acts 2(5: 11*28.
At 7 p. m., lecture by the
bargaiue for and she died from the effects ;
in the

pastor

vestry.

At the forenoon session of the Maine M.
Conference in Auburn, April lltli, the
were elected to the General Conference: Rev. George D. Lindsay,
Portland, Rev. W. I*. Berry, Waterville.
Alternates, Rev. F. S. Staekpule, Auburn;
Rev. D. B. Holt, Kent’s Hill.
11. L. Wih
Rains was Transferred from the Wisconsin
Conference, John B. Howard from the New
Brunswick, and William Caslnnere from the
Montreal to the Maine Conference.
Rev.
A.
C. Ratcliff was given permission to
withdraw to join the Congregajionalists.
Resolutions were passed expressing the disapproval of certain Biblical criticism aud
reatii tuning the faith of the Maine Conference in the Bible as inspired.
At the annual meeting of the Women's Home Missionary Society, Miss C. W. Gallagher of Kent’s
Hill was elected president; Mrs. T. R. PalE

followin'.' delegates

mer

Last week

U. W.

dose of Paris green. She
had tlit* promise of making a splendid cow
and Mr. C. naturally feels a little grieved
over his loss.

of

of Saco, recording secretary.

■

!

Spring

Those who attended the missionary meeting at the North Church last Sunday evening had the privilege of listening to some
very able and interesting papers on Japan.

a

too

liberal

Hudson Brown has secured the agency
the Parr Washing Machine and is now
He is
canvassing the town for its sale.
meeting with good success. Mr. B. will call
at every house prepared to do the washing
free of charge, so that the lady of the house
can see exactly how well it does the work.
S<» quickly and neatly is the washing done
that the ladies are elated over it, and he is
sure to leave with an order in his pocket. It
is truly a splendid machine, and saves a
tremendous amount of labor, besides a multitude of aches and pains in the back, as well
as parboiled
hands and blistered fingers
from scrubbing on an old rickety scratchy,
washboard.
Mr.

of

Monroe. Mr. Elijah C. Ritchie died April
opening the meeting Rev. Geo. S. Mills
were two reasons why Japan was
31th, aged 83 years and 1 month. He had
taken as the subject of the evening.
First, always enjoyed the best of health, never
because of the place which Japan lias so re- had a doctor or any sickness. He complaincently taken among the powers of the earth ; ed of not feeling well the. night before he
and, secondly, the part which Protestant mis- died and took some simple remedy on resions have taken in advancing civilization
tiring. He rested well and the day he died
in that country.
After a vocal solo by Miss he was about doing chores as usual. He
Nina Poor the following program was given:
brought in a pail of water a few miuutes be“The Japanese Missions of the American fore he expired. Some of the family were
Board,” by Mrs. Edward Sibley; “Some m mother room and heard a noise and on
N itable Missionaries,” Miss Mary Beaman; going to him he, had fallen and
mily breath“Sketch of the Life and Work of Joseph ed a few times. Heart trouble was supposed
Hardy Nessima,” Ralph B. Stickuey; “Tlie to be tlie cause. His wife died three years
part of the United States in opening Japan ago. He leaves three children by bis first
t 'the World,” I)r. A. O. Stoddard; “The
wife—one daughter and two sons—and four
Religions of Japan,” W. R. Howard.
children by his second wife—two daughters
ami two sons—Arthur Ritchie, who studied
The Social Season.
law with Ellery Bowden of Winterport last
year, and Elijah, Jr., with whom he lived
The contract for the Masonic Temple at and
by whom he was kindly cared for. Mr
Bfddeford lias been awarded to Charles 11.
Ritchie in his younger days was well known
Adams <>f Norway, whose bid is said to have
in the adjoining towns as a school teacher.
been 830,500. Twelve bids were submitted. He was always a great reader-Abner Bailey died April 6th, aged 85 years and 3
The Kingsbury Social Aid gave the first
months.
He had been failing a good while
of their series of three “April parties” at and his life hung by a thread a number of
before
lie died. He leaves a number
dajs
Memorial Hall
last Thursday evening.
of children to mourn their loss-Nelson
Cards, ice cream, cake and dancing were Curtis was drawn as juryman from this
included in the evening’s entertainment. town to serve at the April term of Court_
Excellent music was furnished by Sanborn’s The Odd Fellows will give an anniversary
hall at town hall April 27th. It is intended
Orchestra.
to make it the grandest hail of the season.
The ladies of the North Church are pre- _At a Republican caucus last Saturday
evening at the town hall the following deleparing for an entertainment to be given at gates
were chosen: To the district convenMemorial Hall next Wednesday evening, tion at Waterville, C. C. Whitcomb, F. L.
and Fred Putman ; to the State conPalmer
22d.
One
of
the amusing features of
April
vention at Portland, C. C. Whitcomb, Edwin
the entertainment will be the session of the
Lufkin and Henry Wingate-James Put“Deestrict Schule.” As this is to he a pub- man, the 14-year-old boy of Fred Putman,
lic entertainment it is hoped that a large at- put a pistol in his pocket to go on1; to shoot
tendance of the towns people will reward the crows and in extricating it from his pocket
it was discharged, the ball entering the
ladies for their efforts. See advt.
joint of the hip. Ilr. Whitcomb took the
Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar, hall out seven inches below. He is doing
well_Mrs. Wealthy Bates, who spent the
gave a banquet and reception at Masonic
winter with her sister, Mrs. F. W. Ritchie,
Temple Wednesday evening, April Stli, to has returned to her home in Dexter .Nelson
the clergy and members of the choir who Curtis, Jr., has gone to Massachusetts for
took part in the services of the order at the employment-Eugene Buzzell lias sold
his farm
tlie Park to Isaac Cur is, who
Unitarian church on Easter Sunday. After will moveby
Mr. Buzzed thinks
in this week.
a most bountiful supper, the evening was
of moving to some city, where lie will act as
of
for
the
sale
agricultural implepleasantly spent in a social way, with music agent
He is a mason
ments.
by tradeand speeches, while those who wished “tripThe selectmen have been taking the inped the light fantastic toe” to the strains of ventory the past week-Mrs. Laura Curtis
Prof. Whitten’s Cremona
The speech of has been very low the past few days... .Mrs.
Durham will visit her daughter in Pittsfield
the evening was by Col. Hiram Chase.
this week.... Mr. O. P. Clark died April 7th,
There was a large attendance of Sir Knights, after a sickness of many mouths, aged 77
their ladies and children, anti the special years. He had resided in Monroe about 7
In 1849 he
years, moving here from Waldo.
guests of the occasion.
went to California where he remained about
wliat
then
would
12 years, accumulating
Tired people are tired because they have seem quite a fortune, but lie was a very
exhausted their strength.
The only way generous, free-hearted
man,
ready to
for them to get strong is to eat proper food. respond to every call of charity, and his
But eating is not all. Strength comes
money did not last to make him independent
from food, after digestion.
Digestion is in his old days. But he was kindly cared
made easy with Shaker Divestive Cordial.
for as to the necessities of life by his chilLife is dren, and his wife was untiring and faithful
People who get too tired, die.
strength. Foot! is the maker of strength. to the last. She was at his bedside day and
Food is not food until it is digested.
night for months to administer to his every
Tired, pale, thin, exhausted, sick sufferers want. He leaves three children by his first
from indigestion, cau be cured by the use of wife, one son and two daughters, and has a
brother in Mississippi. It seems sad that
Shaker Digestive Cordial.
It will revive their spent energies, refresh
none of the children could be with him in
and invigorate them, create new courage, his last hours. Mrs. Clark wishes to thank
endurance and strength, all by helping their the neighbors and friends who did so much
for them during her husband’s illness. Rev.
stomachs to digest their food.
In

said there

It aids nature, and this is the best of it.
It gives immediate relief and, with perse-

permanently cures.
Sold by druggists. Trial bottle

verance,

Melzer Thomas officiated at the funeral and
the remains were taken to Unity and laid
beside those of his first wife.

10 cents.

Palkrmo.
It is

a

singular fact
Secretary Carlisle

somewhat

letter in which

to be considered

as

that the
declines

in line tor the Demo-

cratic nomination for the

Presidency

is

universally accepted as an indication of
It recalls the following
his candidacy.
line from Byron:
v

And whispering I will ne’er consent—consented.

Charles Black has been quite

Fred Young is
sick with
quite sick and her daughter Olena is at
Several
home from Augusta caring for her.
others in the community have coldsmove
to
Freeto
Amos Brown, who began
dom, is moving back and will reside at present in Palermo_Edgar Wood, who has
had the charge of the Albion town farm two
years, has moved home to Ford’s Corner.
Will Grant takes his place this year at the

pneumonia-Mrs.

farm_C. E. Carr laid three hardwood doors in his house last week.

town

January.
about 2 feet in length and somewhat
sembles a small crocodile.

will lie strong, and your sleep
and
Hood’s
sound,
refreshing.
Sarsaparilla makes pure blood. That is
why it cures so many diseases. That is
why so many thousands take it to cure
disease, retain good health and prevent
sickness and suffering. Remember

Is the One True

Soutliworth has returned from Boston with an unusually large line of spring
ami summer millinery. She has engaged
the services of Miss Geneva Soule of Win-

experienced

an

and

!

the Belfast contested election
the March election Edgar M. Cun-
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council

council

was
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and

PORTLAND,

the report and Cunelected. Mr. Duntou j
then institut'd proceedings in equity in he-!
half of his client.

ningham

Slims,

NORTON-CHAPMAN CO,

Subsequently the. committee reported in
favor of the sitting member and the common

we have them.

or no

Pillsbury's Best/'

referred the matter to a committee,
and a bearing was field at which R. F Dunton, Esq., appeared for the contestant and
City Solicitor Wardwell for Cunningham.

s

G
do
O
is the word
sale.
Trv
for the tirst
O
D <White Store, 81 Main Sty
S
CHARLES O’CONNELL, p,oPn

than:

more

i>2.

that 11 votes which
ward officers, on acof stickers, should
him.

that can be had.

of

Regulars.

you can't say

ningham was declared elected Councilman
from Ward 8 by a vote ot t>4 over Charles H.
whose vote

styles

CLOTH INC

*

We

Say what you will
about flour,

per case; and

Waterman,

Are all in, the best and latest

BEST.

The April term of the Supreme Court will
in this
city next Tuesday, Chief Justice
Peters presiding. Among the more important cases to be heard are the Inhabitants of
Thorndike vs. Inhabitant of Knox, a pau-

Mr. Waterman claimed
were thrown out by the
count of irregular use
have been counted for

operate!5^!!

Pillsbury's

open

At

lake, easy to

very

The opening will probably
be next Thursday and Friday, April 28 and
24, when Miss Soutliworth, whose health
permits her to be at her place of business
this spring, will be pleased to welcome all.
Miss R. A. French has a line line of spring
novelties,shirt-waists and linings a specialty.
See advt. next week

case.

Blood Purifier. $1; six for .$5.

Hood’S Pills

s
p
R
I
N
G

our

Sarsaparilla

Miss

chester, Mass.,
stylish milliner.

nerves

Hood’s

that highway robbery on the
New York was becoming altogether too common, and despite the very
affecting argument of the prisoner’s counsel, made an example of him, and gave him
the full extent of the law.
of

^SPRING »GOODS,.

With pure,

sweet

re-

stated

streets

health.

Blood

Your

The New York papers report the trial for
highway robbery, and a sentence to fifteen
years in State prison, of one Henry Kendall,
who is said to be Beecher Kendall, formerly
of this city. The judge in giving the sentence

sound

means

rich, healthy blood, the stomach and digestive organs will be vigorous, and there
will be no dyspepsia. Rheumatism and
Neuralgia will be unknown. Scrofula and
Salt Rheum will disappear. With pure

cHArles A.

go to

Pure

for the State of Maine.

BICYCLE

declare,(1

New Advertisements. J. W. Ferguson
& Co. have their millinery opening to-day
and to-morrow, April Kith and 17th, Miss
Jessie Sargent, milliner.
The public are
cordially invited. The firm have added to
their stock a line of dry goods of all kinds,
and will make specialties of dress trimmings,
laces, gloves, corsets and underwear. Gloves
fitted and warranted. An inspection of the
goods is invited.... Mrs. J. C. Cates has her
millinery opening Friday and Saturday,
April 17th and 18th, Miss Theresa Cushman,
milliner.
Mrs. Cates and Miss Cuslim m
have just returned from Boston with the
latest styles in bonnets, hats and trimmings,
and no pains will he spared to please cus-

LADIES' COLUMBIA.

20th

All are invited to the opening_
B. F. Wells has just returned from
Boston with a large and varied stock of
spring ami summer millinery, including all
the novelties, and will have on hand through
the season a good assortment of trimmed
and untrimwed hats and bonnets for customers to select from
Call at 47 Main
street.
.Pepsin, Wine and Iron, a si preparation for 50 cents, put up by the Waldo

KEEP WELL POSTED
ON WHERE

sold and feel certain that you will trade with
If you have never bought clothes ot us just
once and satisfy yourself that there is more
S'i’YLE and WEAR in the GOOD KIND than in
the common kind. We don’t claim to sell ch**a]»er
than otlicr dealers, hut we do claim to sell hotter
clothes. Of course the good kind is woilh more.
We are showing a large variety of
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CURTAINS

Preparation for

PICT LI RE FRAHES ma.lshort. uotiee.
Pi \ \ ami
Mon.m.Mis.

at

FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY

A. CLEMENT
A. A. HOWES & GO.
And at all

recount the vote.
indefinite as to a recount by

country

Km testimonials and
Address

Judge Emery stated his views to be, that
candidate who means to contest an election
must be present at the polls by himself or
his friends, and then and there make a protest to the counting or rejection of particular ballots, so that if he wishes to contest
the matter in court, he can come into court
with a definite statement of his grounds of
complaint. The court further stated that
in his opinion the sealed package must be
preserved with unbroken seals, to he opened
only by the court or its order.

THE

leading Spring hat. ti is nut
by any bat >n the market
2£jj^Look them ever
anyway.

<

celled

printed matter,

in
at

Waldo Medicine Co.,Belfast,Me,

D.P, PALMER'S,

FRANK II. MAYO,

Masonic Temple, Belfast, Me,

President and General

Manager.

Searsport Savings

SURPLUS, $33
Opeu

__——

Popular approval has been

Sweet Pea Seeds,

given Goodyear

Mixed,

a

choice

variety, at

a

very low

price.

A. A. HOWES & CO.
Mr. Stanley S. Patten has joined the staff
of The Maine Central, and will act as advertising agent in conjunction with Mr. Kimball. Mr. Patteu’s headquarters will be at
I
the Tucker Printing Company, 105 Exchange

|

street, Portland.

Opening

from 9
1

to

to

OKPOSITS

12 A, M.

I5\

1T 211141 I

at

THK LAIHKS

<>L

1

4 P. M.
SOLIC1TKD

SALE

MAY BASKET
_

FRIDAY 'AND SATURDAY,
April

Maine

Belfast,

CAPITAL, $150,000

Bank.

The corporators of the Searsport Savings Hank
requested to meet at their banking room on
Saturday, May 9, 1896, at 10 o’clock A. M., for
the choice of trustees for the ensuing year, and to
act on other business that may legally come before the meeting.
CHAS. F. GORDON, Treas.
Searsport, April 14, 1896.—4wl6

Nationa

Belfast National B

Millinery
are

Opposite

Belfast,

WILCOX.

The

stores.

to

GOODYEAR SHOE MACH'Y CO., BOSTON.

forget

8. C. DINSMQRE.

IRON,

RETAINS THE OFFICE.

Not rubber.

^

well kit-ov-

WINE

a

everybody.

/ ‘on't

accom-

Welt Shoes.
Millions wear them. Just like
Bend with the
hand-sewed.
All shoe
a
feet.
pair.
Try
for
them.
Made
sell
dealers

ve

our

l»el fast. A

PEPSIN,

In the Supreme Court at Bangor April
10th, .Judge Emery presiding, the Old Town
contested mayoralty case was decided by
the dismissal, without costs, of the hill in
equity brought by Edgar B. Weeks, Republican candidate, asking that Eben T. Hartwell be compelled to vacate the office and
that he, Weeks, be installed therein. By the
count Hartwell bad a majority of one vote,
and according to the decision the count
stands. Judge Emery said that it was a
grave question whether it was open to either
now

tin-

Lawn Mowers and Garden

SpringHats

The Old Town Contested Klectiou.

The law is
court.

are made on ven comfortable lasts.
Am-mg
other new spring styles ;nv rh.e m-w “HALF
DOLLAR” toes, which is the wide
he
SKI” and “VASSAR” toes, whi-h
ven

agent f«.r

ROCKLAND, MAINE.

changes and improvements at this house
and of the qualifications as a landlord of the
new proprietor.
The traveling public will

side to ask the court

thing out in la-lies' footwear. To be
Strictly “in it” every lady should have a .-.dr ot
these shoes, for they are not only right
in stvle

We aimed well and hit the mark

..

MAYOR HARTWELL

years of age,

garden

hose....If you want to get summer boarders or rent a cottage, advertise in The Journal, the best medium in tins section....A
finely located tenement, with stable connected, city water, etc., is offered for rent.
Apply to C. W. Frederick. .Geo. A. Bailey
lias just received from Ames bury, Mass., a
carload of top buggies, Concord wagons and
double-seaters, and will sell them cheap for
cash and warrant them fully for one year.
Call at 52 Main street, Belfast, where will
also be found a full line of hardware... Meeting of corporators of Sears port Savings
Bank May 9th at 10 a. m... See advt. of the
Windsor Hotel, M. R. Kuowlton proprietor.
We have heretofore made mention of the

now find at the Windsor the best of
modations and attention.

«S

50c., 75c., $1.00,
$1.25, $1.50, $2.00.

.See the pi.-tlire of the
advertising column-, and read
what the John M. Ames Co. of Stockton
Springs have to say.. .Geo. T. Bead, 41
Main street, has the Columbia and Hartlawn

us

White Lawn Fauntleroy Blouses

our

bicycles,

The latest

but

Co., Belfast, is for sale in this city
by A. A. Ilowes & Co., and at all country
stores.
It is highly recommended as a
spring medicine, and the company has re
reived many strong testimonials.J. II. &J. W. .Jones, 00 Main street, Belfast, ire selling two-liorse spring tooth harrows for
811 50 that would be bargains at 810. Cali

ford

fnm

BEST BOYS’ CLOTHES

Medicine

in

r|1|JV

I am

Shoes.

£

Mrs.

frog

Gl:Vnj;.U;N

Century

tomers.

and examine them.

s

Till: SOUTH

t'H

Wednesday Afternoon, Apn1
/.V MEMOHl.i L H I I I
ADMISSION
In the

FREE.

evening will he given

Mrs. J. C. CATES’.

“CLOSING-DAY EXERCISES
DISTRICT SCHOOL, 1800,”

Miss THERESA CUSHMAN Milling

are

WITH BABY DUIl.L.
••

Parents, guardians and friends ot
requested to attend, The list --t cvm
he divided by a roeess, during who n
w

eream, oake :wid home-made candies

Public cordial/1/ invited.
Belfast, Apiil 10, 1890.—lwlO

Kveiling Act mission,
Children,

-5 Cem
15

!

OF

>KW8

rHK

BELFAST.

!. the Nutriola Co. met with
tr tiie past week,

a

Pensions' have been granted as follows:
It is understood that warrants
have been
Increase, Francis M ay hew, Liberty; reissue, issued against two young men for
stealing a
Henry R. Jackson, Winthrop Centre; in- barrel of rum, but that the youths have discrease, Cornelius W. Thomas, Camden.
appeared.

good

post office is kept unusually
nied letters this spring. There
,ist week, for M. W. Saunders.

The

p,. last

of the

Fast Da\. Union Fast
People’s Lecture
Day services will
a
Course, Rev. J. M. Leighton, reports total re- be held at the Baptist church next
Thursceipts of $553.45; disbursements, 8517.10; day evening The sermon will be
j
by Rev.
,v
Brown are pushing work on
leaviug a balance of $36.35, which has been ; C. H. Wells of the Universalist church.
kentiue rapidly and will launch,
placed on deposit in prospect of a course
Richard A. Gurney has begun a suit
against
" eather
continues, April 28th. next season. The course was one of the J W.
Burgess for 82,000 damages. The plain!
if
not the best, ever given in Belfast.
*s
i tiie late Major Timothy best,
tiff claims that the defendant’s ice in a
I
pond
A novel and ingenious piece of wood work
w ife, painted about the year 1S:>0,
above the plaintiff s mill dam was the cause
A.
S.
is
on
exhibition at 3V1. P. of the damage to the mill iu the
Stoney
\lnbition at Clement’s bookstore by
freshet of
treasurer

•
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quite badly wounded
••.a Saturday by his axe catching
tie when he was chopping wood,
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The ris
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of the Penobscot last
closed t.o navigation on

blockade had lasted 124
Kennebec river is also reported

that the
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High School

circli-
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ng interested

parties a petition to
(.'• inmittee to have one session

High School,
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April. A

Ivade in

I. Brown

Augusta last Thur>da\ and
!\
nuetac Journal of a remarkable
h- had April
! on The railroad
n> ir *m Kan
ge ley Lakes to Phillips.
encountered a profoiiml snow drift
-lit miles from kangeby, and was
in

w as

hours, being
the other.

unable to

A

relief tram from

started out and

helped

had to hack out.

it

engines and

two

made, and the
struggle.

a

train

the tram

On the next

plow, a
passed through
snow

Brown says

Mr.

fat

move

it

hours to make the pass.

for Tin

we»-n
ties,

The first game of
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Season.
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season
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1 he fa mi

Congress
a score
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the first to ride

was
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season.

He ap-

large number of
Sunday.. Walter Arey

10th.
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tin- streets this
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m
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a
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hooiier

yachT

of A. I). Chase had dau-

from their

garden last week.
large flocks of wdd geeu-t
this city Tuesday forenoon.

s
:y
r

itig
as

e.:

V.

together tl at the
and formed, instead of

so close
one

large \\

The first- Penoh-

shipped by the American
yesterday. It was caught at

was

u

«'o.
and.

:

(”ai

an
•u

met

in

caucus

delegates
and

’ii,
arkcr

Republicans
Saturday evening

State and District
elect a city committee,
chosen chairman and R.
to the

to

was

clerk.

The

s.

The

following delegates

te<l t.• the State convention to be
Portland April lbth: Wm. B. Swau,
1'arker, A. A. Howes, J. S. HarriH. Con ant, VV. L. Littlefield, Wm.
ru, G. P. Lombard, A. I. Brown.
District convention to be held at
e
April 17th, C. W. Frederick, D.
1

1

:hworth, S. F. Stevens, B. O. Norton,
Boulter, E E. Babcock, D. T. GupE. Crowley, A. D. Chase. The delvacancies,
d wing city committee was elected:
E. Johnson, H. E. McDonald, C. E.
ton, B. H. Conant, J. M. Fletcher,
Crowley, H. C. Bailey, J. F. Sheldon,
Staples, D. H. Strout.
empowered

were

:

and

Boats.

to

till

Amos

Barrett & Sou

kport

have about completed a cat
Lawrence Borden of Fall River,
She is 24 feet over all, 17 feet water
'**• t
beam and 4 feet S inches draft,
» ton of lead on her keel.
Her deck
oid blind fastened. Her combings
■■•ted oak.
Her companion way and
11
mahogany. The trimmings are all
Mr.

'■

shed
Tie-

by George Torrey

Barretts

are

to

build

of
a

Rockknock-

Loriug F. DcLand, Harvard's
t’-othall coach, to be used at lveuue'. where Mr.
DeLand spends his

•!'

Mr.

DeLand’s wife is Margaret
well-known and popular writlhirretts also have an order from
Mr.

jr
»

j

substitute.

reason.

Accept

no

Sold everywhere.

Send name an! address for booklet, *'Mrs.
Pop
kins’ Thanksgiving," bj a noted humorous writer.

vj

v
JM

It

MEKRELL.SOULE CO.,
Woodcock & Son’s store. It consists of a ! March 1st.
chain of wood car veil from a single stick.
The Lillian Tucker Company filled a
The work is complicated by a number of deweek’s engagement at Belfast Opera
vices which increase the difficulty of the |
House,
Hatcil Gott of East Belfast cut his foot
carving. One of these is a loose ball enclos- closing Saturday night. Good sized audiences attended each
performance, and the quite badly with a broad-axe while at work
ed in four bars.
troupe gave even better satisfaction than in in the shipyard yesterday afternoon.
The County Commissioners met for their
their previous engagements here. They
play
It is expected that schools in the city will
regular April term Tuesday. They visited j this week iu Oakland.
close next Wednesday afternoon for the
the jail Tuesday to look after the work at
Landlord Jones is having electric bells
week on account of Fast Day, but some will
the cellar of the residence, and are attendput into the Revere House annex, and is to make up for lo-t time by
keeping Saturday
ing to the auditing of bills and routine busi- tit
up a laundry iu the L. The annex, be- this week.
ness.
They request that all persons having sides
a tine sample room and sevfurnishing
bills against the county present them not
A party of friends drove to the residence
eral sleeping rooms, provides accommodalater than Friday at 4 p. m.
of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Hurd
Tuesday eventions for storage, laundry, etc., to the relief
ing to give them a surprise party on MrMayor Hanson has received a letter from of the maiu hotel.
Hurd’s birthday. A very pleasant evening
the projectors of the match-making enterThe Belfast friends of Rev. F. W. Ryder, was
passed.
prise in which they say that they will put formerly pastor of the Baptist Church in
,
H. W. Racklitf of Knox Station,
up their plant and establish their business this
recently
city, were pleased to learn through Mr.
killed aud shipped to Boston five lambs
here at a cost of 8200,000, if the citizens of
O. W. Pitcher of Cripple Creek, Colo., that
j which dressed 27G pounds; four muttons
Belfast will take $50,000 ill the stock, to be Mr.
Ryder is pleasantly located at Victor, which dressed 30)
taken and paid for only when the machines
pounds; one mutton
Colo., where he occupies a Baptist pulpit. ! which
dressed 1G2 pounds; combined weight
have been thoroughly tested and proved Mr.
was
to
to
Colorado of
Ryder
compelled
go
the ten, 744 pounds.
capable of doing the work promised for them. on account of the illness of his wife.
North Belfast. It was thought that the
Capt. Dyer of the wrecked schooner Lizzie
Oliver Optic (Win. T. Adams) returned to
White bridge was not injured by the recent
Carter of Bath had his wife with him on tlie
Boston last week from a trip around the
! trip- D will he remembered that the. Carfreshet that destroyed so many bridges in
In
world.
an
interview
with
the Boston
ter struck and went down on the New
but when the water receded, it was
Brunswick coast. Capt- Dyer removed to ! Herald Mr. Adams said:
“After a short Belfast,
discovered that the lower layers of stone of
this city hut a short time" ago
IPs son, stay at Koba I took
for Shanghai. Here
ship
[
the eastern abutment to a depth of six feet
Robert Dyer, said yesterday that old cap;
! I found an excellent hotel called, somewhat
tains believe that those on hoard the Carter
were
i must have
entirely washed away and that the
been picked up and taken to to my surprise, the Astor House.
I remainfrost held the stone work in
I some one of the numerous islands in the j ed in
place. Last
two
but
saw
conShanghai only
days,
[
week the surveyor erected a frame work to
vicinity where the schooner was lost. [Portsiderable of the life of the people.” Capt. M.
land Press.
the
support
bridge. Travel continued until
The wrecked vessel is a barkentine, not a L\ Patterson, a Belfast man, was proprietor nearly dark Saturday
evening, when the
■ >f this hotel for several
but.
is
now iu
years,
abutment fell. The bridge is still in
schooner, and, as reported at the time, was
posicommand of a steamer.
lost on Buck island reef, near St. Thomas,
tion, but cannot be crossed by team. The
Moke Damage to Bridges.
It appears
when bound from Philadelphia to Santa
entire abutment will have to he rebuilt_
Cruiz with coai.
That is a good wav.-* from that we have not yet seen the end of the Guy Gurney, recently of Los Angeles Cal.
the “New Brunswick coast.”
damages from the freshet of March 1st. At arrived home last Thursday. He is to enthat time it was thought that the “White gage in the milling industry with his father,
House Talk. H. H. Haley of Monroe rea short distance below Gurney’s,
Mr. R. A. Gurney.
|
They are making rapid
of
Gilman Brothers of Fox- bridge,”
cently bought
was n«>i injured, but it was afterwards learnprogress rebuilding their wrecked mill_
croft the stallion Sultan Wilkes by a son
ed that some, of the rocks had washed from
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Cobbett of Brooks
of the great Sultan, by the Moor.
spent
First
the lower part of the southern abutment. Sunday with his brother, Mr. William Cobdam by Diomed Wilkes, by Mambrino
Last Thursday it was found that the abut- j bett-Mrs. John H. Gordon of Brooks
likes, by George Wilkes; 2d dam l»v
ment was gradually giving way and a row ! visited her father, Mr. D. J. Roberts SunGluster, by Judge Advocate; 2d dam by
of piling was sec under the bridge near the day. Mr. Roberts is
very ill and it is thought
Ray Harry, 1-y Brown IJarry. Sultan Wilkes
abutment. Saturday night about two-thirds lie cannot recover... .The
G 22 m uitlis old, weighs ] ,0oo
meeting of the
pounds and "I the abutment
collapsed, leaving a large Lelies' Aid Society last Wednesday evenstands 15 1-4 hands high.Black Rock,
hole between the bridge and the solid road. \ ing was one of the most successful of the
2 Jo 1-4, lias again changed hands. He is now
The road was fenced out Monday morning season, both financially and socially. Thev
"Wind by George Han of Mwitvilb-_(
H
and temporary repairs were begun.
A pri- arc to meet a. am Wednesday evening, April
Nelson
as
made a shipment of 12 horses
vate way was opened around the bridge 22d....Rrv.
William Ganiev of
Bangor
from Wateryille to Boston and gone to
aeross Brier’s and White’s land, but this
Seminary preached at the church last Sunthe Huh to dispose of them.
Geo. A. Bailey
and evening.
has sold lus la-*: pat ing mare “Lady Wilkes,” was forbidden by the owners Monda\ lore- day morning
since which time the road from the :
Stka.m kk Nutks.
The steamer City [of
by Wilkson an." by “Geo. Wilkes,” to El- noon,
Corner to Gurney’s mill has been
Bmgor began on her spring arrangement
lery Bowden, Esq., our County Attorney. Harper
fenced out against travel. Other bridges are last Saturday, and until further notice will
The price is not. made public, hut it was a
be iu unsafe condition and the arrive in Belfast from Boston
good long one. This mare is very fust and found to
Tuesdays,
highway surveyors are taking precautions Thursdays and Saturdays at about 7.::o a. m.
very handsome.
to secure them until permanent repairs can
and return the same days at about f> i\ m.
Law C«u-rt Decision. Tileston
Wadiin, he made. As the frost comes out of the j Later in the season the City of Bangor and
Clerk
of
has
received
Esq
Courts,
the cer- ground the abutments, which were more or IVnobs:-ot will make six
trips per week,
tificate of opinion from the Law Court m less
damaged by the freshet, begin to j going up-river and coming back the same
the case of William Gibbs vs. Wesley Seri licrumble, but thus far none have collapsed day. It, is probable, however, that some of
ner.
The. plaintiff belongs in Brooks, and
except that, at White's. The Head of the the trips of the Penobscot will not extend
tlie defendant in Monroe. The case was en-.
Tide and City-point bridges are both weak- to Bangor.... Last Thursday when putting
tered at the April term. 1KP4. The action ened in this
on board the steamer City of
way and have been secured by
Bangor the
w as brought to recover a balance of $115,41
piling. The bridge on the Robbins road Dana Sarsaparilla Co’s printing machinery,
on an account : $70 for a horse, $50 for
labor, also shows signs of crumbling and will be the large power paper cutter got
beyond
$5.41 for interest, etc.; with a credit of $10
attended to at. once.
control and ran down the slip. When the
Tin* defendant filed an account
for labor.
trucks struck the gang-plank the machine
Fish Facts. Sloop Acme of Vinalhaveu,
m set off for $.‘>1.(50, and offered to be denearly toppled over, but was saved by
faulted for $22 without costs. The evidence
Capt. Coombs, arrived Saturday with about
prompt work. Had it fallen at least, three
showed that the defendant bought a horse 2,000 pounds of cod and haddock caught the
of the deck-hauds would have been crushed
of the piaintiff, but when the note became afternoon before off Isle au Haut. The fish
beneath it.Steamer Frank Jones will
due refused to pay and offered to give the arrived here in line condition and sold
continue on her present arrangement, makhorse back. The plaintiff refused to trade quickly at 3 cents per pound-A. H. Whiting one trip per week between Rockland
buck and insisted on having his money. more of Verona was the first to catch a saland Maehiasport until Wednesday, May «»,
The defendant paid .Simon Cilley $25 for mon in his weir this year and shipped a 20 i
when she will increase the service to two
to Boston April 7th, having captur- ^
the
horse
pounder
while
the
b,turning
question was
to three trips per week.
edit the night before.... Monhegan lobster! trips, and, later on,
in dispute.
The ruse was tried at the
April
••The steamer Sedgwick made her first
fishermen
are
out
a
lot
of
new
turning
quite
term. lv.i.5, with a verdict for the plaintiff
trip for the season to Bar Harbor Saturday
for $‘.'1 20.
\ motion for new trial was tiled. traps to be in readiness for another season.
from Bueksport.
She will make two trips
.The iirst trip of new fresh mackerel was
The rescript is as follows:
per week, until April 27th, when the service
Motion for new trial.
The testimony was landed in New Vork April 10th, sell. Ivearconflii-tmg. The question was whether de- sarge, Capt. Mills, arriving thereat 0 a. m. will he increased to three trips a week, and on
fendant- had bought a horse of plaintiff in
1-Stli two steamers of the line will begin
with 1,000 large mackerel.
No further par- May
iv.i.2 for >70. or in 1st 14 for >55.
Defendant
the six-trips-a-week schedule.... A rumor
introduced ,1 bill of saie of tlie horse for $55,. ticulars were given, but it is supposed that
Plaintiff said he did not understand the
the fish were caught somewhere off Capt. was current in Rockland last week that the
Boston & Maine Railroad Company had
writing and supposed the $55 was a part
Hatteras, and other lots may soon he along.
payment for the horse. Other items in the
bought the Boston & Bangor Steamship
the account wi re undisputed. The jury saw A few new mackerel were reported to have
line.
Agent Fred Lothrop had heard in thand heard the witnesses, and had a good op- been received last week in New Vork with
portunity to judge of their intelligence and fresh shad, and brought £1 50 each. Last ing about it and thought there was nothing
truthfulness, and adopted the plaintiff's
in it... .The “deck boys’’ of the steamer City i
contention.
I'pon that theory the bill of year the first mackerel were landed in New of Bangor are dressed in neat dark blue
sale w as properly rejected as a contract, and Vork on the 18th of April by Capt. &ol
treated as a receipt for the amount of money
uniforms, ami present a very sailor-like apJacobs, who for several years previous was
paid, and no question of rescission, requirpearance... .Charles E. Johnson has been
the
first
to
a
make
haul.
He
will
probably
ing return of the money, was involved. If
of the Boston & Bangor S.
the sale was made as plaintiff claimed and be heard from soon. There are now about appointed agent
S. Co. at Belfast, for the season, Mr. Pote
the jury found, the charge of $25 for the
12 vessels in the Southern waters looking
horse's keep by Cilley, should have been
having been transferred to the City of Banpaid by defendant, who left the horse with after mackerel, and six or seven more are gor as steward. Last season Mr. Pote held
Cilley, and not by the plaintiff. The verdict nearly ready to sail, making a fleet of 19 in
therefore, properly charged plaintiff with all-Sloop Agnes, Capt. Holbrook, arrived both positions, Mr. Johnson acting as bis
only $20 paid him by defendant, the other
agent-The City of Bangor was about 2
$25 having been used for defendant’s debt. Sunday with about 1,000 pounds of fresh hours late in her
trip up river Tuesday,
fish-The
Erma
We perceive no sufficient reason to disturb
M., Capt. T.
pinkey
the verdict. Motion overruled. Wardvvell Thompson, was launched Monday. She will caused by getting aground at the wharf in
for plaintiff. Williamson for defendant.
Rockland on account of the extremely low
probably be chartered for the season’s fishtide. She went to Bangor for the first time
Spring Moving.
There appear to be ing by Capt. David L, Cook_Bluefish were
and found an easy passage. She
in the market last week, and lobsters sold this season,
more than the usual amount of
spring movleft Bangor at 4 p. m. and arrived here at 7.
for
20
cents
the
per pound_Two pinkeys,
ing this year. Among those who have late_Capt. Henry S. Barbour came to Belfast
ly moved or intend to do so in the near fu- Eagle of Castine and the Delaware of St.
yesterday and is getting the steamer Treture, are the following: Edmond Wilson from George, were in port the first of the week,
the former with dry fish and the latter with
mont ready for her season’s business on the
the Woods house, Cedar street, to J. T. Potfresh and corned fish. The first smack of
Bangor & Bar Harbor route. She has been
tle’s house, Congress street ; C. E. White the season was the sloop Marguerite, Capt
hauled up at the railroad wharf during the
Lead
of
with
(300
better
Harbor,
from the Geo. W. Swift house, Cedar street,
Pulpit
winter. She will he taken to Brewer to-day.
pounds of live cod aud haddock.
to the corner of High and Peach
streets;
Otis Longfellow from Cochituate, Mass., to
No. oh Bridge street; Henry C. Marden, A little common sense to offset spring poetry and other spring nonsense.
from the Lane house, Church
street, to M.
K. K now Item's house, Elm street: Capt. J.
A. Partridge from Miller street to Mrs. Geo.
W. Swift’s house, Cedar street; A. A. Carleton from Bridge street to S. B. Holt’s
house,
Holt street; S. B. Holt from Holt street to
house of the late Wm. Holt, corner of High
Amid the vast amount of medical nonsense foisted upon the great public, the old
and Green streets; Clarence Wyman from
East Belfast to W. W. Cates’ house, North worn-out theory about BLOOD PURIFIERS—talked about, written about, and beHigh street; C. L. Wright from Bridge lieved—is the most utterly nonsensical, untrue and absurd.
Every one should know

I

...

1

Medical Bubble
Punctured.

J

Iodide of potassium will
McFarland house, High street; that poisonous or lion-poisonous drugs won’t purify blood.
N.S.Lord from Union street to Capt.. Ryder’s remove external evidences of impure blood, but the impurity is in the blood just the
house, High street; Capt. R. F. Patterson to ^ same—with the added poison of the iodide.
P K. Harris, who has a summer resiLynn, Mass; A. G. Spencer from the Peirce
There is only one way to purify blood, and that is by healthy action of the
ii
Holbrook’s island, near Castine, house
to Capt.
Patterson’s house, High
THE KIDNEYS ARE THE ONLY BLOOD PURIFIERS IN THE
KIDNEYS.
elegant rowboat.The Rudder fori street; J. H.
Healey from Cedar street to
*s an
interesting article on Boston Miss J. A. Wiggin’s house, Main street; Ed- WORLD. Their whole work is to secrete urine and remove wasteland poisonous matLabours by Sec. J. J. Souther of the
Every drop of blood goes through them many times every
win Keith from Haverhill, Mass., to the ter from the blood.
Labour Association, with illustrations
Isaac Beckett house, Charles street; C. twenty-four hours.
photographs by Stebbins. It will tend | Hervey Howes from the Geo. G. Wells
The new, scientific, common-seuse way to purify blood is to dll the system with
,,,u"te the demand for this type of boat,
house to the M. E. Dodge house, Church RICH BLOOD, and so feed and strengthen the Kidneys that they can perform their
1
has
come
to
The
artievidently
stay.
street; Smith Hopkins from Church street work naturally and effectively.
Get your Kidneys in perfect working order, and
n “The Yaw l”
are concluded ; and tliere
to the Hazeltine house, corner of Court and
Nature will purify your blood.
lustrations and articles galore that
Miller streets; W. A. Arey from Market
appeal to yachtsmen everywhere. Send street to No. 1)
Bridge street; Mrs. Ricker,
1
the Rudder Pub. Co., 155 Broadway,
who has been living in Francis Whitmore’s
A
and
for
one
the
^<>rk,
get
magazine
house at the corner of High and Spring
■Congressman Payne of New York streets, has moved to Montville, and Mr. Puts every organ o£ the system—heart, lungs, liver, kidneys, nerves, stomach, etc.,
"i m-e.l in the House
April 8th a bill pro- Whitmore is fitting up the house, to let —into perfect working order. It’s Nature’s Natural Nutrition, and restores every
street to the

l, tlie

€

Liigthat yachts belonging to a regularly
^o1x«*ii yacht club of any
foreign nation,
•shall extend like privileges to the
"f the United States, shall have the
;iof entering or leaving any port of
1 tilted States
without entering or clear'L aT the Custom House or
paying tonnage
x
David L. Cook has sold his sloop
1
imia, and bought Will Page’s sloop. The
uter ha8
bought the Cambridge, formerly
'iteii by
him, and will 1put an engine and
’tier in
her.

furnished rooms-Capt. Augustine Holbrook has moved from Swan’s Island to the
McF’arland house, High street; L. H. Emmons has moved from the Calvin Pitcher
farm to the Bishop farm; Llewellyn Carter
1
has moved from the Head of the Tide to the
Pitcher farm; Albert McIntosh has moved
from J. H. Clark’s house, High street, to C.
W. Knowlton’s house, Miller street; A. E.
I
Clark has moved to the Norton house on

Bilious attacks, Headaches, Dizziness,
a perfect condition of health.
Nervousness, “That Tired Feeling,” and the thousand and one symptoms of poor
We
This is not theory alone, but demonstrated fact.
and impure blood disappear.

function to

With Nutriola we know the treatment is
have scores of testimonials to prove it.
Right. The theory is Right. The result is Right. Your system becomes all right,
and health follows as naturally as day succeeds night.
By actual test you obtain

j

[ Northport

avenue.

NUTRIOLA^

strongest proof, and will then be self-convinced.

...Nutriola Makes You New All Over...

j
I

Sold

by

our

agents in every town, and

by R. H. Moody, Belfast.

their

testimony

the

A

GLENWOOD
For

stand did not agree

other.

use

no

by the

WEIKSTOVE CO.,

Taunton.

Towel Racks

...

Carpet Tacks. 2c
Tnk, Carter's best.
Knives and Forks, per doz.50c
Yellow Pie Plates. 5C
Blue Edge Pie Plates. 7c
Nutmeg Graters. 2c
Wash Boards.10c
Dish Drainers.lOc
Tea Strainers. 30
Tin Tea Pots.10c

Peppers. 30
Colored Glass Salts. 5,.
Peppers. 5c
Asbestos Plats. 5,.
Scholars’ Companions, rilled. 5c

Garden Sets.

10c

Games.lOc
Base Balls. 5C
Bat Sticks. 3c

ROOM PAPERS ANO CURTAINS,
^Largest Line, Lowest Prices.-^
£20,000 liolls Paper.

too Dozen Om-tiiiiiH.

CARLE & JONES,-k

River, which was slightly damaged
by the freshet March 1st, overhauling the
pumps, and making the general slight repairs needed... .Outside repairs are being
made to the residences of John PI. Quimby
and Mrs. Velzora Mitchell.. .Sylvester Phinney of Pittsfield has taken the contract to

<21

Main

Street,

A

Belfast, Maine>

CARRIAGES

BAILEY

build one and oue-lialf miles of carriage
road, at Isle au Hunt, for which he will receive sl.oou.
.The Whitney cottage at Islesboro lias been bought by Charles H. Phillips of Bangor, who has presented it to his
s.m.... A handsome St. Bernard dog weighing over 100 pounds was received here by
American Express for F. I Shaw of Searsport yesterday-G. L. Field has built a

BAILEY

-'A»-LOAT> OF

Top Buggies,
Concord Wagons,
FRESH

Grocery Wagons,
Double Seaters,

v

FROM
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

a MESBURY. ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Kvery job fu ! v warranted for one year and wili Lpiamni
tin* warrant.
'M*y !"Badiase a cheaply mad.- job and pay a bij; prop' mi it wle-u y..u can get a warrante 1 job full as cheap
I stand behind my Ware inr.
Call iiu.l .-xaiimie. It r»st* nothing to ,l» this. 1 will s.-ll ...t .•houi. an.l tvill
-ivc von
a job to please you.

tank for washing hose for the Fire Department, and is making needed repairs aud improvements at the hose and engine rooms.
in

Made

Remnant Borders, per yard. lc
Toilet Paper, 7 bunches.25c
Glass Salts. 3..

Little

made

She would

0 Sheets Paper ami 0 Envelopes. 3e
Box Toothpicks. 2c
Lead Pencils, :> for. lc
Slate Pencils, 10 for. lc
2 Quart Handled
Dippers. 5c
Tin Pints.
Room Papers. 5c

Cassius Hamilton is making repairs aud improvements to his farm buildings on the Poor’s Mills road-D. C.
Greenlaw shipped a car-load of milch cows
aud calves to Brighton Monday-The lighthouse board lias awarded the contract for
buoyage to the Bagaduce river to Horace
Perkins of South Penobscot... .Robins made
their appearance here last week....The
street watering troughs have been opened
to the public-The C. F. Prescott Co.
Great Eastern Circus, museum and carnival
of wonders, will take the road on about May
lbth, at Rockland-R. H. Coombs & Sou
have arranged a handsome display window
at their store. It consists of curtain poles,
fixtures, etc....The Belfast Water Co. are
rebuilding a wing wall below the dam at

being

RANGE,

“»e^nangromlnent^U|Maud towns

CAN MEJUH.

a. m.

are

time,

made with

Chat.

....Improvements

much

and how easy cooking is

with what they told State Constable Mears
before the trial. Walter B. Decrow testified
that he had been at the place of the defendants several times; that he never bought
any liquor there, but that in February last
Bickuell gave him a glass of liquor which
Mr. Mears was positive that
he drank.
Decrow told him that he had bought liquor
there, and Judge Rogers put the wituess
under $2,000 bonds to appear before the Supreme Court if indicted for perjury. As
other material witnesses were absent the
cases were all continued to Tuesday, April
20 at 10

how

trouble and labor is saved

Liquor Cases. The liquor cases beguu in
the Police Co ,rt last week against Bickuell
were
& Cottrell
continued
Saturday.
Owing to a defect in the first warrants new
warrants were issued against Cottrell. After
examining a few witnesses the case was adjourned to Tuesday forenoon. At this hearing several witnesses were examined, but
on

housewife

every

know

tain, William A. Decrow. It was voted to
hold a series of cup shoots for the members
during the season, the first to be on the afternoon of Fast Day.
There will also be a
sweepstake shoot for the public the same
afternoon.

pies, fruit cake 3
and pudding possible all the i
■ year ’round.
Always fresh, al- m
I ways in season. Always good,
1(

>

ix.

Could

The Belfast Gun Club held its annual

meeting Tuesday evening and elected the
following officers: President, Arthur Reed ;
Vice President, Thomas L. Carter; Secretary and Treasurer, Chas. R. Coombs; Cap-

geo.

the

and offices in Masonic Temple....
The snow plow at the depot was housed in
It has made
the round-house yesterday.
but one trip over the road this season.

9

corridors

9

a.

RETAILER

Hardware

bailey,

AND

JOBBER

and

OF

•

#

Carriages,

!*2 MMX STREET. HELIA'iT,

MAIM:.

Shipping Itk.ms. Through the good offices
nf Searsport friends our liegister of Deep
Water Vessels has been revised to date. As

rely mainly on the shipping lists of
daily papers for our records, and they
are not always prompt or reliable, we should j
be g'.ad at any time to receive news of
changes in ownership or command of vessels, arrivals, departures, etc... .Sell. Emma
S. Briggs lias chartered to load paving at
we

must

the

Buy
Buy

Jeweler,

Belfast.

PEOPLES NATIONAL

BANK.

Geo, R, Poor,

York, and the wind being favorable
Belfast, where Capt. Pederson had
business, arriving here Saturday and sailing !
again Sunday. Slie is chartered to load coal

L

New York for Haverhill, Mass-Sch.
Caro Belle of Mt. Desert made slight repairs
at Dyer’s dock and loaded hay at F. G.
White’s for her home port the lirst of the
week....Six Boston coasters arrived here
Sunday to load hay, the S. L. Davis, Fannie
ai

cargo-Sch.

Lady

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

KNOWLFON, President.

A

Deposits Soiicited

to

general

1M)IVIIM U

Feb

28

These figures are taken from
of the Curreneu, Washington*

;

July 24, 1894.
$59,180.29
J il) II, 1895.
$123,085.58

May 4, 1891.
$41,♦>89.51
May 7, 1895.
$110,325.50

1891.

$30(353.ti»
March 5, 1895.
$83,978.53

DKP081T8:

our sworn

Boothbay,

2, 1 894.

statements to the Comptroller

1

Opening

with phosphate for the Maine Central and
L. A. Knowlton from New York-Sch.
Maggie Abbott, 213 tons, built in Bueksport
in 1874, has been sold for §4,000-Sch.

SPRING and
SUMMER

Anna D.

Astoria, Oregon, April 8th, 107
days from New York. This is said to be the
quickest time on record for a sailing ship.
The Starbuck is an iron ship and Capt. Curtis has made many fast passages since lit;
has been in command-The crew of the
Portland, schooner John J. Marsh was
arrived

brought

at

April

into New York

13th

by

the

The Marsh left New
Italian bark Africa.
York April 3 with a cargo of brick for Jereencountered
She
heavy
mie,
Hayti.
weather, leaked badly, and the crew of eight
men finally were compelled to abandon her

and take to the yawl. For 50 hours the little
boat drove

morning

of

before the

April 5th,

until, on the
gale abated and

about noon the bark Africa hove in sight.
The men lost their effects aud were penniless.

The Marsh

was

built in

If it fails t-> benefit •'y:
the inside

Ohio, City of Toledo, i
Locas County.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the firm of F. .J. Cheney aV: Co.,
< oing business in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and
every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subcribed in my presence, this (5th day of December, A. D. 188b.
of

A. W. GLEASON,
Xotary Public.

internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials, free.

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken

F. J. CHENEY aY CO.,
Toledo, O.

jySold by Druggists,

b

used stri'-tb
>

Tie.

1

.'-ted an
-l dealer*.

Thursday

USED IT.

SHE HAS

75c.

4wl4

Friday. April 16-17.

&

Al l. CORIM

throughout Maine
gives testimony:

A lady well

I

EN INV II EG

Milliner.

JKSSIK SARCiliM,

'•

and < ..n ui\e it nu st cordiai recoin*
Administered and applied according
will do what it claims safely und
Ibv. < R. ANCK1 I,.
Pasoir■ ‘realist < ’hurcb

Instant Helief
memiation.
to

M

known

DOES WHAT IT CLAIMS.
of
Rrown’s
testify wi-at 1 ju'i'r/ir/tfii' /.directions

surely.
Norwuy, Me

WindsorHotel
BELFAST, MA IXE,

fl. R. Knowlton,
All nodern

Wo ha\

on

(iround Floor,

Coach to and from all Boats and Trains,

Livery in Connection with the Hotel.
• TERfTS

thoroughly

of all

respect.

>i-U

a

! in.*

of Glasses and Diseases ol
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.
MAINE.

>>

kinds, and shall make
art

a

specialty of the fol-

ides

Trimmings,

Laces,

Corsets,

Gloves,

Underwear.

GLOVKN fitted and warranted.
our

goods before

purchasing elsewhere.

1

wHi

J. W. FERGUSON & CO.

4wlC>

Fitting

13tf

mir

lowing

It

E. H. bURGIN, M. b.

SEARSPORT,

to

1*1 ease call and examine

renovated and

put in first-class condition in every
will be kept fully up to the times.

addo'l

DRY GOODS

REASONABLE. •

This house lias been

c

Dress

Propr’tor.

Improvements,

Sample Room

..

jsFAL.
j
-‘

W>n

v

Convincing Proof!

Newburyport,

Mass., in 1875. She was of 31K) tons net and
uninsured. The Marsh was formerly a barkentine, and when sold to Portland parties a
short time ago her rig was changed to that
of a schooner.
State

prepared l>v the Nou'v.w Medicine to., Norway,Me.
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED,

wind

the

19, 1895
$79,180.59.
Dec. 15,1895
$100,838.1 7

Dec.

$7 1,332.52
Sept. 28, iS95.
$110,117.18

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable <»n demand, lraw interest payable .Januof -•-••'/•// month draw interest from the first
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the first three days
of that month.' This d-oartment offers mm-h i/reat.er seem-itu to depositors ban Savings Hanks, i'na?iniii-li as every tleposit is a loan to the /tank, and all deposits in our Haul-: an- -mo m ntet-'t by twice the
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Hank being the latest established Hank in Waldo County, our v utlt has all the latest improve
mentsin Fire atid Burglar-Proof work, thereby ottering [treater *e.rnrihj to depositors than anyotherbank in tltis county.
Ml our boxes ;are now
with extra
We still have a few $5.00 8\FK DKF08IT HOIKS.
ly‘‘>
cks, so they may be taken to and from the Bank if desired.

and sch. Estelle

Price, Capt. Elisha Nash, of Islesboro, is at Carter’s for some slight repairs..
Ship Tillie E. Starbuck, of New York, commanded by Capt. Eben Curtis, of Searsport,

Oct

the above dates.

on

arrived Sunday with phosphate for

Knowlton from

Bicycles.

or

"‘hi-fis !u style,
and improvements.
m«>st
wheels, hut
They will oust you a little more tha!1
are well worth the difference.

for New

of

Typewriters

workmanship

Sell. Jonathan Cone came olT the North Ma- j
rine railway at Boeklaml last week, after ;
receiving a new shoe, calking, painting and j
general overhauling. She loaded with lime

Antrim

a good reputation.
REMINGTON, built by a company that for SO
years have had the highest reputation foi all its
products, whether.

Compare the REMINGTON with

Sears sailed last Friday with phosphate for
Machiaspoit aud several intermediate ports.
....Sell. P. M, Bonnie arrived Thursday and
was beached in Dyer’s dock for calking....

amounts

it costs.
wheel that has

Guns,

received a new topgallant-forecastle, a piece
of rail, and some other minor repairs about
the deck... .Sell. Superb loaded hay at F. (J.
White's for Mt. Desert Friday. Sell. Laughing Waters loaded hay at A. M. Carter's and
sailed for Swan'? Island Friday... .Sell. Edgar S. Foster sailed last Thursday for Orlaud to load bricks for Boston... .Sch. Myra

& Edith, Carrie L. Hix, Minetta, MiantonoThe Holmes
mah and James Holmes.
brought two spars for McDonald & Brown
and general cargo. The Hix brought feed
for Howes aud Shales, and the others small

a
a

**

costs something, lmt it is worth all

good reputation

A

Tenant’s Harbor for New York. She sailed
from Belfast April 12th-Sell. A. Hay ford
was hauled on the marine railway last Friday, to he recalked, painted, etc. She has

came

TO THE FRONT.

**

Tenement for Rent
The ground tenement in the brick house ad jointhe homestead ot Mrs. Emily I’ieree on ilifrli
street, is o lie led for rent. Eineiy located in best
part of city; has stable connected; city water,

inf;

etc.

Applv

to

<’.

W. FUKDEUK'K,

Belfast, April IB, 18%.—lOtf

Attorney.

Literary

News and

Notes.

Maine

The April number of American Homes
has bten ltcehtd from the publishers,
Knoxville, Ttnu., and is lull of interest
to the aichittet and home-maker,
it is
fully illustrated, as usual; and one is led
to vu ndti how such a magazine can be
pit duct d loi si aj tar.

l nder the head of “English Response
the Appeal lor International Aibitration," the Review ot Reviews publishes
about thiity letteis turn such tepitsentative Englishmen as Lord Rosebery, A.
J. Bailout, Mi. Gladstone, James liryce,
Ileibeit Spencer, W illiam Watson, Geoige
Meiedith, l’rol. Not man Loekyer, the
Archbishop of Canterbury, the Bishop of
Duiham. Caidinal Vaughan, John E.
Millais, (.. E. Watts, Alma Tadcma. Wilson Bantu, 11. M.
Manley, and llenry
Moiman.
rl he.se letten wtie lead at the
great Anglo-Ameiican dtmousUatioii held
in London on March d, and gave expression to a ltmaikable unanimity ol opinion
«*n
the dtsiiability «>f aibitiation as a
means ol settling intt math nai
dis] utes.
'lliat the Standaid Dirth nary published
by k iu.k A W agnails ( o. ,Me*w York, holds
a high plate
among the liteiary men. in
the old worhi is provtd by the following
extinct Horn tin- Eittiaiy W’oild, E< odon,
ol Apiil
••\\t* can cordially
itet mint i.tl
the standaid Hictionary as
singulaih full, accniat*- and well-auangtd.
The entile woik has c.»st, we aie

told,

Octoie a single ft)] % was
"ii
the maiket.
We can quite believe it, foi t:.e mechanical production
oi the two magniihant volumes is superb,
and tlie 2-17 ulhnisaud specialists, and
the .‘bO natieis i«-i .quotations, must have
cost almost as much as would suffice for
*
a little war
Stiange that the (queen’s
English should liud its chief autocrats iu
the country of the Rresidtiit!“

plattd

■

"■

I ime

VJ->M:.I.S

"AILIN'.
111 m>i;ki>

Ships.

1IJOM
\ laics

I’OKTLAX 1>

A

a<.<>.

T1 ie celebration "t the one hundredth
aiiuiveisaiy <>i the Portland Marine Sot iety
called our attention to the record of the
class and size of the vessels sailing from
this port and who commanded them, just
a century
We lind the class oi vesago.
sels of greater vaiiety and much smaller
than now, ranging trom the “pinkev” of
:'.o tons, sloops of all sizes and
up, though
the schooners lore and aft and double
the
‘•ketch.”
the
the
“snow,
topsail,
“herm,
brigs, and the full rigged brig
from 50 to 90 tons, and ships from
i»4 to
450 tons.

Of the fleet we name the following
vessels:
.ship “Merchant,” Capt. Thus. Fitzgerald, 2ss 7s-'.*5 tons. For Liverpool.
‘Ship “Thomas,” Capt. David Alden,
250 b.95 tons.
For Liverpool.

ship “Joseph,” Capt. Benjamin Stone,
For Cork, ire.
Ship “William,” ( apt. Robert Strong,

200 tons.

274 tons.
For Trinidad.
“Snow” (2 full rigged with short after
mast, with trysail).
“Mary,” Capt. Williard Jones, ls9
tons.
Fur Plymouth, Eng.
•ship “Three Brothers,” Capt. Leudall
Smith, 209 u ns. For St. Croix.

Biig “Jane,” Capt. Benjamin

Prince,

100 tons.
For Malaga.
Sell. “Lark,” ( 'apt. Solomon Allen, Jr.,
45 tons.
For Cadiz.
Ship “Caroline,” Capt. Alex Motley,
211 tons.
For Liverpool.
Ship “Columbus,” Capt. Jno. Lake,
195
tons.
For Amsterdam.
Jr.,
•Ship “Salley,” Capt. Fitzgerald, 190
tons. For Cop nhageu.
Ship “Vigilant,” Capt. William Prentiss, 194 tons. Going to all parts of the
world, and most of these carrying passports.
Most of tlie regular packets between
here and Boston were sloops of light
draught and great breadth of beam. The
long masted foretopsail schooners and
the full square-rigged brig, were the popular craft of that time for general business,
and the “pink” stern schooner for fishing.
[Board of Trade Journal.
A
A

Sad

it is

sad sight to see some Bath
stores rusting out and their proprietors
gradually drifting towards idleness, bankruptcy and despair, simply because they
rely on their own personal magnetism to
attract trade instead of a generous sized
advertisement in the independent. As a
rule a man who “saves” annually the cost
of an advertisement by not advertising
has so small amount of magnetic power
that he resembles a last year’s bean,
rather than the North Pole. Such men,
moreover,are so anxious for dollars themselves, and themselves only, that in the
long run the public is suspicious of them
and their stores.
It is the broad minded, pushing, level
headed, ambitious, yet liberal merchant,
anxious to get bargains; anxious to share
such with the people, and always anxious
to inform people that he is still alive and
possesses bargains, that meets with success, not only in Bath, but the world over.
There is only one business in Maine that
dosen’t need advertising and that is the
rum traffic.
[Bath Independent.
a

Which

is

Pale an<l Thin, but Could

1

Right,?

Miss Willard of the W. C. T. U. approves
of the Raines law, and Senator Hill says it is
a free rum measure.

Figlit.

In the mountains of tlie South the
schools are still maintained upon the
subscription plan. A traveling man just
returned from that section gave a reporter the following account of an examination of an applicant for school:
“I was stopping at a cabin all night.-’
said he, “and a pale, slender young man
came during the evening to talk with my
host.”
•I’m thinking of starting a school
here,- he said, ‘and 1 wanted to see if
you would subscribe.’
‘Kin vo’ read?’
‘Yes.’
'Kin yo’ write?’
‘(

ortaiuly.’
‘Kin y<»’ figger?’

‘Of course.‘
‘Air yo’ married?’
*.\o.
W all, A'e did want a married man
m.\- time.
The las’ three teachers has
run <iif with gals, an’ tliar ain't enuff gals
in this hyar neighborhood now.
l»ut l
don’t suppose none of ’em would want a
lean feller like yo’.
1 don’t reckon yo’
not bein' married ‘11 make much dillCouldn't expect such a po’ly felrence.
ler ter lx; married.
Then tliar’s one
Ale and Bill Simpkins an’ Alf
thing.
Toney is all gwine ter school an’ lain ter
I licked Bill an- he done
read an- write.
licked Alf, so I reckon the only one ter
settle with is me.
\Ve ain’ gwine ter bey
no man we kin lick.
Kin yo’ fout?”
*1 studied boxing’, said the stranger.
‘Don- know nothin’ ’boutthet. .)ces
makin’ boxes make muscle?’
‘Try one and see,’ was the cool re-

joinder.
“The big mountaineer hit at the little
and when he regained consciousness had his head in the wood box and
his feet sticking up in the air.
“Looking about him w ith a dazed expression, he said:
‘Young feller, shake. I’ll go with yo’
some day an’ we’ll git thet school.
An’
say, young feller, set me ter work on them
will
boxes,
ye-?’
[Washington Star.
man,

Millions
THEY ARE

LITTLE

of

SCARCE-

AM)

SALAD.

Although lobsters are quoted at from
20 to 25 cents a pound in the market and
the supply is very limited, there are millions of them in the weir at Bar Island,
but they are scarcely lit to eat just yet,
for the largest is not an inch long. Men
at work in repairing the weir for the

spring

were

curious

surprised

one

day

to

see

A noble
ous

Home-Made
I—as

Whether gloomy

Sunshine.

the days go by

—

bright

the sky?
What care l what the weather may be?
Cold or warm—’tis the same to me.
For my dear home skies—they are always

blue;

A ml my dear

thro’)

or

home weather (the glad days

Is “beautiful summer” from morn till night,
And my feet walk ever in love’s true light.

why? Well, here is my baby sweet,
Following me round on his restless feet,
Smiling on me thro’ his soft blue eyes,
And gladdening and brightening my in-door
And

skies.

(To baby and me, home’s better part)—
His face is sunshine, and we rejoice
In the music heard in his loving voice.
So why should we heed—as the days go by—
The gloom or the light of the weather and

sky

Of the outside world, when we’re busy all

day
Manufacturing

sunshine

which

fades not

away ?
With smiles, with kisses, with peace and
with

joy—

doth

cause

[Sir

case.

no

ease

us

much

a

griev-

citizens, great Na-

Open Letters From
—How

discourse,
[Aristotle.

The best hearts, Trim, are ever the
bravest, replied my Uncle Toby. [Sterne.
The measure of choosing well is whether
a man likes what he has ehoosen. [Lamb.
Even from the
receives a secret,

Two

Happiness

are

Father and mother, and baby-boy—
We are living each day in the sunshine we
make—
And God keep us and guide us for love’s
dear sake!
[Mary D. Brine, in Harper’s Bazar.

raise!

jk.

writer’s

k

this
is a bond of
faith which
Mrs. Pink ham
has never

honeycomb

that
the bees have

2k

5tn, '05.

My dear Mrs.
4 Pinkham :—
4. A friend of
y mine, Mrs.

[May.

Weep not that the world changes—did
keep a stable, el angeless course, t’were
cause to weep,
[Byron.
it

r

The brave

plause,

man

seeks not poj ular ap-

oveijowrd with aims, deserts his cause : unsl.am’d, though toil'd,
he does the best he can.
[Dryden.
But human bodies are sic fools, for a*
their colleges and schools, that when na'
real ills peipltx them, they make enow
tliemselvts to vex them.
[Burns.
nor,

The tear down childhood’s cheek that
flow s is like the dew drop on the rose,
when ntxt the summer biecze comes by
and waves the hush, the flower is dry.

[Scott.

Do not insult calamity; it is a barb’rous
grossness to lay on the weight of scorn,
where heavy misery too much already
weighs men’s fortunes down. [Daniel.
Horace appears in good humor while he
censures, and tlieielore his censure lias
the more weight as supposed to proceed
from
judgment, not from passion.

[Young.

To wear long faces, just as if our Maker,
the God of Goodness, was an undertaker,
well pleased to wrap the soul's unlucky
mien in sorrow’s dismal crape or bombazine.
[Dr. Wolcot.

Stop not unthinking, every friend you
meet, to spin your wordy fabric in the
street; while you are emptying your colloquial pack, the fiend Lumbago jumps
upon your back.

[O. W. Holmes.
an extraordinary strength

Intrepidity is
of soul, which raises it above the troubles,
disoiders and emotions which the sight of
great perils can arouse in it; by this
strength heroes maintain a calm aspect
and preserve their reason and liberty iu
the most surprising and terrible accidents.

-,

Chicago, June 16th, ’95.
My dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
This is a happy day. I am well and gaining
weight daily, but shall continue the treatment
and Vegetable Compound during the summer,
Uncle knows nothing about
as you suggest.
what you have done for me, because it would
make things very unpleasant in the family. I
would like to give you a testimonial to publish,
but father would not allow it. * * * * I
shall be married in September, and as we go
How can I
to Boston, will call upon you.
*
*
*
*
prove my gratitude?
LUCY E. W.

Just such cases as the above leak out
in women's circles, and that is why the
confidence of the women of America ia
bestowed upon Mrs. Pinkham.
Why are not physicians more candid
with women when suffering from such
ailments ?
Women want the truth, and if they
cannot get it from their doctor, will
seek it elsewhere.

GOOD NEWS FOR WOMEN
Discovery Which

A

Cannot Be Esti.
mated in Dollars and Cents.

[Rochefoucauld.

Charity is a universal duty, which it is
iu every man's power sometimes to practice, since every degree of assistance given
to another, upon proper
motives, is an
act of charity; and there is
scarcely any
man in such a state of
imbecility as that he
on
some occasions,
benefit his
may not,

neighbor.

[Johnson.
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The fac-slmlle

Frankfort, Me., Dec. 21), 18‘)5,
Frank Woodman, aged 5G years, after two
days and two nights of severe suffering.
Cause of death lock-jaw. Our dear brother
was an affectionate husband, a loving father

signature of

in

Children

the truest of friends ami kindest
will be sadly missed by all
who knew him. In early life he sought and
found the dear Saviour. In 188GI first became
acquainted with our dear brother Mfoodman and his family and in the spring of the
same year I had the pleasure of
leading him
and his daughter, with many others, down
to the baptismal w aters. He ever adorned
h s| profession by a well ordered life, and
now this earthly home is exchanged for a
home in the paradise of our God.
He left a
dear companion, two loving daughters and
a large circle of relatives aud friends to
mourn their loss.
The services were conducted by the writer. [Rev. M. Andrews.
of
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The

Bicycle

Journal and 1 he Tribune.

Last year Tlie Republican Journal Publishing Company had a six months’ contract
with the publishers of the New York Weekly Tribune by which the two papers were
new subscribe,s at $2, and to
subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
Another contract has been made on even
more liberal terms, as set forth in our advertising columns. New and old subscribers

—

furnished to

old

are now

placed

on

an

who pay for The Journal one, year in adcan have The
New York Weekly
Tribune without extra charge. In remithe

day.

new

and

a
s

of the

make a most valuable paper to all. The
Tribune is very cheap at $1.00 per year,
which is its price. The Republican Journal
will be maintained at its present standard,
with special attention to local and State
news. Subscriptions may begin at
any time.
Fresh Air, Alewlves and Onions.

People who
ing the baked

indoors all winter, breathair from a furnace, or the still
more vitiated air of steam or hot water heated rooms for six months, might reasonably
be expected to need some invigorator when
are

and fresh spring air, in unlimited quantities, is one of the greatest of
them. Plenty of outdoor exercise is a good

spring

.m

»M>

t<>

tii.-

beginning.

Catalogues

free for the

Correspond with us at
by a neighbor.

once or

he taken

asking.
your territory

may
"

STOVER BICYCLE MNFG. CO.,
S75“577 Madison Ave., New York.

stated that the Tribune is
he sent unless the reThe New York Weekly

twenty-page journal
gives
world, w hile its different
departments, political news, editorial, etc.,

all the
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up
will furthermore receive (in cash) the di-Koune
entire number of wheels you take and pay for
August 30th, no matter how few ordered at

will not

quest is made.
Tribune is acknowledged to stand without a
rival as the leading Republican paper of the
It is

better wheel has ever been made.
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thing
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Is the result of c olds
sudden climatic

[Gardiner Reporter-Journal.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

and

^^^Pf'O/f'Lr -S

chttBKt-K.
ll

can

l.e

curd

liv

a

pleasant remedy which
is applied directly into
the nostril!-. Being
absorbed
it
quickly
gives relief at once.

CREAM BALM
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^V ^ 'ej™
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^HAYP lo MiS£ HtAQM
& ^k
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Opens and cleanses the^—
“)
Nasal Passages, Alla\>pO| fl |k. UfTA n
Pain and Inflammation. tULU 1 IlbMW
Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane from
Colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and Smell.
The Balm is quickly absorbed aim gives relief at
once.
Price 50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. 56 Warren S reet, New York
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at any time of the year, and particu1 111
so at this season.
St. John alewives I ■ ■ ^P
and Bermuda onions are good appetizers,
and with these the most of us can build ourHarvard,

selves up until the making of the garden
comes along to give us some more medicine.
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ROBERT M READ M O.
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Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.
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Don’t Tobacco

Spit and Smoke
Your Life

Vessels.

makesj

SHIPS.

tire nerves
strong, and
brings i> a e k
tho feelings of
youth to the prematurely old man.
It restores lost vigor
You
may gain
ten
pounds in ten days.

Abner Coburn, J I* Butuain, sailed from
New York Feb 12 for Yokabama.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York March 28 for San Francisco.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from Iloilo
April 2 for Delaware Breakwater.
Charles R Flint, C F Carver, sailed from
New York March 14 for Shanghai.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, arrived at Shanghae April 8 from New York.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from New
York March 17 for San Francisco.
Daniel Barnes. U C Arpe, sailed from
Hong Kong Feb 18 for New York; passed
Anjer Feb 20.
Ei Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from New
York Mareh 27 tor Shanghae.
Emily E \\ hitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from Hong Kong Jan 22 fur New York; passed Anjer Feb 8.
Gov Rome, Nichols, at Hiogo March 12 for
New York via liong Kong.
Great Admiral, Rowel 1, sailed from New
York March 1 lor Melbourne.
Henry I> Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
from Liverpool March 20 for New York.
.Josephus, 1’ R Gilkey, sailed from New
York Jan 27 for Shanghae: spoken, no date,
lat 17 N, Ion 24 \Y.
Mary LCushing, J N Pendleton, arrived at
Manila Feb 20 from Hiogo for Delaware

GUARANTEED

TOBIOCQ H5SH SURE.'
Go buy and try a box
I* i
to-day
costs only SI.
Your own d u
I
will guarantee a cure or n;■
it
y
funded. Booklet, written guarantee < tam. |
and sample free. Address near.-st office
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Flag station.
I .united tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Ckowlf. \
PA YS<>N Tl 'CK HR,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Gen’I Manager.
F. E. Booth by, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.

1

from New

Adelaide.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
Hamburg March 17 from Port an Prince via

before

NEW
LIFE

DR. E. C. WEST’S NERVE
is sold under positive
authorized agents only,
Loss of Ib ait: and Nerve

AND BRAIN TREATMENT
written guarantee, by
t<> cure Weak Memory;
Pow< r: Lost Manhood;
Falmouth, Eng.
Quickness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Ros<*- Inins, Melvin Colcord, cleared from Confidence:
Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
New York March 21 for Santos.
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessive Use of Tobacco. Opium or Liquor,
Sourabaya Jan 20 for Gorautalo.
St James, cleared from New York April which leads to Misery, Consumption. Insanity
Death. By mail, f 1 a box: six for Ah: with
for Macassar.
j and
written guarantee to cure or refund
St Lucie, Smeed, arrived at Port Natal
Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
l with full instructions, jr, cents.
April 2 from New York.
One sample
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, sailed
only sold to each person by mail.
from Rosario Feb l‘.» for Boston.
K. Ii. MOODY. BKLFANT.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
Portland March 25 from Boston.

"money.

TO TAX PAYERS!

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey,

W R

Gilkey,

arrived at

March 27 from Boston.
George V Jordon, Fred H Park, arrived at
Buenos Ayres March 2 from New York.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at Salem Dec 20 from New York.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, cleared from
Jacksonville April 2 for Boston.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, cleared from
Baltimore March 28 for Plymouth.
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Surinam March 19 from Apalachicola.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
Portland

at my office in Memorial building Sat
unlays from 1ft a. m. to 12 m., and 2 to 4 v. m..
until January 1, 1896.
All persons who wish to

I

Brunswick, Ga, March 27 from Boston.

shall be

avail themselves of the discount of two percenton their taxes must pay by January 1 1s;h;.
II. K. MASON, Collector
Belfast. Sept. 1,1895.-—29tf

House for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view ol Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house ; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood.
Inquire of
M. C. DILWORTH.
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
4Atf

York April 1 from Bangor.
Lucia Porter, Grindle, arrived at Pascagoula April 4 from Mobile.
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at Port
Royal April 8 from New York.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Portland April 8 for Philadelphia.
R VV Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from Port
Tampa March 25 for Carteret, N J.
Sallie I’On, W H West, arrived at Wilmington, N C, March 19 from New York.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Darien April
3 from Charleston, S C.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
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Adam W Spies, C N Meyers, arrived at
New York Feb 28 from Hong Kong.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at Boston March 24 from Montevideo.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York March 22 from Demerara.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Baltimore April 8 for Montevideo.
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
from Colombo.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Feb 20 from New York.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Mollendo
March 18 from Newcastle, NSW.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Guat.
Henry A Litchfield, arrived at New Y'ork
March 14 from Savannah.
Henry Norwell, Cushman, arrived at New
York March 27 from Charleston, S C,
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, arrived at
Hong Kong March 22 from New York.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed
from Boston Jan 15 for Buenos Ayres.
Matanzas, sailed from Havana April 0 for

NEW

•■
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nnd make money.
Exclusive rights and
all sales in your territory credited to you.
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neighbors and

an

Agent

paradox

that precisely in
intellectual weakness will be our
credulity to those mysterious powers assumed by others; and* in
those regions of darkness and ignorance
where man can not effect even those
things that are within the power of man,
there we shall ever find that a blind belief
in feats that are far beyond those powers
has taken the deepest root iu the minds
of the deceived, and produced the richest
harvest to the knavery of the deceiver.
to

1

to Dr.

....

a

us

Castoria is

more

average doses of Castoria

.•

It is

given your child

•mldacd ?

Here's a large mouth,
indeed, that
spits forth death, and mountains, rocks
Breakwater.
To women who are not well, and tired of the
TIM K-TAUIiE.
and seas; talks as familiarly of lions, as
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from
maidens of thirteen do of puppy dogs. h* -less, nauseating taking of drugs. Dr. San- Armmouth, March 22 l..r New York.
after Nov. 4. IsU5,trains
On
ami
111u. at
\\ hat cannoneer begot this lusty blood? l«*n of New York wishes to announce that
Puritan, A N Bianchard, sailed from Philhe
Burnham and Waterville wit it tl.r.-UM,!
ains |.-r
adelphia April 2 for Hiogo.
He speaks plain cannon, fire, and* smoke, has just issued a neat illustrated
little bonk
Reaper, U C Young, sailed from Honolulu and from iiangor, Watenilk. r-.riiam. ma ]{,»
and liounce: he gives the bastinado with fully
explaining how they can treat and cur* Feb 7 for New York.
ton will run as follows
his tongue.
[Shakspeare.
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
ihomselvas at home by electricity. The treatFliOM BELFAST.
Jan
7 for New York.
Hiogo
ment
is
so
is
c
uninou-sonse that it does not ad*
Nothing more certain than that our
H T Lancaster, arrived at Anjer
A M
I* M
»‘ M
Sachem,
mit
our
of
failure, and every woman suffering fe- March 22 lrom New
manners,
civilization, and all the good
1 25
.125
York, and was ordered Belfast, depart... 7 2o
t
things which are connected with civiliza- male veakuBss. rheumatism, lumbago, kid- to Samarai.g.
::2
Citypoint. f? 25
Waldo. :7 30
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55
tion. have, in this European world of ours, ney op stomach
S 1) Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at New
complaints, etc., does hersell
Brooks
7 4’.»
151
45 5
York March 28 from London.
depended for ages upon two principles, an injustice by not
8 03
+ 2 "5
;5 1 o
Knox.
investigating it. The book
and were indeed the result of both comSt Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from San Thorndike..
5 52
8 12
2 12
holds out no false
inducements, but gives Francisco Jan 5 for New York.
8 22
2 22
bined.
I mean the spirit of a gentleman
f» 5t
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H
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Maine,
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every State who
[Buike.
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Hiogo Feb 28 for New York.
have been cured a tor all other
treatments
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If we look back upon the usual course fulled.
Starbuek, Eben Curtis, arrived at
It is free bv mail, up-.n
Waterville
910
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application. Portland, O, April 7 from New York.
of our feelings, we shall find that we are
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Do Vou Know that when possessed of lie-, perfect preparation,
kept well, and that you may live unhr ',.n re>t ?
Well, these

raise!

sell narcotic-

to

composed ?

for marls tuny years, and that

use

because Castoria had been pi-

cents,

When every school ma’am

permitted

purely vegetable preparation, ami that

a

countries, have issued exclusive right

Do Vot»
was

not

with every bottle?

“Castoria,” and its f.nr. t.l.i and that

For though it says she, has gone, higher,
1 know her soul must still aspire,
And lingering, long for Gabriel's days,

Died

druggistsare

DO YOU Know that tlv Patent Office
other

stupefying narcotic poisons?

permit any medicine

of what it is

Know that Castoria is

of all other remedies for children

But weary decades came and went,
l util her faithful life was spent,;
And now across her lonely grave
The long green grasses gently wave.
Her tombstone, in its ancient place,
Stands up, yet lies upon its face,

1 am now
year ago.
a mere skeleton.
From your little book I
think my trouble is profuse menstruation.

on

physician know

no You Kiioh that Caslorci is the

raise!

a

Know that you should not

your

That it has been in

a

wan tt

My symptoms are * * * * etc.
Our doctor (my uncle) tells father that I ara
In consumption, and wants to take mo to
Florida. Please help me! Tell me what to do,
and tell me quickly. I am engaged to be married in September. Shall I live to see tha
LUCY E. W.
day ? * * * *

no 1

QU
or

ingredients is published

get

to write
you, because
she says: you
did her so much good
T am desperate. Am nineteen vearsof age, tall, and

weighed 138 pounds

no ^

its

are

labeling them poisons?

unless you

to

me

Ai d thcie’s cue lare stiange viitue in
tin ir s] it fl«s, ibe stout ol tl tii masteiy—tiny aie slicit. [Halltck.

lie who goes aicund about in his requests wants ttnnauly nt le ilian lie
cl otses to a pi tar to want.
[Lavater.

broken.

|i Chicago, Jan.

did e’er the
but cares and

lie that’s liltn.l to all alike, may do a
gt c tl by chance, but never out ol judgment.
[Bt atm.t lit and Fletcher.

At last it seemed the way was cleared ;
At last the needed funds appeared.
But still the board could not decide
Just how these funds should be applied,
liaise by experience? Or by grade?
So still they wavered and delayed;
They weeded out a girl or two
Who didn’t have enough to do ;
These surely were the halcyon days
The school ma’am hoped

*

Drops, Godfrey's Cordial, many so-called Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or
morphine?

Bo Yotl Know that opium and morphine

without

a™***.

that

Bateman’s

no You Know that in most countries

raise!

)f thority;

I

w

a

au-

Children.

and

IWIOTH ERS, Do You Know
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get

the

Infants

for

to

published

without

[Sliakspeare.
bliss, what wealth,
man,

a

She did all that a woman could ;
Her arguments were sound and good.
She drew petitions up, so hue
That all the people ran to sign.
The common council all agreed
That she should have it, yes, indeed.
The board of education made
Long, smiling promises of aid,
While out of all the tangled maze
The school ma'am hoped

[Skakspeare.

What
world bestow < n
fears attended it.

get

made
j
public, but do not
give permission to
^
publish their
names for reasons
*,s obvious as in
the
following,
and no name is

A madcap ruffian, and a swearing Jack,
that thinks with oaths to face the matter

stings.

busy days,

to

cases

rA ever

Small aie the seeds fate does unheeded
sowt of slight
beginnings to important
ends.
[Davenant.

weary months of

The school ma’am hoped

m

their

body’s purity the mind
sympathetic aid. [Thom-

lie is not w orthy of the
shuns the hive because

Through

wish the tacts

in business three things necessary— knowledge, temper and time. [Feltham.

out.

Her.

to

Among the tens of thousands of
women who
apply to Mrs. Pinkhamfor
advice and are cured, are many who

son.

There

Chicago Girl

n

Came

School Ma’am’s Hope.

Year by year, and day by day,
She lived in hope of higher pay.
She saw the city prosperous grow,
She saw the schoolhouse overflow
With hosts of children, large aud small;
And patiently she taught them all.
And as the seasons swiftly Hew
She sometimes taught their children, too,

A Charming Story of Medicine
and Mar riage.

[Lowell.

A brave man is clear in his
and keeps close to the truth.

The

handling.

Sidney.

P.

Before man made
ture made us men.

mass

care

abides

cause

her happy day.

Parvo.

a

of mi cute objects on the
poles. They covered everything and the
pools of water were alive with them. Under the microscope they proved to be
lobster spawn and an examination showed each to be a perfectly formed minature
lobster.
It is rather odd to find such a
mass of lobster spawn in one place after
the recession of the tide. They were probably brought in from the Atlantic from
some immense lobster bed.
These youthful lobsters are the daintiest food for the
fish of the ocean, and the lobster w hich arrives at the age to be fit for the table may
be said t<> be the sui vivers of the fishes.
[Bar Harbor Record.

What

In

[Shakspeare.

proportion

Lobsters.
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A rotten

The managers of the Maine Chautauqua
Union have been haul at work preparing
the programme for their Assembly at
The \
Fryeburg the coining summer.
Assembly will begin July 28tli, its sessions wiil
be held every oay lor tliiee
The programme this year, when
weeks.
ail arranged, will be the most complete
ana varied one ever presented to the pubThe following talent has already
lic.
been engaged:
The Cambridge Festal Orchestra, numbering thirteen pieces, will be under the
able conductorship of Prof. Chapman,
who will also have charge of the musical
depaitmeut, teaching music every daytwo grand concerts by Given’s celebrated
Orchestral Club, assisted by a talented
elocutionist and soloist; three brilliant
illustrated lectures will be given by Frank
R. Robinson of Walden, N. Y., and two
more by Rev. J. ,J. Lewis of Tufts College; two vocal conceits by the famous
Elmwood Quartette of Cambridge Mass.,
one of the finest quartettes in New England; two conceits by “The Cecilian
White Company,”who have been received
by ciuwdtd houses in almost every city in
America; two grand concerts by the Cambridge Festal Oiehestra, assisted by leading New England talent; a unique entertainment by Prot. Kruger, the wizard of
the • entuiy.
II. S. Goldstury of Princeton Cuiveisity, well known as a bass soloist and humorist, is to be with the Assembly tliut* or lour days. Tlie Rev. Edgar
L. Warren of Westerly, R. I., is to deliver
bis inteicsting Itetlire on .James (>. Blaine,
which will be new to many of the friends
ol that gn at statesman, presenting points
which only an intimate and admiring
friend like Mr. Warren could obtain.
Miss ( harlotte Thorndike Sibley of Belfast, one of tlie biightest ladies in Maine,
a thorough scholar and intensive tiavellei in foreign lands, will gi\e three or
four lectures and a series ol fascinating
parlor talks to the ladies. Miss Groves
of Binghampton, N. Y., a graduate of
Wesleyan University will give four lectitles on the Lake Poets.
The Rev. Herwill have
bert E. Thayer of
Warren
normal
of
the
school
charge
Sunday
work.
Mr. Thayer is a man thoroughly
versed in the Bible and as a teacher has
no superior. This fact guarantees that the
work in the Sunday school department
will be both interesting and profitable.
The name of the Rev. Ckas. S. Cummings
of Augusta will appear on the programme for two of his finest lectures.
Artists
will be interested to know that arrangements are being made with Mr. Newman
for a class under his instructions.
Mr.
Newman is an artist whose work is so
well known and admired that the feature
will ueed no word of recommendation.
These are only some of the attractions
already secured. Many more instructive
and amusing entertainments are being
arranged and will be announced in due
The readers of The Journal who
time.
contemplate taking an outing of a few
or
days
weeks, should make early arrangements by addressing Mrs. N. Waterhouse,
7 Russell Street, Portland, Maine.

to
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A GLIMPSE OK A DELIGHTFUL PROGRAM.

The lievitw of Reviews for April contains an inft jtsting account ol the intlustiial leliel woik now being done among
the Aimtnians of Van under the supervision of Dr. Grace Kimball, an American medical
missionary, who has profitably expended more than £1-,000 lor this
puipose, much of which has been contributed in the United States.

The old saying that “(Hie man's meat
is another man'.', poison,“ is aptly illustrated in a true story entitled, “All a matter oi
Taste,” in the April number of
“< liaiterbox.”
Both little and big folks
will lind instruction and amusement in the
doings of an African king, who liked to eat
ants.
“The Treasures of San Antonio,”
an illustrated story of adventure in search
of buried treasures, by F. Bussell, will
prove of absorbing interest to tlie youths
<>f the family, while the little ones are
sure to lind delight in “The Young Wanderers," the story of a brother and sister
who got lost, and instruction in a sketch
about “A Biid's Cradle,” that tells all
about the nests of different birds.
“Old
Customs of St. Valentine’s Day,” with
illustrations, will interest every member
of tlie family from grandma to the toddlers, and “The Story of Nelson,” anti a
bit of natural history, entitled “The
Games of Swallows,” will catch the fancy
of the boys.
Another touch of natural
history is about “The Lily of the Valley,”
and with its charming illustrations, is
evidently aimed to please not only the
little miss who is still absorbed in her
lolls but also her big sisters. Little boys
and big boys, and the girls as well, will be
touched by tlie story of “The Faithful
Dogs” and how they saved a little girl
from a poisonous snake.
In addition to
all tins there are poems, illustrations, a
of
African
story
adventure, fables, puzzles. a liootispiece in ten colors and in
fact a leas'. of good things of a variety to
*i kle the intellectual palate of every
member of the family fiom the tot in
pa utalcttes to the “Totterer” on crutches,
in its April number “( liatterbox" more
than substantiates its claim to the foremost
.ink among poiiodieals for young
and old.
“(Chatterbox,” oU cents a year
oi b moMiis ior lu r*. nis: Lstes AI.ami.it,
Publish'- i>, Boom, Mass.)

Chautauqua Union.

dies. Write for catalogue.
ELKHART
Carriage a Harness Mfg Co.
Elkhart, Ind.

Steamers i< a e He I last, weal her am! i<
perm!
as lolh.ws.
Ft Camden, Rockland an 1 Bo.-doii. Momi
and I'liursdays at (about _*.;{(> r. v
F>.r Senrs[ •.rt. Bueksport ami \N inter; <>’. t. W
nesdays and Saturdass at utFoun •.a. m..
upon arrival of steamer t’• in Boston.
••

tiny,

••

RFTCUMNti
From Boston, Tuesdays ami Fridays at .">.'••• f M
From Rockland, tom hiny at Camden. We llies
days ami Saturdays at about a.ah a m
From Bm-ksport, M< nda\> an Thursdav at '.
a.

m.;

Belfast
FRED W. ROTE. Agent
CALVIN Al'STlN, Lend Supt.Boston
B..
WILLIAM H. HILL, Lend Manager

Belfast, and Castme Mite.
Winter

Arrangement—In

Effect October

1, 1895.
STRAW KR I'AsTl.NK, weatlin imirtin*r, will run ev.-ry wvk la'
in connection with 1'.. a

B

-w*.

>.

Leave "West Brooks\ ilie at 7.IV
m.. * astine
*"
7 4o Hughes Point. K.BO; Ryder's *
Lime Kiln. 0.20 ; arriving at Belfast. 10.3<>
•.

and s.tti
•Brooksville. .Mondays. \Yednesda>
days.
"i» 1
2
lease
Belfast
at
m., I-t tin
Returning,
above named landings.
Passengers £oinr Last take steamer I'astiiin

from Belfisi a: ‘J no
>i
e\er> M<>n>i‘n .Med
.i
-\t
t
nesday and Friday, lake strainer
all lu'Mlinrs I'fDin ( astine to Bar Harli.it
Passengers e-oinr to Millbrid^e. .b*ne>p o
are
I'..
.Maeliias take steamer (astine h
anno
2.00 C. M
astine. take
stop n\er at
Frank .loues next inorniim for all lanotn
('astine t• Maeliias
\<. IM S .11
(; reel
A
Bellas! .1 1; !'
Rvder's ('ove \\'ni. Pet.dieloli. HitL.be' ! :r
M\ \ or 11, Castine R. V 1 >0(1-e, tinI”.

C. W. SVULLIDGE,

Manag

er

H. H LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer,
I*.

O. ADDRESS,
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FREEDOM, MAINE.

BELFAST ILLUMINATING CO.
The undersigned hereby gives notice ro ai
»*KKSONS INI>K»1'KI> TO SAli> ComC\\\ til l! he Wll.
heat his otlice in MeClintock Block, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and aft-r
Monday, May 20th, 1'roin 1<> to 12 \. >t.,to receive
N. F
payment.
HOUSTON. Ke ener.
For Belfast Illuminating Co.
May 13, 1896.—23tf

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams' Indian Pile Ointment, will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams'
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared oulv for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else
Every box is guaranteed. S- Id by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’Gr CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iv4<»

IT IS THE FACT, Think

as

Decisions by Hie Uw Court.

You Please

not generally known, but it is a fact readily proven by the
,lions of science, that the real danger from every
"ailment of mankind is caused by inflammation;
A
inflammation and you have conquered
Inflammation is
ase in each case.
V.u,i outwardly by re dues
and heat; inwardly by
of the blood ves! growth of uu-

ONE OF

ORKJLT
ONE

s

The

External

at once your name and address,
nt
on
Diseases,’' caused by

Religious
Ml.

<>l

Thought.
SEU.MOXS

ll I:

IIM .MKN Ol

V

AKIOl'S

free, our New Illustrated Book,
Johnson & Co.. Boston, Mass.

ist, Nashua, New Hampshire.

Editors and Preachers.
The fact
i;m»oi>.
True brotherhood is that journalists differ among themselves
and from the preachers on religious and
»r all evils, both individual and
social and political. [Uev. F. ('. social questions should not surprise anybody who knows how much the preachers
nan, Scranton, Pa.
differ themselves on the same questions.
The
\
koi..
To conquer one’s self
preachers seem “to want the whole
ssful achievement only of those earth” of journalism a little too soon, while
been redeemed by the precious the editors, whose outlook upon the world
list and who are his divine dis- is wider, are obliged to be economical
Kcv. K. Trumbull. Presbyterian, with their preaching in order that their
c).
newspapers fulfill their great distinctive
mission—publicity. [Rev. John Griffiths,
in i:< u
Militant.
We somc- Presbyterian. Scranton, Pa.
ak if the church triumphant and
Care of the Soi l.
1 his is not so. The
In the midst of
militant.
ii .iiit is tin church triumphant, our business affairs we are apt to forget
roll triumphant is the church' the eternal interests of the soul.
We are
io v. James V. Vcruun, Chris- justified in laboring for the body to keep
it in proper health, and we do this to acoh. Augusta, (Aa.
complish a temporal end. Why not lay
Faith iinds its most intelligent aside some of our time in putting on gar:n
not
woids, hut actions, incuts for the soul, which is eternal and
Rev. M. II. Dunn, Catho.ways a reciprocal protection lives lorevei?
A
believer and his belief.
lic, Wilkesbarrc, Pa.
A u'odhimsell' every \\ here.
< <
Rkiokms i*i Slow Gkowtii.
tl abmu. : llev. .). 1. >eott,
Growtli
In a slow tiling. Trees look the same from
11
Pa.
Philadelphia.
day !•» day, almost the same from year to
You measure your child’s height
would paint a bright picture of year.
1 have no sym!'! Ii to uravo,
to-day. It is the same to-morrow. There
are only a few inches difference in twelve
i, that pessimism which makes
nder, manhood a struyule and months. Causes and principles grow more
-ret.
Io*v.
M. Cromer, slowly than trees and children. Expansion
ici an instantaneous
Mo.
Reforms
process.
are in11 yet run by
electricity. [Rev. \V. II.
Moore,
American
nIi
the
lic;:
Presbyterian, Doylestowu, Pa.
it will he through indifference
Ri i.iiiior- R.nok.a Nor:.
I have no
i *i:'oml nature which blinds
i ndi I'erriife is the patience nvi111 the (hiistian ignoramus. A
ii! nuers.
man has no excuse for
on.tee to the perpetuity of our
being ignorant oi
It lie can read he can know
eminent.
Pahbi .Joseph Molz. tie- Bible.
tlie Bibb-, and not be humbugged by every
hioa
soil «-t >i!iy d.M*trine that
may he preached.
It is a shawm that every doctrine
>t x.
Aimost all men of ureat
-;
umb
the
sun
has
iis
i.i
t
hei
st
na«i
av ns
followers, and all
A!1 iile is : bt cause .? tin ignorance of its disciples.
1-j.vtm nt and tlonht.
Rev. Raul Whitehead, .Methodist, Rieliam! doubts vi.d difficulties
moiid, Ya.
ui-eessary eoncomitaiits of life
•».
[ilex. W. 1 .yell, Baptist,
A<.no<ri< is.M.
V .1.
Agnosticism is a Greek
word, meaning not knowing, and strictly,
In this world there are might be applied to a state of mind relatN<.
000 of people: of these >*><).000,ing to all manner of subjects of which we
hi the remainin'! there are ignorant, but is used solely with referitihens.
hristians, but there are many ence to objects which we call spiritualThere is
-h they are not heathen, are far God, immortality and so on.
1 Christians.
[Bishop Coleman, very little pure agnosticism in the world.
Many who call themselves agnostics are
an, at Westchester, Pa.
not properly such.
[Rev. W. R. Lord,
M. Paul, Minn,
n(;. The growing American vice j Unitarian,
It ;
It pervades all society.
St. I’ATinc-K. St. Patrick taught Clirisin childhood—the boy playing |
or
keeps or shooting craps, tianity in the spirit of love ami the brotherhood
of man.
We should think of him
ry tobacco store lias some gam- I
•\iee, which plainly is prohibited I because lie belongs not to a sect., but to
1
in1
He
takes a place in the hisRev.
R. Mitchell, Methodist,
people.
tory of l.uther and all great reformers,
ity, Mo.
and a titling monument to his
memory is
v.
Above all party is country, | the thousands of Irish hearts that keep
ever green the remembrance of his work
It is in
■ountry is humanity.
in cM-lesiasiies.
Deuomina- for Cod ami humanity.
|Kev. I)r. Long,
11
\ is a good thing.
But it. is by Congicgationaiist, Waukeegan, III.
b.* l i 1 si thing. T’hat man sen es
C' isa Ljbhk.
Let us sympathize with
it ion most truly w In* serves
loyallv. i Rev. R. Thomas, t’uba. Let us plead for her rights and
In
liberties
in
the name of religion of the
ij.iiist. Brookline, Mass.
brotherhood of man. in the name of the
love
note
that
t 1 v11.1 z a rion.
\
ours is a
speaks so clear and high
that, is beginning t». decay. amid the splendor of oui nineteenth ecuIf this tails, then let us
:
ntiee the religion of natural tury civilization.
wealth}, from their idleness wrap around Cuba the stars and stripes_
c
of self, ahegiiiniiig to Old Olory—and say to Spain and all the
»se that
stamina and sturdy world, “Fire, if you dare.”
flit-v. Francis Marston, Presbyterian,
.km! womauhooi] of our sires,
Columbus, <).
B. Stnker, Independent,
Hill.
To send a sinner to endless hell
is no more a victor} over sin than to corral
the social evil within certain plague spots
.ere is one virtue that is supe«•? 11**i s. and that is love.
You is a victory over that vice, or to banish all
the Hawaiian lepers to Molokai is a vicevery grace and every virtue,
■ark this one your life is wortli- tory over leprosy. The only victory over
sin, as over physical disease, is to cure it
i- not paramount iu ourlives,
Mevolence and self-sacrifice profit —not to shut it up in any kind of nether
Rev. <r. \V. Partridge, l>ap- world, there to propagate and fester, and
putrefy to the end of iuiinite time. [Iiev.
nati, (>.
C. F. Henry, Universalist, Cleveland, O.
it is not so much a question as
Then anh Now.
We have no right to
Mill govern Cuba, so long as the
nt is a good one, but as to whether conclude “that the antediluvians were
worse
than
mankind
at other epochs of
•*xist a tyranny in Cuba. When
We do not read
in anger at our protest she tlie earth’s history.”
•■member that her own honor that they were guilty of idolatry, and they
lotest against her own tyranny were far from being so deep in the slough
ti promises.
[Rev. T. E. Schu- of iniquity as the Sodomites and some of
our modern Babylonians.
There can not
Baptist, Pittsburg, Pa.
he much doubt tliat the earth was as
m km s.
Tlie sun
Avoid amusements that thickly populated then as now.
■h in general condemns. Is it not pursues the same path ill tlie heavens,
and
the
moon
the
same
he in harmony with the main
presents
phases,
-i
i Christians than with the few and tlie nights distil the same rains, and
>
1 think a man may dance, the seasons come and go. and day and
and attend the theatre and still night alternate, and the winds blow and
•Mian, hut his influence will be the zephyrs sigh, and the flowers exude
and liis soul fettered. [Rev. Dr. their fragrance, and all tilings are as they
ever were.
[Uev. li. Dr ily, Episcopalian,
Miun.
Methodist,

;

■

■

Laramie, Wyo.

>

Kmli.'.son. The first article of
religion was tlie existence of

universe,

and his second artiman's relationship to
Mind from whom man derives
fact of

e

character, virtues,

aspira-

devout believer in God
'tiled.
11 is God-consciousness
i.mlation Af his faith and of his
A. W. Martin, Independent,
in >re

■

1

Wash.

Wealth. The atlieindebted to Christian ideas
Lrreat comforts for his home and
It is lias been said that the dif‘M '"due
between tlie real estate in
us
of Africa and the heart of
ntj v am)

,,',y

lh
11

"

i-s

I

It’s

That she

can grow much holder,
For mention of the tiny mouse
Will bring hysterics vet.

[World.
There are so many “would-be”
cough
cures m the
market, that people are often
cautious about trying anything new'. Before
buying any more, hunt up some one who
has used Adamson's Botanic Cough Balsam
and see what lie says about it.
10c. and 25c.
A Remarkable Child:
“Come, iittle girl,
tell me what is your name, and how old
you
are” asked an old
who was visit-

bachelor,

ing the Verger family. The child holds hack
ami refuses to talk.
Mother: “That’s the
She never likes to talk to genway she is.
tlemen.
“Humph! If she keeps that up,
she will make a splendid wife some of these
days.” [Texas Sifter.

just Christianity. Christianity

.aive of the wealth of the world
"ranting the forces which destroy
^
J. A.
Story, Methodist,

Spring-

1 m.

Impoverished blood causes that tired feeling. Hoods Sarsaparilla purifies, enriches
and vitalizes the blood and
gives vigor and
vitality.

j

That s what, comes of sticking my nose
where it, doesn t belong,” said the swordfish, as his blade broke off in the bottom of
the ship.
| Chicago Tribune.
in

A

Diagnosis.
La Grippe is confounded by many
persons
wilii a severe attack of
catarrh, which in
some respects resembles the former.
These
individuals suffer severely with pain about

the forehead, eyes and ears, with soreness
in throat ami stoppage of the nasal
passages,
ami in fact, are incapacitated for work of
hh_\ kind lor days at a time.
These are
catarrhal sufferers.
Ely’s Cream Balm has
heen used with the best results in such
cases.
The remedy will give instant relief.

“You carved your own way to
success,
didn’t you, Paddington?” No; I didn’t have
much of anything to carve until after I
achieved success.” [Chicago Tribune.
It May Do as Much for You.
Fred Miller, of Irving, 111., writes
that lie bad a Severe Kidney trouble for
many years, with severe pains in his back
aud also that his bladder was affected. He
tried many so called
Kidney cures but without any good result.
About a year ago lie
the
use
of
Electric
began
Bitters andfound relief at once.
Electric Bitters is especially
adapted to cure of all Kidney aud Liver
troubles and often gives almost instant relief. One trial will prove our statement.
Price only 50c. for large bottle. At A. A.
Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.
Mr.

Teacher:
the

‘sfXiuK

“What is meant, Johnny, by

‘tlie

8un

uever

Hag?’” Johnny:

sets on England’s
it mean’s the sun’s

“I guess
leave it alone in the dark near anybody else’s boundary line.” [Puck.

afraid to

The Ideal

L. Francis,

Panacea.

Alderman, Chicago,

Howes & Co.’s Drug Store.

The Cautious Traveller.
Principal (to
commercial returning from his
travels):
“How came you to
charge such low prices
to Schmidt, who is well known to
be a
shaky customer?” Commercial: “I thought
to myself, if the man
happens to fail we

shouldn’t lose

so

szeitung.

When

much by him.”

Baby was sfek,

When she

we

gave her

[Handel-

Castoria,

Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she
clung to Castoria.

mistake when you buy Dalton’s SARSAPARILLA AND NERVE TONIC and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says
so,
and “what everybody says must be true.”

was a

When she had

Friend: “How does it happen that you
have so many Japanese things in your
room?” Young Wife: “Just before I was
married the contents of a Japanese store
was sold at auction.
All these things are
wedding presents.” [Fliegende Blatter.

Children, she gave them Castoria

Farmer’s Wife: “What does the weather
indications in the paper say?” Daughter:
“Clear and warm." “What does the almanac say?”
“Wind and storm.” “Well, it
do beat all how these scientists disagree.”
[New York Weekly.

(«ovKJiNment. Every city
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
st,reets and good sewerage
';e school
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
buildings and public
u,iuus kinds.
The affairs to be Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
in u city are not
!".
political,
"
and all Skin Eruptions, and positive1
A city is like a great busi- Corns,
ll;Politics
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
not to have any- guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
ought
,;
v'*th city elections.
The very money refunded. Price 26 cents per box.
__1 t0 nianage important public en- For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.

Children Cry for Pitcher’s CaStoria.

False

Cascarets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed

Cure

to

Constipation, sold by Kiigore & Wilson

She would not pay a man to make
That iooiish little garden bed,
But
A

earned, herself,

with

$5 cold in her head.

spade

and

rake,

[ Chicago Record.

j

No-To-Bac, Sold and Guaranteed To Cure
Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.

the

in

New

and
than

Definition

to

intimate friend

was

help

we are.

never

for

don’t

|

tin

teacher
force, when

giving

lessons on physical
he had iiuished,
asked:
“Now, boys, can any of you tell me
what force it is that moves people
along
the street?” He was greatly
surprised,
and the class highly amused at
receiving
from one of the boys the unexpected answer:
“Please, sir, the police force.”

Teacher (to infant Sunday school
class)
—The idol had eyes, but it couldn’t”
Children—See.
Teacher—It had ears,
but
it
couldn’t”—Children—Hear.
Teacher—It had lips, but it couldn’t”
Children—Speak. Teacher—It had a
nose, but it couldn’t”—Children—Wine
it!

—

—

Some friends of mine were expecting a
call from a West Indian, “a gentleman of
color,” and cautioned their little daughter—a girl of 5 orti years—against
making
any remark as to his appearance.
On his
arrival the little girl eyed him for some
time with open mouth, then
suddenly exclaimed, “Why, mamma, dear, lie's not
so black after all.”
A little girl, who was enjoying herself
immensely at a children’s party, was told
by her mother that she must now come
home, as it was getting late. The child
naturally resented this, but at last she
had to yield.
She said nothing till she
was alone in the
carriage with her mother,

; It you wish to

!

Church

inquire further

about me,
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GLASTONBURY, CONN.,
; Makers of Williams’ Famous Sltavia.i Soaps,
! And they' will send you hundreds of

j

[Judge.

safe,
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Ask for DR. MOTT’S PSSTNTROYAI. PIDLS and take no
Send for circular.
Price ^i.uo per box, O Foxes lor

X3IC MOTT'S CXXE3XICA1X CO.,
fob SALK B\ It. II. MOODY, BELFAST, MAINE.

heathen who are hnppier
Falls Times.

other.
$i.OO.

Cleveland, Olxio.

many ot her ailments when they
have taken hold of the system,
gets better of its own accord, but

want

their

friends

to worry,

and

Don't know what to take for it. as
they have been told time and again that
heart disease was incurable. Such was the
case of Mr. Silas Farley of Dyesvilie, Ohio
who writes June 19,1894, as follows:
<4J had heart disease for *Z'i years.
my heart hurting me almost continually.
The first 15 years I doctored all the time,
trying several physicians and remedies,
until my last doctor told me it was only a
question of time as
I could not be cured.

Our Furniture is
Because it is offered at
j

Here

I

I
couraged, until
lived, propped half
up in bed, because I

had
my time
I told my famwhat I wanted

Fancy Chairs

come

ily
done when I was
But
on
the
first
gone.
day of March on
the recommendation of Mrs. Fannie Jones,
of Anderson, Ind., I commenced taking
J>r. Miles’ Xetr Cure for the Heart
and wonderful to tell, in ten days I was
working at light work and on March 19 commenced framing a barn, which is heavy
work, and I hav’nt lost a day since. T am 56
years old, 6 ft. 414 inches and weigh 2501bs.
I believe 1 am fully cured, and

ZKIR. WILLIS,

Silas Farley.

Dr. Miles’ Heart Cure

J. C.

Restores Health

KidneyTroubleCured

The importance of knowing just what to
ilo when one is afflicted with kidnev disease
troubles of a urinary nature, is best answered by the following letter, which was
recently published iu the Poughkeepsie, N.
Y., News-Press:
Miller-ion, Dutchess Co., N. Y.
“Dr, David Kennedy, Dear Sir:—For more
than eighteen months I was so badly afflicted with kidney trouble I could
scarcely walk
a quarter of a mile without
fainting. I did
not gain until I liegau to use Dr. David Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy. After tisiug the
first bottle I noticed a decided improvement,
which continued, and 1 know that

a

miserable
to take

—

AND A—

Spcial Braid for Lawns.
A. A. HOWES & CO.

& Son.

UK

ANNOUNCED

IX

01*'

NOVEMBER 4th, lt>iiM5.

I ublic inteiest will steadily increase, and the
<juestion how the men whoso
vote turned the scale at the last election, are satisfied with the results under
the administration they elected, will make the campaign the most iutcnselv excitin'- in the history of the country.

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
the

con-

Fertilizers for Gardens

m,.

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

it—my

THE

despatch.

Thompson
WILL

FAVORITE REMEDY
in

first—class workman, is connected with
this establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a
thorough manner and

a

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES

DR. DAVID KENNEDY'S
began

price

THE NAME OF THE NEXT

or

was

offer:

at almost your own

with

prepaid

dition up to the tune I

we

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than
any time
Since we have beer? in business.

Dr. Miles Heart Cure is sold on a positive
guarantee that the first botilo will oenefit.
All druggists sell it at $1. 6 bottles for $6 or
it will be sent,
on receipt of price
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, intL

saved my life, for I

bargains

Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1 50 upwards.
Hair Top and Wool iower than ever before.

I am now only anxious that everyone shall
know of your wonderful remedies."
Ohio.

prices that tempt buvers.

Extension Tables from $3.50 upwards.
Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards.

couldn't lie dmm
nor sit up.
Think-

L'jua v ilie,

of the

Moving

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from $3.50 upwards.

gradually grew
worse, very
weak,
and completely dis-

ing

are some

j

I

when she exclaimed: “What can have, friends thought 1 would never he better.
My sister also has been very sick with
made father marry you!” The child was I
bladder trouble for over a year, so had that
gently reprimanded afterward.
quantities of blood came from her. She suffered at times
frightful pain, and nothMy little son, when between ;i and 4 ing seemed to most
help her until she began the
years old, was one day playing with a lit- use of Dr. David
Favorite RemeKennedy’s
tle family of white China rabbits which
dy. She is now using her third bottle, and
had lately been given to him. I was
sitting is like a different person.
in the room, not taking much notice of
MRS. THOMAS DYE.”
him until I heard him telling the rabbits
subscribers hereby give public notice to all
to “Say their prayers." He
repeated those
that they have been duly appointed
he said himself, and ended up with “A- andconcerned,
taken upon themselves the trust of Executors
rabbits,” evidently considering that the of the last will and testament of
correct ending for their species, as “AFRANCIS BUTTRICK, late of Waltham,
men” was for his own.
in the County of Middlesex and Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, by giving bond as the
The following was said to me by a little law directs;
they therefore request all persons
boy patient of mine, 7 years of age, and who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
of very poor parents.
I was-puttiug him I make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
to bed in the ward above the room where
settlement to them, or to Alfred A. Small of Belthe matron was playing a hymn.
He re- fast, whom they have appointed their agent in
marked that he liked the harmonium bet- this State.
AUGUSTA M. BUTTRICK, Waltham, Mass.
ter than the piano, and was
RUFUS WARREN,
keeping time
with his foot: “There! now they are
EDWARD F. SNELL,
goTHOMAS H. ARMSTRONG,
to
the
ing
sing
dog’s holiday.” “Sing
JAMES F. BALDWIN, Manchester, N. H.
what?”
“The dog’s holiday.”
“Who
Dated at Belfast, April 0, 189(5.—3wlo
told you that, Abel?”
that
is
what
“Oh,
the clergyman always says in church—
‘Now, we will sing the dog’s holiday.’
An Old and Well-Tkied Remedy.—Mrs. I
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
over lifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with
perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is
pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Iyr4(j

and
more

[Runiford

outlining

said little Nellie one day,
her brows puckered over her
thoughtful
brown eyes, “can people kill baby angels?” “Why, no, darling,” was the re- j
ply, “what makes you ask?” “Cause,
mother,” explained Nell, “I was wonder- i
ing if their wings would do for bonnets?”

A

time,

clothes

the

»

girl in tears—

a

a

with wool a picked picture of a cow.
He
asked why he had used green wool
for the head, while the rest of the animal
was worked with brown wool. Pie
replied
at once,
with indignant scorn.
“Oh,
’cause he’s got a headache.”

A governess had been telling a 7-yearold maid about Daniel
interpreting a
dream, when the maid asked: “But, Miss
Tomkins, how did Daniel know?” Miss
T.: “Oh! he had a dream about it.”
Maid: “\\ hat! another dream, Miss Tomkins? llis stomaeli must have been out of
order!’

ill

w

washing dishes, removing grease from cooking utensils, making
,paint bright and clean,
scouring tinware, etc.
It
would
like
to
me,
you
;
engage
just leave word at
I the grocers, and I1 will come right up. My name is

Flirtation.

was

“Mother,”

work

Constantly grows worse. There are
thousands who know they have a defective
heart, but will not admit the fact. They

mother, after hearing

aged 5,

lighten

One
you ever had ?
who is equally good at

place where we spend more than we
can afford for tilings we do not
want, in order to please people whom we do not like,

on

My grandson,

idling,

clean than any

At the end of her first term at
the doc-

A wrecked wheel and
You have made a mash.

her little boy I
I
say his prayers, said: “You know when
you are a man you will teach your little
children to say their prayers.”
“Oh,
no,” said the small boy, “i’ll leave that
to the missus.”
A

en-

and

family washing
possible way and

beautifully

ciety.

frozen.

an

to

W ho

?

the shortest

make

air—This is my own wheel; 1 never rent.
Nervous glance from corner of left
eye
—Are my gaiters buttoned?
first
one
and
Turning
then the
way
other—What are your intentions?
Determined effort to view the back of
the neck—is my hind-wheel on straight?
Down hill with both feet off the pedals
—1 am considered a little fast.
Long skirt concealing the feet—Yes,
thank you; the folks in Chicago are all
well.
Scorching—1 do not care for your so-

Sayings by Children.

of

v

in

the best

ministry of the Grand Duke of
and for the first time in the his-

Bicycle

an immense ball she lias
the sunshine, exclaimed:
“Now, kitties, will you sit on Mother
earth, like latitude and longitude in the
torrid zone?”

get,
each beholder

to

do tlie

Hiding straight ahead with confident

[From the Loudon World.]
Mamma—Well, Ethel, what was tlie
text the clergyman preached from to-day?
Ethel (s years old)—Many are cold but
son

quick,

wonderfully

A

are

Do you wish

One who is

Dr. Luce returns to America this summer, and intends next year to devote
herself to teaching. [Boston Herald.

sufTorpr, ppt of your flrumrlsfctliis
'iiM'a'.nuii, ,(il- -uvi-iv (the prlc«* is pi
'“mph
cmsistiiiLr of on<- bottle
‘-iKi I'oinc of I’urilana
Iinl:yiy
Pills, ami one
s: it.f i'uruasia Tabi •!
ail inclosed in one
I-M'-kaare), or write to the uudershnu-d, and vm
ol.-s
the
wh
-i,
d.iy
V;i,,
you heard of Pm-iuna.
i-Le
.miajja Compound Co.,
Concord, M.ii.

few

?

!

distinguished honors.

'■■

Clever

morning, madam
a servant

faithful; who can
household
your

Miss Luce holds this year the foreign
of the Boston Fellowship Association, and its members rejoice in her

ir you nro a

two kittens
warmed in

new women

plain

^.OOD
gago

fellowship

(aged ■'>)
Buckingham’s Dye for the Whiskers is the j was
in bed one morning watching
st, handiest, safest, surest, cleanest, most j bis lying
mother
linish her toilet, when to her
economical and satisfactory dye ever invent,- j1;
horror he exclaimed: “Mother, did God
ed.
It, is the gentlemen’s favorite.
make your hair to put on and oil?"
In spite of all the rumors
'Bout hike girls and tlieir bloomers,
Little Annabel, struggling to establish
And all the talk and chatter of

tions.”
Rev. John Burgus, Keokuk,
Iowa, writes:
"1 have been a Minister of the Methodist
Episcopal Church for 50 years or more, and
have never found anything so
beneficial, or
that gave me such speedy relief as Dr.
King’s
New Discovery.”
Try this Ideal Cough
Remedy now. Trial Bottle Free at A. A.

no

walls.

hi

The fads

The Servant Question.

Heidelberg she was promoted to
tor’s degree, magna cum laude.

of {he human system, the Stomach,
it makes the health right, because
it makes the Stomach right.
It brings New Llood, New Nerve
Force, New Strength, New Life.

The

!

BY

tory of Heidelberg University a woman
was admitted to
regular study within its

Power
Producer

g

D.

granted by special permission

was

the

Baden,

the

1

Judgment for defendant.

quest

Improper digestion
92% of nil suffering and diseases
of the Blood, Liver, Stomach, Kidn vs,
Lungs, Nerves, Brain or Skin,
i uritana renews and
strengthens

1

Luce, Ph.

MAINE WOMAN HIGHLY HONORED
HEIDELBERG UNIVERSITY.

of

causes over

owners.

;
i

regard Dr. King’s New Discovery
Ideal Panacea for Coughs, Colds and
Lung Complaints, having used it m my family for the last live years, to the exclusion of
physician’s prescriptions or other prepara1

farmer's wife in Michigan kept a record
last year of her cooking operations. Her
husband was dumb with astonishment when
she produced that record for a
family of six
—82a loaves of bread, 88 tins of biscuit. 15
loaves of brown bread, 207 pies, 180 cakes,
85 puddings, 114 dozen
cookies, 108 dozen
ginger snaps and 14 chicken pies. Nor does
this include the meats and
vegetables. That
this list is not above the average is
readily
seen by dividing it into
weekly portions.
[New England Kitchen Magazine.

Nature’s
Cure

VS. HOWARD

as an

A

Registered.

|

says: “I

Kat.

An enterprising Chicago statistician lias
figured, in defence of that city’s gross and
confirmed habits of eating factory-made
I’ies, that the aggregate of pies consumed in
this country is :;,:;30,Ut)0 a day, or
Sill,000,CHX)
a year.
At tlie average retail price these
would cost the consumers
$104,000,000, or
enough to pay tin* entire interest on the national debt.
Tilt; yearly pie crop of the
Cnited States would form a tower 10,408
miles high, would girdle the
earth, and
weigh 808,000 tons.

You make

M

men were

James

in

1

MARSHALL, IiY PRO AMI
Q BOA RDM AN.

Crosfcy.H.D.,LLD.]
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Trade Mark

;‘,rof.O»u

Alice

The German newspapers announce that
the philosophical faculty of the
University
of Heidelberg recently conferred the deof
of
doctor
gree
philosophy, magna cum
laude, upon Miss Alice Luce of Boston.
She is the first American woman to receive this degree from the oldest university in Germany.
Miss Luce is a native of Maine, and got
her preparatory training in the Edward
Little high school in Auburn.
She
studied for three years in Wellesley Coland
from
that
institution
lege,
graduated
with the degree of bachelor of arts.
For several years after her graduation
Miss Luce was a successful and favorite
teacher in the girls’ Latin school in Boston.
In 1893 she was granted a year’s
leave of absence from her work, and
while spending the winter in
Leipzig she
attended some of the courses then
open
to women at the
university. At the end
of the year she decided to
resign her
position in Boston, and to devote herself
to the further study of
English literature
and philology and philosophy.
In the summer of 1895 Miss Luce made
application for admission to lectures at
the University of
Heidelberg. Her re-

complained

earned.
The simple statement that a master
j
“sails" or “hires'’ or “takes the vessel on
shares” implies that lie fully controls the
management of the vessel for the time being.
Conditions
and
qualifications which
would deprive owners from exemption from
] such liabilities are not to he presumed ; they
I must he proved. It is like the hiring anil
letting of any other kind <>f property,
whether real or personal. The letter yields
and the hirer takes possession, and dominion and control presumably follow the
rightful possession.
No such conditions and
qualifications of
j the part owner’s liability exist when it ap| pears that the seaman’s wages were earned
after the former procured the
charter, and
the latter was not connected in
any way
with the terms of the contract: that the
pro- ;
urement of the charter was not without
the master’s consent and direction ; and the
j
part owner was not pretending to exercise
I any personal right as owner.
It wonl.l seem inconsistent for the mas*
I
I ter to pay all the running expenses and to
he
entitled to the greater part of the earn- i!
j
if lie w» re merely an agent for the
I ings,
1

|

1

PARKER.
was

Rescript—Peters, C. J. A part owner of a
vessel let to the master on shares is exonerated from personal liability to pay seamens'
wages, although the part owner procured
the charters for the two
trips made bv the
vessel during which the wages of the sea-

■

Politics.
Victoria doesn't
•ml.
It is the freest land on the
earth—that is, for Englishwhy is this so? Simply be!e;ir, good old lady doesn’t inAnd let me say that it
i’'ties.
belter for this country if the
m
interfere in politics.
Rev.
c
well, ('ongregatioualist, PliilaPa.

O.

ln

time in the enM«aan Point, in
nfP Steuben,Petlt
the town
town oi
the park beimr the
Menan Company, and
the respondent being the
owner of one-fiftli
ot the deer in said
park.
The d er was caught alive when a (ami
on
township No. ao.M. D„ ly another
"™ and sold the
following
year after his capture to another
person
w ho disposed of it to
the respondent, the
latter putting it into the
park with other
’"8 l,osse8sion continually
r,aa
by 'iU-"m °n the mneteenth day of
June
Held: That, waiving all
question of illegality 111 capturing the animal alive, onginaUy, a proper construction of the statute
applicable to the facts does not admit of a
conclusion that the deer in question was under such dominion and control of
the respondent and his associates as to allow them
to kill or hunt such animal in
close time
llieir so-called possession was not
actual
and complete enough; was more
fictitious
than real.
The most that the proprietors can claim is
that they possess by artificial means some
facilities for capturing or
recapturing deer
within their woods, contained in a
territory
of seven or eight hundred
acres, and perhaps
for obtaining actual possession of the
same
dead or alive; and while that may be denominated an approach towards
possession,
a step in the direction of
possession, to style
such a condition of things as an absolutely
actual possession, thereby giving the respondent an absolute property in the animal, w’otild be far-fetched anil visionarv,
Commonwealth v Chase, 11 Pick. 15 ap-

GEORGE

■

Duluth,

FRED

cases:

proved.
Judgment below affirmed.

s

••

VS.

kW4d

[Rev. Cyrus Richardson, Congregational-

F.M1-

DEXOMl-

Puri tana

general interest and
importance. Both

untfi’kof1

terprises ought to be chosen to office.

BY

A

the law court

rl'V108?

Known Disease!

and we will send you
inflammation. I. S.

Washington county

Miss
AND

or.k
P,™pe/ty of*h.e ,pctit

tion of the nervous system embraces the brain, spine, bones and muscles. The
■rgans have many forms of inflammation; such as colds, coughs, pleurisy, bronThe organs of digestion have a multitude of inflammatory troubles. The vital
one complete plan mutually dependent; therefore inflammation
anywhere is felt
-s
The late T>r. A. fohnsou, an old fashioned
very where, and impairs the health.
ivsician originated JOHNSON'S ANODYNE EINIMENT, in 1810, to relieve pain
It is today the Universal Household Remedy.
every form of inflammation.
i!

of

<eer

sprains, fractures, etc., and is the
chief danger therefrom. Internal inflamtnation frequently causes outward swellings; as
instances familiar to all we mention pimples, toothache, stiff joints and rheumatism. Yet the great majority
of internal inflammations make no outside show, for which
reason
they are often more dangerous than the external forms.

Every

are
are

of^or k'i'lHn 6Jaeire8p°nd?Ut
close

1

Causes

following decisions by
STATE

inflammation
accompanies bruises,
bites, cuts, stings, burns,
scalds, chaps, cracks, strains,

—ue.caus:1 aI,a

INTEREST TO SPORTSMEN
RELATING TO SHIPPING.

j

leading Republican family newspaper of the United States, will publish all the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of iiartv
affiliations.
Also general news in attractive form, foreign
correspondence- covering tin news
of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the
--ouutry, 'market reports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, umplcte in each
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate
descriptions oi woman s attire, with at
varied and attractive department of household interest.
The "Now York Weekly
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation
larger than that of any other
in
the
weekly publication
country issued from the office of a daily. Large changes
are being made in its
details, tending to give it greater life and variety, and
more interest to the women and the
young people of the household.

especially

A SI RCIATj CONTRACT enables

Republican

to offer this splendid journal and ‘‘The

us

Journal” for

OXTE ‘TEAR FOR OXTLT

$2.00,

CASH IN ADVANCE.
(The regular subscription price
SUBSCRIPTIONS

MAY

Address all orders to

The

of the two papers is

£3.00.)

BEGIN AT ANY TIME.

Republican Journal Publishing Co., Belfast, Me.

Write your name and address on
Tribune

Building,

a

postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best, Room 2
a sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

New York City, and
TRIBUNE will be mailed ‘o you.

CAUTION NOTICE.

Notice of Dissolution.

-E is he-eby £iven tliit the
copartnership
Whereas, my wife, KATE P. BENNETT, has left il heretofore existing between us. under the
tirm
name
of MEARS \ PITCHER, has been dismy bed and hoard without just cause. 1 hereby solved
by mutual consent. The business will be
give notice that I shall pay no hills of her con- continued by K. S. Pitcher at the old stand.
HORATIO VIEARS.
EDWARD E. BENNETT.
tracting.
E. S. PITCHER.
Montville, March 31, 18tM>.—3wl4*
Belfast, March 20, 18D6.—3wl4
..

COUNTY

Locals.

Searspoit

Reading at the Congl. parsonage
day evening.

ping

Miss Edith Pendleton returned from Boston

Wednesday.
J. M. Gilkey is in Boston for her

Mrs.

Swanville.

Thurs-

spring millinery.
Cyrus True has bought the R. W. Fowler
Louse in the village.
at

Malden,

Mass.

H. Mead was in town this week in
the interests of the Maine Register.
Frank

Sch. Lizzie Lane lias finished repairs
Bucksport and will load bay for Boston.
The school controversy is closed, so far
the columns of The Journal

are

at

as

concerned.

Grinnell returned from Boston Saturday with several horses for his sale stable.
Frank E. Curtis left by steamer Thursday
Boston
take command ot pilot boat No.
harbor.
to

J. Nickerson lias a large crew at work
on lus wharf muter the supervise >n «-f J. C.
Dutch.
A.

Capt.

i. C. Turk
m

and wife, who have been
N**\v York, returned Sat-

urday.
cf

Waldo.

The Searsport Savings Bank gives notice
a meeting nf the corporal rs May 9th at lo
a. m.

Jessie Nickerson has been accepted as a
member of the Freshmen boat crew at

Wellesley.
Contribution next Sunday morning at
the Congl. church in b/elialf of the* Congl.
Edueath *nal Society.

Capt. Geo. A. Carver of New York has
presented the Congl. church at Island Falls
with an MX)-pound bell.
Fred Kendall cf Waltham, Mass., arrived
Saturday to attend the funeral <>f his grandmother. Mrs.

Kneeland.

Capt. W. H. Gilkey and family left Monday to join schooner Georgia Gilkey at Portland for the voyage to Rosario.
The lockup has been renovated and rejuvenated and was occupied recently by
several gentlemen of the road.
Sch. John J. Marsh, formerly a bark, at
time commanded by Capt. H. B. Whittier, has been abandoned at sea.
one

Miss Blanche Ross

entertained

a

small

whist Tuesday evening, and

company at

exceptionally pleasant

time

was

an

reported.

Any reader of The Journal who has a copy
of either Scotts or Hardee’s Infantry tactics
will confer a favor by corresponding with
Box 129. Searsport.

By invitation the Light Guard Cadets of
Searsport will give an exhibition drill before
Freeman McGilverv Post, G. A. R., Thursday evening, Apr. 23d.
We learned that the captain of a schooner
that discharged freight here the past week
was ouh of the crew of the
Defender, hut
w ere unable to learn his name.

Ship Tilhe h. Starbuck, Capt. Eben Curtis, has again broken the record, arriving at
Astoria, Oregon, April 8tli, from New York
in the unprei edented time of 197
days.
The, Bangor News <f recent date
says:
"Miss N.ir.cy Ni<-hois has secured a
position
as teacher at East
Hampton, Conn., and
her sister. Miss Maude Niehols, will teach at
Islesboi'
marriage ->! William R. Palmer m
J'iam in-ster, Conn., ami Miss Franees X.
Fun! Took place at the residence of the
1 TitleV father,
Caj.t. Alanson lord, W.-diiesTin-

tia\

10

at

hem.- of

ek.

tae

groom

The
mi

and

couple

left

E.

L.

Richardson came from Portland last week to
attend the funeral of her mother, Mrs. J.
Evans., .The teachers for the spring terms
are Nellie M. Luce, Evans school; Fred S.

school.
Appleton.

The legal voters assembled
village schoolhouse April 7th and
voted to establish a free high school precinct in the section formerly known as grade
school district No. 1. They voted to raise
>~5 which, in addition to a like amount from
the State, will be sufficient to give us a good
school the coming fall.
V. (). Keller was
elected agent and G. K. Page clerk.... Eihrhlge Perry arrived heiue Saturday from
at

the

Portland,

for the

the 1 ;;o train.

where

Eye

and

improved..

Infirmary,

timer

|

morning lately

ed ten

weigh-

It

was

10 5-8

being Mrs. Henry Kelley of Iioxbury, Mass., John I. Gross of Boston, Eugene K. of Windham, N. H., and Edward
A. of Searsport. She was a member of the
Methodist church. The funeral took place
Wednesday from the residence of her son,
survivors

A., where she had made her home
for the past six years.
Rev. O. H. Fernald
conducted the services.
Edwin

Capt.

The delegates chosen to the
Camdkm.
district and State Republican convention at
Waterville the 17th and Portland the 16th
are Ruel Robinson, B. C. Adams, George T.
Hodgman, T. R. Simonton, B. F. Adams.

April 7th....Mr. Ephdied at his home in this place
April 11th, aged Hi years. He had been in
feeble health for the past two years. Mr. P.
was an honest man and much liked by all of
Boston

to

raim Perkins

neighbors.

his

He leaves

a

wife and

live

Willis Rice, ><(in of Capt. B. F. Rice
Sandypoint, and he was the only captain
service from this place.
Mokujll.

l.’mler

Resurrection.

word

profuse

and very

been sick

a

leaves

wife and

were

tastefully arranged.

Mrs.

Hatch

Silas

Storer

and

Miss

Bertha

as

concert.

It

Conference, this week, and we expect him
back to labor with us another year-Mrs.
J. R. Mears went to Old Tow n last Monday
and expects to attend the sessions of E. M.
Conference_Mrs. Elinda Gray goes to
Boston this week to join her husband....
Mrs. Oscar Meader will spend two or three
weeks in Belfast under medical treatment.

a

with

consumption.

He

children—three boys

six

girls.... A young lady in this place
a good plan to mark yo.ur rubbers

and three
thinks it

the title wf “Gifted
New Haven Conn.,

The decorations

longtime

of
in

The
services opened with a cornet solo,, with
The choir rendered
organ accompaniment.
appropriate selections, and Rev. II. I. Holt
gave us a fine Easter sermon from the subject, “He is not here, for he is risen as he
said.” In the evening the Junior Endeavor
Society, which was organized last June,
with

...

j

superintendents! gave their first
was very enjoyable and reflected
much credit upon the lady superintendents.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
The program opened with a cornet solo by
Mrs. Wm. J. Mathews has been quite ill of
Justin Merriam, with Miss Bertha Hatch at
late.
the organ; hymn, “Christ Arose,” by the
Miss Eudavilla Cleaves was in Swanville
choir; prayer, Rev. H. I. Holt; Scripture
recently, the guest of Zenas Hartshorn.
reading, Grade Simmons; recitation, Miss
H. E. Robbins is doing quite a business at Althea Woods; “Easter Day;” song, “Jesus
his mill, sawing long and short lumber.
Loves Me,” “Mildred Daggett; recitation,
Mrs. Geo. Nickerson of East Belfast was in Joanna Simmons; song, “Easter Lilies,” 8
boys and 4 girls ; song, “Story of Easter,” by
town last week visiting her daughter, Mrs.
10 boys and 5 girls ; song, W hat a gathering
H.P. Towle.
of the Faithful,” &c. by 8 boys ami 3 girls;
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Clements of Monroe
song, by Nora and Cora Richards, “He is
was in town recently, the guests of Mr. and
Risen;” reading, “The Joy of Easter,” by
Mrs. Wm. M. Merithew.
Forest White; song, “’Tis so Sweet to Trust
News was received last week of the death in
Jesus,” Bertha Hofses; dialogue on
of Mrs. L. Y. Ellis of Washington, D. C. Easter
Day, with carol, 7 boys and 5 girls;
Mrs. Ellis was formerly of this place, and
the Cross,” Nora ami Cora
song, “At
the oldest daughter of Levi Rosenbaum and Richards; recitation by 5 boys, “From the
a niece of Mrs. C. O. Fernald. The deceased
North, East, South and West;” short adhas many friends here who extend sympa- dress
by Rev. H. I. Holt; closing with a
thy to her bereaved relatives in this their benediction. Mr. Holt attends the E M.
hour of sad affliction.

returned

children to mourn their loss—Mrs. Emma
Luke of this place, Oliver M. of Penobscot,
Mrs. Charles Sauls of Lowell, Mass., Frank
Miss Oriauua
ami Leonard of Mt. Desert
ples were invited. lee cream and cake were Harding went to Bangor last Saturday to do
some shopping-Arthur Griudle ami Miss
served in tin room below and a tine time
J
was
reported-Mrs. Meralda Black has j Lizzie Wilson came down from Bangor Satopened her knitting simp. The machines' urday night and spent Sunday at their old
uii the
are all engaged and have yarn to last sever] homes, returning Monday morning
al months... .The hark Havana, which is so
early train-Thomas Powers of Mt. liea;
He had
gan died at his home April 11th.
F.
long overdue, was commanded by

insured.

maiden name was Irene Treat.
She married Sept.
1822, Edward T. Gross.
There were horn to them ten children, the

ing down

and

one

a

Her

Prospect Ferry'. E. W. Griudle is tearhis old barn and will build a new
one.
His brother George of Brooksville is
doing the work_Capt. W. H. Harriman

inches around
8 1-2 inches the other_
way
There is much sickness here. The whooping
cough and bad colds have attacked almost
every family in the place_There was a
quiet wedding last Saturday evening at the
residence of Mr. ami Mrs. Johnson Shaw.
Mr. EUleu Morin of Sandypoint and Mrs.
Lizzie Shaw of Bar Harbor were united in
marriage by F. R. Daggett, Esq. About
twenty-five were present. Their friends
wish them years of health and happiness....
The young ladies gave a leap year hall at
the hall last Friday evening. Twenty couit

ounces.

riam, eornetist, Herman Merriam, bass
Obituary
Died in Searsport, April 10th, singer, Amarena Vickery, soprano, Louisa
Harriet H. Kneeland, aged 88 years and 10 Winchenbach and Elinda Gray, alto, Allen
months. Mrs. Kneeland’s maiden
Daggett and Geo. Weymouth, tenors. As the
name
was Randell, and she married in 1829
Henry result of this combination we have very
Kneeland, by whom she had ten children, fine music-The services for Easter Sunseven of whom survive with fifteen
grand- day, which had been postponed to last Sunchildren. For the past few years Mrs. Knee- day, were very impressive.
The platform
land had made her home with her
daughters was hanked with evergreens ami potted
at the village.
She lived an exemplary plants ami the altar prettily draped with
Christian life. Her funeral took place Sun- white and trimmed with vines and flowers.
day afternoon, Rev. R. G. Harbuttofficiating. A large cross draped with white and decoMrs. Irene Gross died in
Searsport, April rated with vines and flowers stood at the
12th, aged 89 years, 11 months and 8 days. left of the altar. At the right was a white
Mrs. Gross was born iu Frankfort,
May 4, banner on which in gilt letters was the
1800.

Islesboro. Mr. Bowers of Camden lias
been here for a few days superintending the
plumbing of one of the new cottages at
Dark Harbor.
Four have been erected during the winter and are nearing completion.

he went for treatment at

Ear

-r

imoO; fully

season.

llis eye is
A. plank sidewalk nearly a mile in
Sprague, who has
length was laid last week from the hall, a
been at w.uk for 1 >r. Cr.-oker in Searsuiont
few rmls from the Baptist church, to the
the past w inter, is \ isiting his sister, Mrs J.
residence of Capt. Wellington Coombs....
E. liohinsou, in Viualhaveu... .Mr. and Mrs.
Deacon Fairfield, who has been feeble of
W.i). Cummings, who have been stopping
late, attended church last Sunday, the tirst
at the P.urtou House in Union for several
tune for several months. The congregations
months, are now at home... Mr. Z. C. Gur- were good both morning and evening, notney, wh< has been visiting his parents, Mr.
withstanding the bad roads. .Capt. Charles
and Mrs. John Gurney, has returned to
Hatch, Capt. Win. Farnsworth, Mrs Sarah
Weymouth. Mass.Will Cornice is sick Farrow and Miss Elbe Pendleton have rewith the measles at Cape Rozier, where he j
cently been on the sick list, but are all imis visiting liis sister, Mrs. Carrie Grey....
proving.
The school committee have decided to discontinue the school in district No. !*, known
j Troy. Miss Isabelle Vickery, who has
been boarding with Mrs. Norton this winas the Robinson district.
Sandypoint. Mr. A. B. French, of French ter, has gone to Waterville for a few weeks.
Bros. 6c Co., is here tor a few days....Mrs. I ...Miss Bertha Hillman went to W'inthrop
last Friday,where she will teach this spring.
Edna Cousins, who has been in Massaclnt....Miss Lula Harding has returned from
setts during the winter, arrived last week !
and is with Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Blanchard. Massachusetts and will teach school in town
-F. S. Harriman went to Bangor last during the summer.. Mrs. Philo Estes,
who has been very sick, is reported much
week on business-Mrs. George Perkins
and children left Monday for their home in better... .Mr. Lewis Harding made his usual
of the puGreat Falls, Montana... Mrs. Cynthia Good- trip to Brooks Monday... .Some
hue of Stockton Springs visited friends here pils at East Troy, during their noon recess
last week... Charles Sliute joined steamer last Friday, discovered grasshoppers and rethem as wide awake. Robins, sparSedgwick on the first trip down river last ported
rows and chickadees have been quite numerSaturday-Mr. E. K. Perkins left last
ous the past week_L. H. Merrill preached
week for Boston, where he is employed on
[ his farewell discourse last Sunday preparathe tug boat Anne.
Mr. El bridge Ginn and [
to going to the Conference at Old Town
John Small have goue to Boston to join sch. tory
this week_Will Hillman is in Bucksport
Fawn-There was an egg found at the
at work with a hay press.
Duck Farm one
that
the

Robert Gnnneil, who lias been Singers Engaged,”
thus speaks of Carl A. Mears, son «»f
visiting h.s grandfather in Camden the past ! paper
Hon. J. 11. Mears of Morrill: “Grace M. E.
returned
home Tuesday. During his j
week,
Church, corner of Howard avenue ami
visit Robert
bought of his grandfather a half :
Portsea street, will
have
an
excellent
interest in the celebrated horse R. W. The
j quartet for the next year. The idea of havyoung buyer says the horse has a record of J
ing a chorus choir was discussed for some
Seventeen and a half. This proves that
age
time, but was finally abandoned in favor of
is nothing, blood will tell.
a quartet, w hich was to be selected
by Carl
There were two alarms for tires here
Apr. A. Mears, the bass soloist of last year, who
9th—one, at the residence of W. M. Parse | has been
appointed director. Mr. Mears is a
on Steamboat, avenue, was for a
slight blaze pupil of l)r. Griggs and has an excellent
:n the roof, and did little
damage, and was voice. He sang for a time in the Yale Glee
extinguished without the aid of the engines, Club, and is now a student at Vale Law
although they were promptly on hand as School.” We know’ the
many friends of
usual—the other, at 7 o’clock p. m.,
proved Carl will be pleased to learn of his prefermore serious.
It was caused by the explo- ment. In this
connection we would like to
sion of a lantern in the hay loft of L. H.
pay due tribute to the faithful choir which
Rogers’ stable, which was totally destroyed, adds so much to our services each
Sunday.
with another small
out-building, but the They are organized and known as the “Morhouse was saved by the promptness of the rill
Musical Society” and have been practicfire department. The Brownies bail another
ing regularly once a week for several years,
of
which
opportunity
they availed tliem- a part of the time under skilled instructors.
se'ivea, and got first water. The loss is about Miss Bertha Hatch is organist, Justin MerMast

Burnham.
Edwin Nash has bought of
Merrill of Newport a tine residence in
Newport village, a grist mill, and an extensive lumber tract in East Newport. Mr.
Nash will dispose of his real estate in this
place-Warren Harding, who has been
living in Pittsfield the past winter, has
moved on to his farm in this place... .Gilbert Maloou is. building a new house and
has the frame up and boarded.. .The Burnham Mill Co. have a large amount of lumber
at their mill to be manufactured the present
Mr.

Jackson, Whitcomb school; Sadie J. CumPaul school; Villa Payson, Station

much

o'ciock

Emery Cunningham’s-Percy

at

..

mings,

W. E.

visiting friends

Charles Decker is stop-

Bryant has been drawn
juryman.... W. E. Harding was in Castine
his brother_Mrs. Emily
by train Mon- recently visiting

Capt. James Me-Gilvery
day for a business trip to Boston.
left

Mr.

Belmont. Miss Abbie Morrill is in Searsport visiting her sister, Mrs. Jennie Pike.
.Mrs. Helen A. Jordan and her son, C. O.
Jordan, are in Brookline, Mass., visiting her
daughter, Mrs. A. P. Carver_Mrs. Eliza
A. James and her sister, Miss Lillis Goyens
of Belfast were in town April 8th, and called
on Mrs. Helen A. Jordan... .Mrs. Ada Morton was in Read field last week visiting her
friend, Mrs. Nellie Ferren_The traveling
is very bad about town_Mr. Daniel A.
Greer, Jr., started Monday for Knox and
Lincoln counties in the interest of the
Dalton Sarsaparilla Co.

Ernest Nickerson returned to Westbrook,
April 8th_Will and Henry Cunningham
went to Martinique last Thursday.... Mrs.
Jane Downs had a chopping-bee last Saturday afternoon.... Miss Mertie Nealey of
Monroe was the guest of her aunt, Jane
Clements, 'ast week.

Celia Sargent is visiting her sister, Mrs.

Hersey,

COKKKSPOSDENCE.

j

and then you will be sure not to get them
changed with any one else....The Ladies'
Circle met with Mrs. Anna Harriman April
Stli. Forty-seven were present and the picnic
supper was enjoyed by all.
Thorndike.
for

April

11th

A town
to see

if

meeting

was

called

the town would vote

money to build or repair schoolhouses ; also for free high schools, etc.; but
as thert was some illegality in regard to the
to

raise

done. It is to be hoped
taken by which some of
the schoollio ses may he put in proper
condition for summer schools... .Mrs. Arthur
Ward is quite sick. Dr. Thomas of Unity atwarrant, nothing

that action may

tends

her.

was

lie

Charlie Patterson is

quite

sick

with lungfever. Dr. Whituey attends him.
Hosea Hubbard has been very sick.
Dr.
Cook of Unity was called aud he is better

now-George Cilley has the mumps_
-Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom was in
town last week delivering certificates of
stock to the “boys” who are interested in
the Veteran Charitable Association building at Unity. Work is to begin on the building at once-Dumont and Bessie Higgins,
with other friends, were invited to the Hasty
Bro’s. camp last Friday evening to assist in
makiug maple syrup. They report a very

pleasant

time-The

contest

Grange is ended. The Haters
consequently the brothers
dishes-The roads

are

in

won,
will

very

Hillside

usual,
buy the

as

bad in this

vicinity.
Prospect Village. Mrs. Ella M. Gross
died April 3d, after a long and painful illness.
The funeral services were held at her
home Monday afternoon, conducted by Rev.
J. P. Simonton. Mrs. Gross was a devoted
wife and mother and

an exce

lent

neighbor.

leaves a husband and two sous to mourn
their loss-Professor John E. Clark of Winsted, Ct., was called home April 8th to attend
She

funeral of his mother, Mrs. Eastman
Clark, who died April Gth after a long illness.
The funeral was held Wednesday afternoon, April 8th, conducted by Rev. J. P.
Simonton, and was very largely attended.
She leaves an aged husoand and four sons,
who have the sympathy of the entire com-

the

munity.... Mr. Horace L. Gould

was

called

home from his school in Castine last week

help care for his mother, who is very sick.
physician says she can live but a short
time. She is tenderly cared for by her loving children ami husband, with the aid of
to

Her

her many relatives and friends. She is a
terrible sufferer-The S. R. I. Society met
with Mrs. Clara Haley last Thursday and
hail a jolly good time. They will meet with
Mrs. M. E. C. Libby April 23d-Mrs. Julia
Gilman, who has been sick with an abscess
on her left hand, is better. Her sister, Mary

Charles Haley, the only
of Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Haley, passed
away Monday morning after a brief illness.

Wix’Terport.

Obituary next week_Mrs. Varney, an
aged lady who lived with her son, Mr. Edwin Flemant,
jumped from her chamber
window Thursday night, breaking a bone in
her ankle and sustaining other injuries. She
has been
gradually losing her mind for some
time and it is thought will not recoverMr. and

improving slowly.Misses
Libby and Hattie Marden have

is

cash the check.

it gives me great
pleasure to testify to the

BEST

merits of Dr. Swan’s
Nerve and Blood Tonic.

IT’S

completely
A
down and tired out.
Now. after taking GREAT
ALL
your medicine. I feel
BLOOD like a new man. I have XERVE
TOXICS not felt so well for BOLDER
years.”
James K. Bonnett.
St. Johnsbury, Yt.
OF

Mrs. Daniel Curtis left for Boston
boat.

Monday's

on

I

was

run

Dr. Swan’s Nerve
and Blood Tonic.

brother, Joseph Packard.Eva M.
Donnell has been with Mrs. Sadie Knight
for a short visit_Charles W. Hunt and
wife of Belfast spent last week with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. S. Hunt.

ACTS Swan's Nerve and CREATES
UPON Blood Tonic and con- HEALTH
sider it the best spring
EVERY medicine in the market. AND
RE-1
It proved so in my case.
NERVE I can
heartily recom- STORES |

Edwin H. C.
Lincolnmlle.
Barnes of Houlton delivered a very interesting lecture on prohibition to a large audience at the church April 'M. Mr. Barnes,
young man, shows great ability
in his chosen avocation.... |
Leland Sherman is at home for a short vaca- |
Tien.
Miss Estelle Moody lias arrived home i
from Waterville, where she spent a few
months.Miss Florence Young spent a
and

few

a

days

in

Camden

last

week....F.

Jackson.

W. B. Nickerson has moved
from Aroostook county, onto
the John Davis farm at the village. Mrs.
N. is the daughter of C. H. Gate hell of this
town, and her many friends are pleased to
welcome her hack to her old neighborhood.
E. A. Carpenter has moved from the
Great Farm house, which he sold last fall, to
the Joshua Twitched place in the northerly
part of the town. He has made very extenwith Ids

family

repairs

house and will soon
make other improvements on the buildings.
....R. R. Ryan has moved into the Stearns

sive

on

the

house-Mr. Packard has moved into the
H. H. Rich house_J. M. Larrabee lias got
liis new saw mill fitted with the machinery
and is now ready for business... .The Gould
Bros, have a good stock of lumber at their

shingle

mill.

Monroe Centre. Mr. Abner Bailey died
the home of his son, Mr. A. C. Bailey,
April 7th. The funeral was held at the
Church Thursday afternoon, April bth, Rev.

at

Simontou of Winterport officiating.
Bailey formerly resided in Winterport,
but his health failing he came to reside with
P.

Mr.

little over a year ago. He was a faithdevoted Christian and a member of
the M. E. church for many years-Mr. Hiram Parker is at home from Lynn,
Mass.,
sou a

ful and

a
visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wilder Parker-Mr. Preston Smith came
from Massachusetts last week to attend the
funeral of his step-father, Mr. Abner Bailey.
-We hail with joy the sweet notes of the
song-sparrow and robin once again.
on

Liberty. At a Republican caucus April
11th J. O. Johnson and H. W. Abbott were
chosen delegates to the State convention at
Portland, April ltith, and S. T. Young and
J. S. Ayer delegates to the :>d District convention to be held at Waterville, April 17th.
-R. W. Cox is m Newport at work for
Bros.7. J. Walker is quite sick.
....Mrs. A. A. Hall had a birthday party
last Saturday and invited seventeen little

Cooper

girls,

all

of whom

their dolls.

It

present, each with
very pretty sight to

were

was

a

look upon.

They were chaperoned by
Daisy Moody, a young lady seventeen

Miss

ENERGIES

^Tissue

HIP

years

January.

Searsmont. Mrs. M. F. Bridgliam was
called to Columbia Falls last week by the
sickness and death of her mother_Rev.
M. F. Bridgliam preached his farewell sermon Sunday and started for OKI Town Monday. He and his wife leave many friends
here who wish them success in their new
field of labor-B. F. Fuller is building a
new stave mill... .The town is not yet done
with the damage to bridges.
Last week the
abutments under the Muzzy and North
Searsmont bridges fell in. They were injured in the freshet and when the frost came
out, they fell-The Muzzy Ridge schoolhouse is undergoing repairs. C. S. Adams

doing

Gray of Penobscot
has been in town for a few days-At the
Republican caucus held at D. B. Co*bb &
Son’s store last Saturday afternoon, D. B.
Cobb was elected chairman and J. VV Farrar,
the work_Dr.

secretary. J. W. Farrar and O. D. Wilson
were elected delegates to the State Convention at Portland; G. A. Jackson and V. A.
Simmons delegates to the District Convention at

Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest

U. S. Gov’t Report

11

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Bnilciei*.^

YOU ARE PALE, THIN, WEAK,

NEWS.

AND ALL RUN

PORT OP BELFAST.

DOWN,

AKlil V El*.

April 3. Sells. P M. Bonnie. Burgess, Vinalliaven: Laughing Waters. Sprague, swan's Island; Volant, Pendleton. Rockland.
April 1". Sell, superb. Grover. Mt. Desert.
April 11. Sehs. Caro Belle. Kernahi. Mt. Desert ; Jonathan Cone, Uolersou. Rockland.
April 12. Sehs. Estelle. HutchM-on, New York;
Sarah L. Davis, Patrershall, Boston; Fannie A
Edith. Ryder, do.; Carrie L. Hix. C ook Si ill, do. ;
Minetta, Croekett. do.; Miantonomah. Ryan, do.;
James Holmes. Ryan, do.; Lady Antrim, Murray,

DALTOIM’S
Will give vou APPETITE and Build you up in FLES1
and STRENGTH as no other Remedy will. It is
j

BEST

THE

SPRING

MEDICINE.

Boothbay.

8 AIL KO.

Dalton’s

Family Pills rectify Liver Troubles, cur.
break up Colds and Lever, are a Reliable
Cathartic, and do not gripe.

April ‘J.

Sells. Edgar S. Foster, Peterson, inBoston Rescue, Brown. Swan’s Island.
April lo. Sehs. Myra Sears. Maehiasport and
intermediate jiorts; Laughing Waters, Sprague,
Swan’s Island; Volant, Pendleton. Rockland.
April 11. Sell. Superb, Grover, Mr. Desert.
April 12, Sen. Jonathan Cone, Uolersou, New
York ; Emma S. Briggs, Osborn, Tenant’s Harbor
and New York.
April 14. Sehs. Carrie L. Hix. Cookson, Rockland ; Caro Belle, FernaM. Mt. Desert; Lady Antrim. Murray. Mt. Deseit; Marcellas. Sellers,
Orland.
land

ami

Constipation,

JtfrsT-FOR

SALE

BY

DEALERS.

ALL

AMERICAN PORTS.

New York, April 7. Ar. sehs Annie P. Chase.
Ellis, Providence; George Gurnev, Carr, Haggert’s Cove, Me., via. Glen Cove'; 8, ar, sehs.
Florence Leland, SpolTord, Jacksonville; July
Fourth. Atwood, New Bedford; 11, eld, harks
Adam W. Spies, Meyers, Anjer; Fred P. Litchfield. Melbourne; 13. ar, sehs. J. J. Moore, Beliast
for Oxford, Md.; Levi Hart. Lord, Wilmington,
N. CV, eld, sells. Jennie A. Stubbs, Dorr, Nassau,
N. F.; Ella G. Eells, Cushman, Wilmington, N.C.;
sld, hark Adam W. spies, Anjer.
Boston, April 7. Ar, sell. Miantonomah, Ryan,
Belfast; E. L. Warren, Larrabee, Searsport; Sarah
D. J. Rawson. French, Brunswick; James Holmes.
Ryan, Belfast; 3, eld, sell. Charlotte T. Sihlev,
Bartlett, Jacksonville; ar. sell. Arthur Clifford,
Winterport; 11. ar. sell. Daniel B. Fearing, Philadelphia; old, sell. Edward li. Blake. Smith, Fernandina; 13. ar, hark Yilora H. Hopkins, Buenos
Ayres; sehs. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell, Darien;
Viola Reppard, Brunswick, Ga.
Philadelphia. April 3. Ar, sell. Young Brothers, Snow, Boston; It), eld, sell. Isaac Oherton,
Trim, Bangor; 11, ar, sell. R. F. Pettigrew, Boston; eld, sehs. H. J. Cottrell, Haskell. Boston;
Young Brothers. Snow, Aliya's Point; 12. ar, sell.
Belle Hooper, Hall, Guantanamo.
Baltimore, April 8. CM, hark Frances, Victoria
ami Rio Janeiro; lo, eld, sell. Daylight, Boston;
11. eld, sell. Yale, Boston.
Portland, April 12. Ar. sells. Eliza J. Pendleton, Fletcher, Philadelphia; Olive T. Whittier,
Whittier, do.
New Orleans, April 10. CM, sell. Olive Pecker,
Toney, Boston.
Providence, April 10. Ar, sell. Gov. Ames,
Newport News.
Fernandina, April 7. Ar, sell. Senator Sullivan,
Croekett, New York.
Norfolk, April 7. CM, sell. Paul Seavev, New
York.
Savannah, April 7. CM, soli. Flora Rogers, Warren. Boothbay: 10, old, sell. Mary
L. Crosby,
Trim, New York.
Newport News, April 7. Ar, sell. Talofa. Fletcher, Carteret, N. ,1.
San Fianeisco, Apiil 8.
Ar, bark Alden Posse,
Porter, Honolulu.
Brunswick. Ga., April 0
Sld, sehs. Huiuurnck,
Yeazie, Satilla, Ga.; Wi11 ie L Newton, Philadelphia ; 11, ar, .-eh. Anna Pemlleton, Thomas, Pos-

A Few Facts
For

Sensible

i\A/ways ru'iy

}roj)
r-

m

o

6 ox

t;ot/r throat?

Belfast

Price

Current.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.

Produce Market.

Apples, fe? bu,
dried, fe) lb,
1
Beans, pea,
medium, 1
yel’weyesl
Butter, fe) lb,
Beef, fe> lb,
Barley, fe) bu,
Cheese, fe> It*,
Chicken, fe) lb,
Calfskins,
Duck, fe) lb,
Etrgs, fe> doz,
Fowl, fe) lb,
Geese, fe) It),

Price Paid.

Producer,

70«1 00 May, p ton, <>00«12 00
8 a4
4 «,5 Hides, y> lb,
85«.2 oo Lamb, y> It),
5(0.7
00 a 1 75 Lamb Skins,
30 a45
4,0.5
4(Xo 1 50 Mutton, fe> It),
16(o20 Oats, y> bu, 32 lb, 30 o 35
ti[a7 Potatoes.
2<>a2g
4 l-2xao
60«55 Hound Hog,
KM 12 Straw, y» ton, 5 Otto.6 00
Ida 18
12,« 14 Turkey, y> lb.
2o4
50« 1 oo Tallow,
14,0 10 Veal, y> lb,
6,o7
11 Wool, unwashed, 14o 15
8(o 10 Wood, hard, 3 50(a.5 00
14ol0 Wood, soft, 3 O0o3 50
Retail Market.

00a 1 00
Beef,corned, fe) It), 7;«8 Lime, y> bbl,
18 Oat. Meal,
lb, 3 l-2o4
Butter, salt, fe) box,
47 Onions, |> lb,
2I-2o7
Corn, fe) bu,
Cracked Corn, fe) bu, 47 Oil,kerosene, gal, 13(a 15
4o4 1-2
47 Pollock, p lb,
Corn Meal, fe) bu.
7(0(8
Cheese, fe) lt>,
14,0.10 Pork, $> lb,
1 20
Cotton Seed, fe) cwt, 1 25 Plaster, y> bbl,
03
0(oi) Rye Meal, #> lb,
Codfish, dry, fe) lb
Cranberries, fe) qt,12cil4 [Shorts, V ewt,
90@95
Clover Seed, fe) lb, 11 «12 Sugar, y> lb, 5 l-2od 1-2
40
Flour, fe) bbl, 3 75 a4 75 Salt, T 1., y> bu,
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 15fa2 25 Sweet Potatoes, 4<o4 1-2
2l-2(a3
Lard fe) lb,
8® 11 Wheat Meal,

| our

'/of

Stockton

of HIGH
for the

purchases

1

GRADE

GOO *S

[-$-

«

*

his choice

Read's and
treatment

OTHiNG tits
next

Hradlej's.
all.

to

well

as

to that

as

a man

his

our

a;

skin,

<•.

5 HURTS

B0KN.
Blimv.N. In Rockland. \pni
Mr. .ii.ii M:n.
Brown, a son.
Houses
In Camden, to Mr. ami Mm. Frank
Holl'ses, a son.
ATi
,t ui
Fessenden. In Thomasfon, April s,
Mrs. William Fessenden, ;i daughter.
Fei.I.ek. In I'nion. April 1, lo Mr. ami Mis.
Samuel Fuller, a <1 liighter
Kane. In Brooklin. March :>1. to Mr. .n MrI Eugene Kane, it dang liter.
id
Knowli'on. In Rockland, Aprils, to Mr
Mrs. ( harles In Kimwlton, ru iti>,a hoy ami
girl.
Messer. In i'nion, April 1, to Mr. and Mrs H
E. Messer, a daughter.
RoimiNs. In (ireen's Landing, March J4, to Mr.
and Mrs. Timoihv Rohldns, a son.
S.
Sherman. In Camden, to Mr. and Mm I

We have them in ail si vies
colors.
-»;*:(£-

Win. ( L

Sherman,

^

SPRING OF 96

Springs.

GROCERIES,
FLOUR,
GRAIN, also
PHOSPHATES,
Courteous

^

SPLENDID LINE

join i ms co.,

New York

t

their worth in ;
that look biyyer out of the v
tnan they do in, come and

He has all he can carry.
He purchased it at the

He also

bargains

want

you
IF prove

I

Jacksonville, Fla.. April 0.
Ar, tug Three
Friends, with disabled sen. Scotia in tow, from
Key W est ; 11, eld, sell. Henry R. ’Tilton, Dodge,

Franklin and the two-masted sch. Arthur Clilford
of Bucksport, collided in Boston harbor.
The
schooner was from Winterport. and was in tow of
the tug bound to East Boston, where a cargo of
wood was consigned.
The schooner’s jibboom
punched a hole in the ferryboat's side, penetrating into the men's cabin. No was one was injured.
The schooner’s jibboom broke off; no otherdamage. The accident was caused by a misunderstanding between the captains of the ferry amt tug boat.
Cu.pt. Clifford reports he struck the gale Tuesday
off Boone Island and lost part of his deck load,
His mainsail was blown away.. The Boston ov\ tiers of the sell
Otello, lor Savannah, Feb. 18th,
have given up the vessel for lost. It is thought
that Capt. J. E. Coombs of Foxhoro, Mass., and
the crew of seven men, perished. The vessel was
valued at $10,000; partially insured.. ..Sch.
Belle Hooper, Hall, from (Juant.iiiamo, arrived at
Delaware Breakwater April loth, in want of le
pairs, having experienced heavy weather and lost
and split sails.. Sch. Jas. A. Parsons, lmm New
York for Hallowed, with coal, struck on Shovelful Shoal April 1 1. She was assisted off t»y Monomoy Life Saving crew. ..Sell. R. W. Hopkins,
(new) Hichborn, from Port Tampa for Carteret,
X. J., was spoken April 12, oil' Five Fathom
Bank, with jibboom gone._

People

Who Aim to
Save Money.

ton.

Retail Price.

Powder

A....

DALTON’S Hon. J. 0. Johnson,
Liberty, Me., gained in weight 22 lbs.: Mr. Chas. E.
Bessey, Brooks, ve, 17 1-2 lbs; Mr. C. 0. Wentworth. E. Knox, 11 lbs; Mrs. Susan B. Kennax, Frankfort, Me., 22 lbs.; Mrs. Nellie Iwonrblx. Belfast, Me.,
17 lbs.; Mrs. O. A. Hopkins, Boston, Mass., 2> lbs.

to

first of

AS

BY TAKING

!

Daniels,!

is

DOES

THE

age-Rev. Charles Bradstreet wishes
Charleston, S. (
April JO. Ar, soli. Altneda
announce to his many friends that he i Willey. Dodge. Boston.
Salem. April 10. t. Id, sell. Fawn. Shiite. Boston
is not a candidate for the legislature by any
and New \ «>rk.
Plymouth, April 11. Ar. seh. 11. G. Morse, Halpolitical party-Mrs. Abbie S.
timore.
President of the local W. C. T. I'., lectured
Key West. Fla.. April 1 1. Ar, seh. 1). H. Rivers,
’o.cord, Newpoi t News.
before that society at the church Sunday
Somes Sound, Me.. April S. Sld. sell. Kit ( arevening.Several persons in town last son, Philadelphia.
week had the pleasure of tasting a succuFOREIGN PORI'S.
Rio Janeiro, April 5. Sld, hark Doris, Thomplent, sweet orange that grew in this village
son, Trinidad.
in the front window of Miss Annie TwitchBuenos Ayres, March JO. Ar. bark Mabel
Meyeis, Meyets. Boston.
ell’s millinery store.
Barbadoes, April 0. Sld, brig Harry Smith,
Trinidad.
Unity. Winn Clark went to Montana Craig,
Port Spain, March 21. In port, sells. Star of
the
(itb....Mrs.
A.
A.
Sea, Hopkins, from Barbadoes, ar, 11th, for
Lane returned April
April
New York, flattie C. Luce, Heal, for Failed
10th from Lewiston, where she spent the
States.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
winter visiting friends.... Nathaniel WebIce Freights.
The big shipowners of New
ster, a former resident of Unity, died at the
have all signed a paper agreeing to the
England
home of his son in Thorndike April (>th. His
following schedule of freights from the' Kenneremains were brought here for burial_ bec and Penobscot rivers during the ice shipping
season: New York and Philadelphia, bo cents;
Adam Myrick lost his pocket-book last week Baltimore and
Washington, bf> cents; Richmond.
8f> cents per ton. This to include free wharfage
containing $25 aud some valuable papers.... ai.d
towage. The shipowners claim that they
John Hamilton and Mrs. Susan Moore of cannot stand the prices of last season, which
were not more than 50 cents, and if the ice men
Oregon were married April 12th at the do
not pay the above rates they will not allow
home of his parents. Rev. L. H. Merrill their vessels to carry freight for them.
Charters.
Bark Edward May, New York to
the
W.
R.
C.
ceremony-The
performed
Honolulu, general cargo, owners account. Ship
will give an entertainment April 24th. All
Abner Coburn, Japan to New York, general cargo,
p. t. Scb. Isaiah K. Stetson, (corrected) (luanare invited-Ciaire Whitten went to Kents
tananio to North of Hatteras, not East ot New
Hill April 12th-Rev. L H. Merrill {(reach- York, sugar, 12^13 cents. Bark Henry A. Litchfield, Brunswick to Colon, lumber, $7 50, and
ed his farewell sermon last Sunday_Leta
free wharfage.
Bark Doris, Trinidad to New
York, Philadelphia or Baltimore, asphalt, §1.75
went
to
Waterville
12th
to
atTaylor
April
and discharged, Washington 20 cents extra. Sch.
tend Coburn Institute-The Ladies’ SewHenry S. Woodruff, Ragged Island to New Haven,
ing Circle met April 0th with Mrs. H. C. salt, 7 14 cents. Sch. Maggie Mulvey, Maehias
to New York, stone, $12, loaded and discharged.
Chandler. About forty sat down to supper. Sch. Mcnawa, Sullivan to New
York, stone, $12,
loaded and discharged. Sch. Helen, Rondout to
In the evening the young people had a soDorchester,
cement, 20 cents. Sch. Joel F. Shepcial and sing, and all had a very pleasant
pard, Darien to Bath, lumber, $4.87 12. Coal:
Sch. Jas. a. Brown, south Amboy to Rockland,
time-Mrs. Asa Stevens, an aged lady, fell
DO cents. Sch. Empress, Hoboken to Rockland,
12th
her
No
April
injuring
quite badly.
80 cents.
Sch. Webster Barnard, Weehawken to
bones wrere broken, but she was badly shaken Bangor, 80 cents. Sch. July Fourth, Pt. Johnston to Warren, 55 cents.
Sell. Isaiah Hart, to
up....The Odd Fellows are prospering. Boston. 00 cents. Sch. Levi Hart, same.
Disasters, Etc. April Oth the ferryboat Ben
Eight members have been taken in since the
of

us

„

Scates Hedica!Co., Westbrook, He.

H.

putting a new roof on his I.
Misses Edna and Annie Lamb are spending
a few days in Camden.

his

SARSAPARILLA

Dr.

A. Camf.ron.
Bar Harbor, Me.

BODY

**

DALTON’S
NERVE TONIC

earnest less

liankin is

J.

used

IN mend it to all who are
run down in health and
THE need a tonic.”

Centre

although

have

"I

her

SEE WHAT

**

East Searsmont. Mrs. Percy Tower and
two children of Belmont are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin MarrinerWill Arnold has returned from Franklin,
Mass-Cora Mahoney is visiting in Belfast
and Northport_Mrs. Mabel Crie and son
Edward, of Criehaven, spent April 7th with

Waterville. I). B. Cobb, L. L. Cross,
Grace M.
J. W. Farrar, G. H. Clark, T. M. Simmons,
returned to their schools in Massachusetts, C. S. Adams, G. U. Cooper and V. A. Simafter a few days vacation with their parents. j mous were elected town committee.

Mudgett,

If it don't cure you,

son

11 you

are

looking

for

an

"-EXTRA FIN.'-: HA1

a son.

Weed. In (ireen's
and Thurlow Weed, a

Landing, March

im,

to

Mi.

son.

MARRIED
_

Billinws-Baii.kv.
11 n i.yim, .Muss.. Apn.
Charles Melville Hillings of Salem, Muss., former
lv of Deer Isle and Harriet Hortense. dan^htei ot
Mr. and Mrs. .John C. Hailey of Lynn.
In Koekland, A | i 1 7. Henry
Coi.m Its -Dll a K K.
k
M. Colburn and Maud A. Drake, both d
land.
(J K kooky Tahk. In Koekland, Apiil 4, .Maurice
A. Tarr
d
A. (iregorv of Koekport and Mart
Koekland.
Hoim;i»on Mo«»t>\. In Belfast, April 12, b\ Kev.
L. \\
Hamnions. Drear B. Hod^dou <d Belfast
and Miss Cora B. Moody of Nortbport.
Moiun Sit aw. In Sanm point, April 11, by 1IL D.i^ett, Esq., Klden M Morin ol Mt. Desert
and Mrs. Lizzie M. Shaw of Bangor.
Pai.mkr-Kori». In Searsport, April ir>. D\ Kev.
It. (L Harbutt, William L. Calmer d Manchester.
No
Conn., and Frances N. Ford of Searsport.
cards.
In Breen's Landing, March
Roiikins-Caktkk
28, .Joseph H. Bobbins of Deer Islt and Myrtle
Carter of Seuuwick.
>

DIED.
Mrs. Emeline
In Frai klin, April
Bunker, aged 83 years, 7 months and 13 days
(
In White's Corner, April 2. Augustus
Cole, aged 84 years, 9 mouths ami 17 days.
Dinsmure. In Koekland, April 7, Lucy <>.,
(Ames) widow ol' William Dinsnmre, a native of
Camden, aged 61 years and 9 days.
Elkins. in New York City, Slareli 31. of pneumonia, Fred C. Elkins, formerly of Sear*mont,
aged 35 years.
nit*»ss". In Searsport, April 12, Mrs. Irene Cross,
aged 89 years, 11 months and s days.
In Orlamt, March 31, Oliver Gray, aged
liit.w.
94 years and 24 days.
Evans, In Waldo, April 8, Martha Eva ns, aged
75 years.
In Camden, N .1
March 31. Hannah,
Hale.
willow of Lorenzo Hall, iornu-ily of 1I«•>*kLin !,
agen 78 years. Burial at Hammonton, N. .1.
llAto.EV. In I’enohscot, March 31. Mrs. Sarah
Hadley, aged 39 years.
Herrick. In Brookliu, April 2. < apt. Kichard
A. Herrick, aged 82 years, 1 month and is days.
Hills. In Rockland, April (, Leslie, son o!
Mark L. and the late Ella C Hills, auco ;; months
Remains taken to Northport lor
and U'» days.
hurial.
.Johnson. In Camden. April 4. Nancy ('., widow
of Albert Johnson, aged 70 years, 2 months and 4
Bi

nker.

Staples* Cottre!1
(Il k

►V
*

►V

HI

V

GOODS. TH A I IS \\ HA I
WANT,
wi: HAM I HI

12 Main

Street,

IJell'a

Spring and Siinim
Millinery.

days.

Kneelano. hi Searsport, April 10. Mrs. Harriet 11 Knee land, aged 88 years and 10 months.
Know lion. In searsmimt, April 10, Elizabeth
Knowlton, aged 80 years and 8 months.
Lord. In Brewer, April 9, Lena Frances, daugli
ter of John N. and Helen N. Lord, aged 1 year. 3
months and 0 days.
Martin. In Koekland, April 2. Horatio Martin,
a native of Appleton, aged 55 years 3 months and
18 days.
In Rockland, April 9, John Orne, a naOrne
tive of Vinalhaven, aged 79 years, 5 months and
20 days. Remains taken to Vinalhaven for burial.
Page. In Bucksport, April 14, Albert C. Page,
aged 62 years.
S'HNson. In Buck port. April 5, Christopher C.
Stinson, aged 00 years.
In Bluehill, April 3. Mrs Almira
Staples.
Staples aged 84 years, 11 months and 23 days.
Tolman. In I'nion. April 3, Mary J. Pol man.
aged 85 years. Remains taken to Rockland for
buria 1.
Tetley. In Camden, April 4, Bessie I*., wife of
Win. E. Tetley, aged 24 years, 6 months and 15
Remains taken to Youngtewn, Lincoludays.
ville, for burial.
Twitch ell. In Burnham, April 8, Gershom,
Twitched, Sr., aged 09 years.
Sherman. In Rockland, April 3, RoyalG Sherman, a native of Islesboro, aged 65 years, 6 months
and days.

SPRING STYLES

STOCK Ol BRIGHT, NTS'
CI PAN,
I RI SH,
SIM

^

We have just returned from Boston with a
and varied stock of Millinery in all i!»■

LATEST NOVELTIbS
j

and will have

a

good assortment of

Trimmed and Untrimmed

.5;.

Hats and Bonnets
on

through tin* season, which
pleased to show at any time.

hand all

we

"'

Please call and examine before

making your selection.

MRS. B. F. WELLS
Belfast, April 10, 189G.-16tf

